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StrateGems 2007 Selfmate Award 
by Mike Prcic 

 
The entries were almost evenly divided between s#2-s#3 and s#n, thirteen in 
the first group and eleven in the second. The quality of entries was good. As 
expected, the first group was thematically strong while the second group re-
lied mostly on one-liners. 

W________w
[bdwdwdNd]
[dwdwdw1w]
[wdwdp0Nd]
[dwdPGw0w]
[wdPdk0Qd]
[dRdw)wdP]
[wdw0B0K)]
[dwdrdrdn]
w--------w

2nd Prize
Živko Janevski 
StrateGems 2007

s#3 (12+12)

w________w
[wgwdwdwd]
[0wdPdRdw]
[wdw0bdPd]
[HwdkdB)p]
[pdwdwIpd]
[0w)wGp)w]
[wdwdw0wh]
[dw!wdwdw]
w--------w

1st Prize
Živko Janevski
StrateGems 2007 

s#3 (11+12)

w________w
[wdndwdwd]
[dw0pdwdw]
[wdpGwdw0]
[dwIwdpdr]
[Rdpdwdpg]
[dwiwdwHw]
[RdB0wdw!]
[dwdwdNdw]
w--------w

3rd Prize
Živko Janevski
StrateGems 2007

s#3* (8+12)

w________w
[wHwdwdn1]
[!wdBdwdb]
[wdw0w0wd]
[dPdk0wdR]
[wdwdR0wd]
[0r0KdwdN]
[wdPDPDnd]
[gwdwdwdw]
w--------w

1st Honorable Mention
Živko Janevski
StrateGems 2007

s#3 (10+13)

Section 1, selfmates in 2- and 3-moves 
 

1st Prize - (Živko Janevski - S0397) The composer has reached new heights 
in his favorite genre with multiple changed play. The try 1.Qb1? (2.Bxe6+ 
Kxe6 3.Qa2+ d5#), produces the following variations: 1...Bxf5 2.Qb5+ Ke6 
3.Qe5+ dxe5#, 1...Bxf7 2.Qb4! ~ 3.Qc5+ dxc5#, 1...Bxd7 2.Be4+ Ke6 3.Qa2+ 

d5# and 1...f1Q 2.Qd3+ Qxd3 3.Be4+ Qxe4#, but it is refuted by 1...f1B!. After 
the key 1.Qa1! (2.Bxe6+ Kxe6 3.Qa2+ d5#), there are three variations with 
changed play: 1...Bxf5 2.c4+ Ke6 3.Qe5+ dxe5#, 1...Bxf7 2.Qxa3! ~ 3.Qc5+ 
dxc5# and 1...f1Q 2.c4+ Qxc4+ 3.Be4+ Qxe4#. The variation 1...Bxd7 2.Be4+ 

Ke6 3.Qa2+ d5# remains the same but there is an answer to Black’s refuta-
tion move 1...f1B 2.c4+ Bxc4 3.Qe5+ dxe5# with a new mate. Excellent! 
2nd Prize - (Živko Janevski - S0390) Even with an obvious key (it is hard to 
find a better one), this is a highly thematic and entertaining problem. After 

1.d6! (2.Bd3+ Kxe3+ 3.Qf3+ Bxf3#), White closes his Rook’s line allowing 
black King’s capture of e3-Pawn. Black defends with two captures, both al-
lowing his King new flights. In both cases White self-pins on f3-square and 
takes advantage of black P/Q battery: 1...Qxg6 2.Bf3+ Kxe5 3.Qxf4+ gxf4#, 

1...fxe5 2.Qf3+ Kf5 3.Sh4+ gxh4#. 
3rd Prize - (Živko Janevski - S0396) A patented four-fold cycle (AB-BC-CD-
DA) of White’s second and third moves with a try. This sounds déjà vu, but 
don’t be fooled, it takes knowledge and effort to compose one. Solution: 

1.Qf2? (2.Se4+ fxe4+ 3.Be5+ Rxe5#), 1...Bxg3 2.Be5+ Bxe5 3.Qd4+ Bxd4#, 
1...d1R 2.Qd4+ Rxd4 3.Rxc4+ Rxc4#, 1...Be7 2.Qf3+ gxf3 3.Se4+ fxe4#, but 
1...Sxd6!; 1.Qg1! (2.Se4+ [A] fxe4+ 3.Be5+[B] Rxe5#), 1...Bxg3 2.Be5+[B] Bxe5 
3.Qd4+[C] Bxd4#, 1...d1R 2.Qd4+[C] Rxd4 3.Rxc4+[D] Rxc4#, 1...Sxd6 

2.Rxc4+[D] Sxc4 3.Se4+[A] fxe4#. 
1st Honorable Mention - (Živko Janevski - S0398) Only one changed mate, 
but it is a beauty. Solution: 1.Sc6?  (2.Sb4+ Rxb4 3.Qd4+ Rxd4#), 1…f5 
2.Rd4+ exd4 3.Sxf4+ Sxf4#, 1...Rb4 2.Se7+ Sxe7 3.Qd4+ Rxd4#, but 1…Bf5!; 

1.Sa6! (2.Sb4+ Rxb4 3.Qd4+ Rxd4#), 1...f5 2.Rd4+ exd4 3.Qxd4+ Qxd4#, 
1...Bf5 2.Qd4+ exd4 3.Sxf4+ Sxf4#. 
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w________w
[w1b$wdwd]
[hwdwdw0w]
[wdwdwdwg]
[dwdp$w4r]
[NdwiwIpH]
[dwdPdw)w]
[wdwdwdwh]
[dBdQdwdw]
w--------w

3rd Honorable Mention
Živko Janevski
StrateGems 2007

s#3                         (9+11)

w________w
[wdbdwdQd]
[dp$wdw0w]
[w)wdndPg]
[dPdk0Khw]
[wGw0wdwd]
[dpdwdPdw]
[wHwdwdwd]
[dwdw$wdw]
w--------w

2nd Honorable Mention
Petko A. Petkov
StrateGems 2007

s#3                      (10+10)

w________w
[wdwdwdbd]
[dwhwdwHp]
[pdw0wdwd]
[$wdniw)w]
[w0Kdwdwd]
[gPdPdp)w]
[w)Bdwdw!]
[1wdwdwdw]
w--------w

1st Commendation
Živko Janevski
StrateGems 2007

s#3                      (10+11)

W________w
[wdBHwdwd]
[dwdPdwdp]
[wdwdwdw)]
[4w4whwdK]
[qdpdwdw$]
[dw$wgk)w]
[wdQdp)pd]
[dNdwhwGw]
w--------w

2nd Commendation
Živko Janevski 
StrateGems 2007

s#3 (12+11)

2nd Honorable Mention - (Petko A. Petkov - S0384) A waiter (a rarity for 
Petko) with a good key, many variations and a black B/S battery. Solution: 

1.Rc3! (zz), 1...d3 2.Qxe6+ Kd4 3.Qd7+ Bxd7#; 2...Sxe6 3.Rxd3+ Sd4#, 
1...Bd7 2.Rc5+ Kd6 3.Qf8+ Sxf8#, 1...Sf7 2.Rxe5+ Sxe5 3.Qxe6+ Bxe6#, 1...e4 
2.fxe4+ Sxe4 3.Qxe6+ Bxe6#, 1...dxc3 2.Qd8+ Bd7 3.Rd1+ Sd4#.   
3rd Honorable Mention - (Živko Janevski - S0383) Another cycle play with 

good key and some additional variations. Solution: 1.Qe1! (2.Qb4+ Qxb4 
3.Rexd5+[A] Rxd5#), 1...Sb5 2.Qc3+ Sxc3 3.Rdxd5+[B] Sxd5#, 1...Qa8 
2.Rexd5+[A] Qxd5 3.Qe5+ Rxe5#, 1...Be6 2.Rdxd5+[B] Bxd5 3.Sf5+ Rxf5#, 
(1...Bd7 2.Qe4+ dxe4 3.Sf5+ Rxf5#, 1...Sc6 2.Qb4+ Sxb4 3.Rdxd5+ Sxd5#.)   
1st Commendation - (Živko Janevski - S0385) A four-fold cycle (AB-BC-CD-
DA) with a set-play and two tries. Solution: 1...Se6 2.g4+ Sef4 3.Rxd5+ 
Bxd5#; 1.Qf2! (2.Rxd5+[A]  Sxd5 3.Qe3+[B] Sxe3#), 1...Qc1 2.Qe3+[B] Qxe3 
3.d4+[C] Qxd4#, 1...Bxb2 2.d4+[C] Bxd4 3.Qxd4+[D] Qxd4#, 1...Se6 

2.Qd4+[D] Sxd4 3.Rxd5+[A] Bxd5#, 1.Qd2? Se6!, 1.Qg1? f2!  
2nd Commendation - (Živko Janevski - S0389) An alphabet soup with obvi-
ous key and different strategic motives. The last two variations are not bal-
anced. Solution:  1.Sf7! (2.Sxe5+[A] Rxe5+ 3.Qf5+[B] Rxf5#), 1...Qxd7 

2.Qf5+[B] Qxf5+ 3.Sg5+[C] Qxg5#, 1...S5d3+ 2.Sg5+[C] Bxg5 3.Sd2+[D] 
Bxd2#, 1...S1d3 2.Sd2+ Bxd2 3.Sxe5+ Rxe5#.   

2nd Prize
Petko A. Petkov
StrateGems 2007

s#5                         (8+9)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdndw]
[wdwdQdwd]
[dNdwdwdw]
[w0wdwdw0]
[dw)k0Pdr]
[wdwdw)pd]
[GNdKdb4w]
w--------w

1st Honorable Mention
Radovan Tomašević
StrateGems 2007

s#21          C- (6+2)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdQdNdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdrdw)]
[dwdwdkdP]
[wdwdwdRd]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w

2nd Honorable Mention
Evgeny Bogdanov
& Andrey Selivanov
StrateGems 2007

s#7                         (5+2)

W________w
[wdwdQdwd]
[IwiPdPdw]
[wdqdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdRdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[rhwdKdwd]
[gw0pdwdw]
[w0w0k)wd]
[dw0Rdn$Q]
[wdPdwdBd]
[dPdp)NdP]
[wdwdwdp4]
[dbdwdwdq]
w--------w

1st Prize
Camillo Gamnitzer
StrateGems 2007

s#6                     (11+15)

Section 2, selfmates in n-moves 
 

1st Prize - (Camillo Gamnitzer - S0386) In the set, 1...Kxf6 2.Rdxf5+! Ke6 
3.Qh7 and 4.Qxd7+ Sxd7#, there is no need to block f7-square. The three 
tries, 1.Qh7?/Rgxf5?/Rg6? are easily refuted by 1...Rxh3!. The key 1.Rg7! is 
followed by a full threat: 2.Re7+ Kxf6 3.Rf7+ Ke6 4.Re5+ dxe5 5.Qxf5+ Kd6 

6.Qxd7+ Sxd7#. Here, the white Rook is self-blocking the important f7-
square.  After  a  defensive  move  1...d2,  we  have a different scenario: 2.Rg6  
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(3.Qh7 and 4.Qxd7+) Rxh3 3.Bxf5+ Bxf5 4.f7+ Bxg6 (pinning the f7-Pawn) 
5.Sg5+ Kf6 6.Qh8+ Rxh8#. Here the f7-square is blocked by the pinned white 

Pawn while the black defender (the Rook) is lured into mating the white King. 
Notice that mates come from two opposite corners. A marvelous conception! 
2nd Prize - (Petko A. Petkov - S0380) An excellent flight-giving key is a prel-
ude to a full threat and two variations. The setting is unusual with the threat 

contrasting the variations. In the second variation, we have a quiet King’s 
switchback. Solution: 1.Ke1! (2.Qd5+ Kc2 3.S1a3+ bxa3 4.Sxa3+ Kc1 5.Qd2+ 
exd2#), 1…Kc2 2.Qa2+ Kc1 3.Bb2+ Kc2 4.Ba3+ Kd3 5.Qe2+ Bxe2#, 1…exf2+ 
2.Kd1! (3.Qe2+ Bxe2#) Se5 3.Qxe5 Kc4 4.Sd2+ Kd3 5.Qe2+ Bxe2#. 

1st Honorable Mention - (Radovan Tomašević - S0382) I am not a fan of 
lengthy maneuvers, but one must recognize the tenacity involved in compos-
ing and calculating twenty-one moves. There are many tries and sub-
variations, often shorter. (For the full solution, please see SG41, pg. 59.) Solu-

tion: 1.Qd5! Ke3 2.Qd2+ Kf3 3.Qd3+ Re3 4.Qd5+ Re4 5.Sd4+ Kf4 6.Rg4+ Ke3 
7.Sc2+ Ke2/Kf2 8.Rg2+ Kf3 9.h5 Kf4 10.Rg4+ Kf3 11.h6 Ke2/Kf2 12.Rg2+ 
Kf3 13.h7 Kf4 14.Qg5+ Kf3 15.Qf5+ Rf4 16.Qd5+ Re4 17.h8Q Kf4 18.Qh4+ 
Kf4 19.Qd1+ Re2 20.Qf1+ Rf2 21.Rh2 Rxf1#;  12…Kf1 13.Qd3+ Re2 14.Sd4 

Ke1 15.Sf3+ Kf1 16.Sg5 Ke1 17.Rg1+ Kf2 18.Qd4+ Re3 19.h4 Ke2 20.Qd1+ 
Kf2 21.Sh3+ Rxf3#   
2nd Honorable Mention - (Evgeny Bogdanov & Andrey Selivanov - S0381) 
A good miniature with white promotions and two full variations. Solution: 

1.Qe5+!  Kd6 2.d8Q+ Kxd8 3.f8Q+ Kc7 4.Qb8+ Kd7! 5.Qbe8+ Kc7 6.Qa5+ 
Qb6+ 7.Ka8! Qxa5# (3…Kd7 4.Qfe8+ Kc7 5.Qa5+ Qb6+ 6.Ka8 Qxa5#), 1…Kd8 
2.Qg5+ Kc7 3.Qa5+ Qb6+ 4.Ka8! Kc6 5.Qd5+ Kc7 6.d8B+ Kc8 7.Qb7+ Qxb7#; 
4…Kd8 5.f8Q+ Kc7 6.Qb8+ Kc6 7.Qb7+ Qxb7#; 2…Qf6 3.f8Q+ Kc7 4.Qb8+ 

Kc6 5.Qa8+ Kc7 6.Qc5+ Qc6 7.Qb6+ Qxb6# 

w________w
[wdwdwHKd]
[dwdwiw)w]
[wdwdw4wd]
[dwdRdw!w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

3rd Honorable Mention
Pavlos Moutecidis
StrateGems 2007

s#12         C- (5+2)

W________w
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwGwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[wdw4wdwd]
[dwdwdw$w]
[wdwdpdwi]
[dwdw!wdw]
w--------w

Commendation
Wilfried Seehofer 
StrateGems 2007

s#21 C- (4+4)

w________w
[K$wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdkdBdwd]
[dqdwdwdw]
[Qdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdRdwdw]
w--------ws#8 (5+2)

Commendation
Andrey Selivanov
StrateGems 2007 

3rd Honorable Mention - (Pavlos Moutecidis - S0388) A Bishop promotion 
adds spice to this well-constructed miniature. Solution: 1.Qe5+! Re6 2.Qc7+ 

Ke8 3.Qc8+ Ke7 4.Qd7+ Kf6 5.Qd8+ Re7 6.Kh8 Kf7 7.g8B+ Kf6 8.Qd6+ Re6 
9.Qf4+ Ke7 10.Rd7+ Ke8 11.Bf7+ Kxf8 12.Qh6+ Rxh6#.  
 
Commendations in the order of appearance: 

 
Commendation - (Wilfried Seehofer - S0394) Another lengthy affair, but 
with a known maneuver. In such cases, I feel that some part of the 
maneuvering should be shortened. Solution: 1.Qf2+! Kh1 2.Qf3+ Kh2 3.Rg2+ 

Kh1 4.Rxe2+ Kg1 5.Qg3+ Kh1 6.Qh3+ Kg1 7.Rg2+ Kf1 8.Qf3+ Ke1 9.Qf2+ Kd1 
10.Qe2+ Kc1 11.Qe1+ Rd1 12.Qc3+  Kb1 13.Rb2+ Ka1 14.Rxb5+ Ka2 
15.Qc2+ Ka3 16.Be7+ Rd6 17.Ra5+  Kb4 18.Ra6 Kb5 19.Qa4+ Kc5 20.Ra5+ 
Kb6 21.Bd8+ Rxd8#.   
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Commendation - (Andrey Selivanov - S0400) It looks easy, but two full-
length variations always present a challenge. Solution: 1.Bf5! Kc5 2.Qd4+ 

Kc6 3.Rb6+ Kc7 4.Rb7+ Kc6 5. Be4+ Qd5 6.Qb4! Qxe4 7.Rc7+ Kxc7 8.Qb7+ 
Qxb7#, 1…Kc7 2.Rb7+ Kc6 3.Be4+ Kc5 4.Rd5+ Kc6 5.Rb6+ Kc7 6.Qa7+ Kc8 
7.Rc6+ Qxc6 8.Qb7+ Qxb7#. 
 
All claims to Petko A. Petkov must be  received by January 1, 2008. 

StrateGems 2006 Series-movers Award 
 
Forty problems were entered in the tourney; thirty-nine in the regular column 

and one slipping into the fairy column (F0585). C0201 and C0207 were 
cooked. 
 Most of the problems were at least tasty nuts for solving, but there was 

more. Two normal and two special prize winners are of very good quality. I 
only regret the absence of multi-phase series-movers with rich strategic anal-
ogy. (Maybe next time?) 
 Before coming to the awarded problems, here are a few words about some 

others: 
C0178 (Mikitovics) Similar return can be found in R1 (Solution: a) 1.Bd7 
6.Kc7 Be5#, b) 5.Kh5 6.Bg4 Rh8#). Moreover, different lengths (in twins) de-
tract. 

C0194 (Poissant) It reminded me of R2 (Solution: 1.c1Q 2.Qe1 3.Qxe5 4.Qxd6 
5.Qxf4 6.Qxf2 7.Qg1 g4#, 1.c1B 2.Bb2 3.Bxe5 4.Bxf4 5.Bxg3 6.Bxf2 7.Bg1 
d7#). The Queen maneuver is delicate, but overall there is too little content. 
C0196 (Ylijoki) The strategy is not bad, but the set length is neither fish nor 

flesh – one move or seven moves. 
C0197 (Hetman) It would surely be awarded, if there were no R3 (Twins: b) 

Sc4→b1, c) = b) Pa3→a2, d) = c) Kb8→e4 & sh=8, e) = d) -Bf1, f) = e) -Sb1 & 
sh=8. Solution: a) 2.dxc4 4.cxb2 5.bxc1B 6.Bxa3 7.Bc5 8.Ba7 9.Ka8 Qb1=, b) 

4.dxc2 5.cxb1S 6.Sxa3 7.Sb5 8.Sa7 9.Ka8 Qb3=, c) 4.dxc2 5.cxb1R 6.Rxb2 
7.Rxa2 8.Rxd2 9.Rd7 Qxd7=, d) 4.dxc2 5.cxb1S 6.Sc3 7.Sxc2 8.Kd3 Qa4=, e) 
4.dxc2 5.cxb1R 6.Rxb2 7.Rxd2 8.Rxa2 9.Ra5 Rxa5=, f) 4.dxc2 5.cxd1B 6.Bxe2 

7.Kd3 8.Kc2 Kxe2=. 
C0203 (Poissant) Similar to C0204 but less economical. 
 These problems were also considered for commendations but did not make 
it: C0174 (Mikitovics), C0182 (Dowd) and C0206 (Degenkolbe & Richter). 

 
Here are the winners: 

w________w
[BdwdRdwd]
[Hw0wdwdw]
[piwdwdwd]
[dwdw)wdw]
[PdRdP)wd]
[dNdwdw)w]
[wdwdw)wI]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

1st Special Prize
Unto Heinonen
StrateGems 2006

ser.h#26*   2 sols. (12+3)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0w0wdw]
[pdwdwdwd]
[4p4pdKdw]
[kdpdpdwd]
[dw)w)wdw]
[PdwdPdwd]
[dwGwdwdw]
w--------wser.h=20                (6+10)

2nd Prize
Václav Kotěšovec
StrateGems 2006w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dPdRdw)r]
[w)w)Kdwd]
[dPiw)Pdw]
[w0wdwgbd]
[dwdwdPdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

1st Prize
George P. Sphicas
StrateGems 2006

ser.s=20    C- (10+5)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdpdw]
[wdPdw)wd]
[dPdBdPdw]
[Pdpdw)wd]
[dpdw)w0w]
[wIwdPdNd]
[$Q$Ndwdk]
w--------w

2nd Special Prize
Mirko Degenkolbe
& Frank Richter
StrateGems 2006

ser.h#37                (15+6)
b) -wRa1 &  -wRc1 
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1st Prize - (George P. Sphicas - C0208) Almost ten years ago I was fascinated 

by R4 (Solution: a) 1.h1S 2.Sxg3 3.Se4 6.g1S 7.Sxe2 8.Sd4 10.e1S 11.Sd3 
12.Sdc5 Se7#, b) 1.h1B 2.Bf3 3.Bxe2 4.Bc4 6.e1B 7.Bxg3 8.Be5 11.g1B 
12.Bc5 Bb7#) showing three Knights promotions in the diagram position and 
three Bishops promotions in the twin. I gave it four points as FIDE Album 

judge. C0208 is an almost equally fascinating work. Three Knights and three 
Bishops promotions in one series, wisely chosen by White, allow immobiliza-
tion of a large number of initially mobile pieces. The complete absence of 
white captures is proof of excellent technique. Solution: 1.b8B 2.b7 3.b6 

4.Ba7 5.b8B 6.Rb7 8.d8B 9.Kd7 12.e8S 13.Sd6 14.Kc7 16.f7 17.g8S 18.Se7 
19.f8S 20.Se6+ Bxe6=.   
2nd Prize - (Václav Kotěšovec - C0189) In the initial position there are vari-
ous mobile black pieces and no chance to hide them somewhere on the edge. 

However, there is a possibility for immobilizing them in the middle of the 
board. On the way to the finale we have a double round trip of a Pawn (natu-
rally promoting). Well done! Solution: 4.b1B 5.Bd3 6.Bxe2 7.Bh5 8.Be8 9.Bb5 

10.Rc6 14.d1B 15.Bh5 16.Bf7 17.Bd5 18.Rc5 19.c6 20.e6+ Ke5=. 
1st Special Prize - (Unto Heinonen - C0179) Grand opus: set-play series 
helpmate with two solutions of equal length with return of block after promo-
tion and perfect differentiation by the first move, compared to C0205. There 

are still two negatives: 1. moves 2-13 and 22-25 are the same (but not move 
1!), 2. unused Rc4 and Re8 in the set. Solution: Set: 1…Sc8#, 1.c6 4.Kxe8 
12.Kxc4 14.Kxe4 15.Kf5 20.c1B 21.Bxf4 22.Kxe5 25.Kb6 26.Bc7 Sc8#, Play: 
1.c5 4.Kxe8 12.Kxc4 13.Kd3 17.c1S 19.Sxf4 20.Sd5 21.Kxe4 22.Kxe5 25.Kb6 

26.Sc7 Sc8#.   
2nd Special Prize - (Mirko Degenkolbe & Frank Richter - C0205) Two very 
different mates after thirty-seven moves is a true achievement. There are two 
negatives: 1. moves 1-15 are the same, 2. in the twin two Rooks are removed. 

Solution: 1.Kxg2?? a) 1.Kh2 16.Kxd5 17.Kc5! (Kd6?) 30.Kh3 31.Kxg2! 32.Kh1 
34.g1R 35.Rxd1 36.Rxc1 37.Rg1 Qxg1#, b) 1.Kh2 16.Kxa4 17.Kxb5 19.Kxd5 
20.Kxc6 30.Kxg2! 31.Kh1 33.g1R 35.Rxe3 37.Rh2 Se3#.   

w________w
[rdwdwdwd]
[dndwdqdw]
[bdwdwdwd]
[dwiwINdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwgw]
w--------w

Commendation
Daniel Novomesky
StrateGems 2006

ser.h#8    2 sols.     (2+6)

w________w
[bdwdwdwd]
[dkdwdwdK]
[wdRdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dpdwdPdw]
[PdNdwdwd]
[dBdwdwdw]
w--------w

2nd Honorable Mention
Zoltán Laborczi
StrateGems 2006

ser.h#10   2 sols.    (6+4)

w________w 
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[wdw0wdwd] 
[dpdPdwdw] 
[w)p)w0wd] 
[dwdwdp)w] 
[pdPIw)wd] 
[iwdwdwdw]  
w--------w 

1st Honorable Mention
Marko Ylijoki
StrateGems 2006

ser.r#9  b) ser.r=9    (7+7) 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dk)wdwdw]
[pdw)wdb4]
[dwdKdwdw]
[wdw)P)wd]
[dwdwdwgw]
[wdw)wdBd]
[dwdwdwGw]
w--------w

Sp. Honorable Mention
George P. Sphicas
StrateGems 2006

ser.s#11                 (9+5)

Special (Funny) Honorable Mention - (George P. Sphicas - C0199) One 

would, of course, expect some promotions to occur, but in the final position 
there are four Pawns on the 7th rank and no promotion at all. Really funny 
and original. Solution: 1.d7 2.Kd6 3.d5 6.e7 7.Ke6 10.f7 11.d6+ Be4#   
 

1st Honorable Mention - (Marko Ylijoki - C0191) Subtle reflex problem with 
AUW, much better than R5 (Solution: a) 5.d8R 6.Rg8 7.Rg1+ fxg1Q#, b) 3.b8S 
4.Sc6 5.Sd4 6.Se2 7.Sg1 fxg1B=). White Queen promotions are naturally ruled 
out. Solution: a) 1.gxf4 5.f8R 6.Rxf3 7.Rb3 8.Kc3 9.Rb1+ axb1S#, b) 1.5.g8B 

7.Bd3 8.c3 9.Bb1 axb1Q=.   
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w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwIwdwdw]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dwgwdwdw]
[wdwdBdwd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdwdwdk]
w--------w

Commendation
Zoltán Laborczi
StrateGems 2006

ser.h#10    2 sols.   (2+5)

w________w
[w4wdwdk1]
[dP)pdwdw]
[wdP)wdKd]
[dwdwdwdQ]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Commendation
Robert J. Bales, Jr. 
StrateGems 2006

ser.s#7    2 sols.      (6+5)

w________w
[wdwIwdwd]
[dwdR0wdw]
[wiwdw)wd]
[dwdB)wdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dwdPdPdw]
[wdwdwdPd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Commendation
Hermann Hetman
StrateGems 2006

ser.h#12   2 sols.    (9+2)

2nd Honorable Mention - (Zoltán Laborczi - C0183) Shielding of two bK 

paths to d5 results in two different (before-mate) positions with regard to the 
remaining white pieces. Naturally, it is a Zilahi. Solution: 1.bxa2 2.axb1Q 
3.Qb6 5.Kb5 6.Qc5 8.Kd5 10.Qe5 Sb4#, 1.bxc2 2.c1B 4.Bc7 6.Kd7 7.Bd6 
9.Kd5 10.Be5 Be4#. 

 
Commendations in the order of publication. 
 
Commendation - (Daniel Novomesky - C0175) This echo series-mover can-

not aim higher due to the existence of R6 (Solution: 1.Bf5 2.Qf4 3.Ree4 4.Ke5 
5.Rd5 6.Bd4 Sc4#, 1.Rc6 2.Bd7 3.Qc7 4.Kd6 5.Rd5 6.Be5 Se4#), where the 
symmetry is partially suppressed. Also, the repetition of move Sc5 is not a 
plus, but that is present also in R6 (Rd5). C0175 has two solutions, which is 

a plus. Solution: 1.Bd3 3.Rc3 4.Qb3 5.Kc4 7.Bb4 8.Sc5 Sd6#, 1.Kc6 2.Bb6 
3.Sc5 4.Bc8 5.Qb7 6.Bd7 8.Rc7 Sd4#.   

Commendation - (Zoltán Laborczi - C0177) Fine miniature with mates in 

the opposite corners. Solution: 1.Bg1 6.c1S 8.Sg3 9.Bh2 10.g1B Bxf3#, 1.Kg1 
9.Ka8 10.Ba7 Bxc6#.   
Commendation - (Robert J. Bales - C0181) Much better than R7 (Solution: 
a) 1.gxf6 3.f8B 4.h8Q 5.Qb2 6.Bb4 7.Ba5 8.Qb7+ Qxb7#, b) 3.g8B 4.h8Q 

5.Qd4 6.Bc4 7.Bb5 8.Qa7+ Qxa7#), nevertheless, many elements are common 
to both problems. Solution: 1.c8B 2.c7 3.cxb8Q 4.Qc7 5.Bxd7 6.Bf5 7.Qg7+ 
Qxg7#, 1.cxd7 2.d8B 3.c8Q 4.Qf5 5.Bg5 6.Qf6 7.Qh7+ Qxh7#. 
Commendation - (Hermann Hetman - C0204) Echo of the impure mate with 

King and Knight making most moves. Solution: 1.exf6 2.fxe5 4.exd3 6.d1S 

8.Sb5 9.Sc7 11.Kb8 12.Sa8 Rb7#, 1.Kc5 3.Kxe5 4.Kxf6 6.Kf8 9.exf3 10.fxg2 

11.g1R 12.Rg8 Rf7#. 

StrateGems 2006 Stalemates Award 
 
Twenty-four problems were entered in the tourney. The overall level was not 

as good as in series-movers. Too many captures of static pieces were often 
used as an easy way to attain stalemate or force uniqueness of the solution. 
 Before coming to awarded problems, a few words about some others: 

Q0163 (Dunn) Compare to R8 [Solution: 1.Bb2! (2.Bxc3=), 1...Ra6+ 2.bxa6=, 
1...Rb6 2.cxb6=, 1...Rc6 2.bxc6= etc.] 
Q0180 (Dunn) Too dry because black pieces sacrifice on the same squares, 
althoug the round trip of wQ is in two opposite directions. 

Q0185 (Dowd) Q0186 is better.  
Problems considered for commendations which did not make it: Q0167 
(Paradzinski), Q0169 (Molnár), Q0181 (Dowd & Ylijoki) and Q0182 (Érsek). 
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w________w
[wHkdwdwd]
[dpdw0wdw]
[pGpdw0wd]
[Iw)rdwdw]
[wdBdpdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dndwdwdw]
w--------w

1st Honorable Mention
Tibor Érsek
StrateGems 2006

h=6                       (5+11)

w________w
[wdwdwdwi]
[dwdw0p0p]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[IwdwdwdQ]
w--------w

1st Prize
Henry Tanner
StrateGems 2006

h=4½      2 sols.      (2+6)

2nd Prize
Dan Meinking, for Colin
StrateGems 2006w________w

[wdwdwdbd]
[dwdwdw)P]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0wdKdPd]
[gwiwdwdw]
[p0p0wdwd]
[dnGwdwdw]
w--------wh=4½                      (5+9)

w________w
[kdwdwdwd] 
[dw)wdwdw] 
[w)wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w

2nd Honorable Mention
Hermann Hetman
StrateGems 2006

=8 zeroposition       (3+2)
a) -bPb2, b) -wPb6 

Here are the winners: 

  
1st Prize - (Henry Tanner - Q0173) Elegant initial position with four Pawns 
on the initial rank mitigates nicely the point made in the second paragraph of 
the award. The captures seem so natural thanks to the absence of any white 

blockers and multiple options of wQ (1...Qh4? 2.g5 ??). Of course, everything 
has to be finished by something nice at the end and the chameleon-echo of 
stalemate is something. Solution: 1…Qxf3 2.h6 Qxf7 3.Kh7 Qxe7 4.Kg6 Qxg7+ 
5.Kh5 Qg3=, 1…Qe1 2.g5 Qxe7 3.Kg7 Qxf7+ 4.Kh6 Qxf3 5.g4 Qxg4=. 

2nd Prize - (Dan Meinking - Q0174) Five Bishop promotions merit the prize 
despite the existence of R9 (Solution: 1.d1B Kxb2 2.a3+ Kc1 3.a2 g8B 4.a1B 
Bxf7 5.Bg7 Bxh5 6.Bf8 exf8B 7.h1B Bc5=). After all, Q0174 is more economi-
cal in terms of time and material and it shows Phoenixes on both sides. Solu-

tion: 1...hxg8B 2.bxc1B Bb3 3.B1b2 g8B 4.c1B Bd1 5.a1B B8b3=. 
1st Honorable Mention - (Tibor Érsek - Q0170) The author has worked on 
schemes with exchange of pieces of the same type and of different color, like 

in R10 (Solution: 1.Qh3 Qb8 2.Qc8 Qxe5 3.Qa8 Qxg7 4.Bb8 Qh6 5.Rc7 
Bd8=). Q0170 shows exchange of places of two Knights on opposite sides of 
the board. Solution: 1.Sd2 Sd7 2.Sf3 Sxf6 3.Se5 Sxe4 4.Sd7 Sxc3 5.Sb8 Sb1 
6.Rd7 Be6=.   

2nd Honorable Mention - (Hermann Hetman - Q0176) Zero-position with an 
incredible content for only five pieces (and only four pieces in both positions!). 
Solution: a) 1.c8B! Kb8 2.Ba6 Ka8 3.Kg2 Kb8 4.Kf3 Ka8 5.Ke4 Kb8 6.Kd5 
Ka8 7.Kc6 Kb8 8.Bb7=, b) 1.c8Q+! Ka7 2.Qc7+ Ka6 3.Qb8 Ka5 4.Qxb2 Ka4 

5.Qb6 Ka3 6.Qb5 Ka2 7.Qb4 Ka1 8.Qb3=, and 3...b1~(+) 4.Qxb1 Ka5 5.Qb3 
Ka6 6.Qb4 Ka7 7.Qb5 Ka8 8.Qb6=.   

w________w
[wdwdwhwd]
[dwiP)K)w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

2nd Commendation
Steven B. Dowd 
& Marko Ylijoki
StrateGems 2006 

h=2       2 sols.        (4+2)
b) bSf8→e6

w________w
[kdwdwdwd]
[)wdw0pIw]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[dwdw)wdw]
[wdp)pdwd]
[0w)wdwdw]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

3rd Honorable Mention
Israel Tzur
& Misha Shapiro
StrateGems 2006

h=5  b) bPa3→d7   (7+6)

w________w
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0w0w]
[w0w0Pdwd]
[dP0Pdp)w]
[BdPdw0w0]
[HwdwdKgq]
w--------w

1st Commendation
Steven B. Dowd
in mem. Joszef  Pogats
StrateGems 2006

h=21½                  (8+11)
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3rd Honorable Mention - (Israel Tzur & Misha Shapiro - Q0184) Substantial 

improvement over Q0175: AUW with white promoting to Knight and Bishop. 
However, the link between solutions is not particularly strong. Solution: a) 
1.f5 Kg6 2.axb2 Kxf5 3.b1R Kxe4 4.Rb8 axb8S 5.e6 Sc6=, b)1.e3 Kxf7 2.e2 
Kxe7 3.e1Q Kxd7 4.Qxe5 Kc8 5.Qb8+ axb8B= 

1st Commendation - (Steven B. Dowd - Q0186) Although the beginning is 
quite straightforward, once the position is unknotted, it becomes interesting. 
Tempo move 18...Be2! is the peak of the solution. Solution: 1...Bb1 2.Kf7 Ba2 
3.Kg6 Bb1 4.Kh5 g4+ 5.Kh4 Ba2 6.Kg3 Bb1 7.Kf4 Ba2 8.Ke3 Bb1 9.Kd2 Ba2 

10.Kc1 Bb1 11.Kb2 Ba2 12.Kxa1 Bb1 13.Kb2 Ba2 14.Kxc2 Bb1+ 15.Kd2 Bc2 
16.Ke3 Bd1 17.Kf4 Bxf3 18.Kg3 Be2 19.Qf3 Bd1 20.Qe2+ Kxe2 21.Kg2 Bc2 
22.Kh1 Kf1=.   
2nd Commendation - (Steven B. Dowd & Marko Ylijoki - Q0168) Although 

the 1.Kxd7 solution is almost the same in two positions, this pair, after all, 
fits nicely in this 2x2 miniature. As a composer bred on modern twomovers I 
cannot resist awarding reciprocal exchange. Solution: a) 1.Kxd7 Kf6 2.Ke8[a] 

gxf8S=[A], 1.Se6 e8S+ 2.Kd8(b) Kxe6=[B], b) 1.Kxd7 Kf6 2.Ke8[a] Kxe6=[B], 
1.Sf8 e8S+ 2.Kd8[b] gxf8S=[A].   
 
Referenced problems: 

W________w
[w$wdwdwG]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdpdwdpd]
[dwdwdw0k]   
[wdwIwdbd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------

W________w
[wGwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw)wdwd]
[dw0W)wdw]   
[wdwdw)wd]
[dKdwdw)w]
[wdp$w)Bi]
[dbdwdwdw]
w--------

R1 Frank Fiedler
feenschach 1999

ser.h#6                   (3+5)
b) start from final position
in a) and -Bh8

W________w
[wiwdwdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]   
[wdNdwdwd]
[)wdwdwdw]
[w)P)P)P)]
[$wGQIBHR]
w--------

R2 Juraj Lörinc
6th HM, Springaren
Summer Tourney 1998

ser.h#7    2 sols.     (9+4)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdKdw]
[wdwdrdwd]
[dwdk1wdw]   
[wdw4wdbd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wgwHwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------

R3 Per Olin
Springaren 1997

ser.h=9    2 sols.   (16+2)
See text!

W________w
[kdwdwdwd]
[dwdqdwdP]
[Kdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdw)w]   
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------

R6 Anders Lundström
3rd Honorable Mention
feenschach 1979

ser.h#6    2 sols.      (2+6)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]   
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdPdw]
[wdw)w0wd]
[dwdwdkdK]
w--------

R7 Vladislav Buňka
Sachové umení 1995

ser.s#8   b) -Pf6      (3+3)

W________w
[wdNdwdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdPdw]   
[wdNdwdpd]
[dwdw0w)w]
[wdwdPdw0]
[dKdwdwdw]
w--------

R5 Theodor Steudel
Rex Multiplex 1986

ser.r#7                    (3+3)
b) Pd2→b5 & ser.r=7

W________w
[wdwdw!bi]
[dwdw)wdw]
[wdwdw4wd]
[dP)wdw)w]   
[wdPdwdwd]
[IwhBdwdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dwGw$Rdw]
w--------

R4 Unto Heinonen
1st Prize
StrateGems 1998

ser.h#12                  (7+5)
b) Sc4→c2

R8 Romeo Bedoni
diagrammes 1996

=2                         (12+4)

The Ukrainian Commission for Chess Composition announces Chernous-75JT.  
Section1: h#3 There is a free theme. (Special distinctions will be given to entries with the 

Chernous Theme.) 

Section2: s#3-4 There is a solution ending with a mate by the promoted piece. 
Send your entries by November 16, 2008 to: Vladimir Chernous, Ac. Zabolotny str. 41-a, flat 3, 

Odessa-69, Ukraine, 65069 
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W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw)p)p]
[wdPdwdw0]
[dwdPdwdb]   
[pdPdPdwd]
[dwdwdwdB]
[Khp0pdn0]
[dwdw4kdw]
w--------

W________w
[Qdwdwdwd]
[4pdw4w0p]
[piwdwdp1]
[0wdK0wGw]   
[Pdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwg]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------

R10 Tibor Érsek
StrateGems 2005

h=5                       (4+12)

R9 Peter Wiedermann
feenschach 1987(v)

h=7                       (8+13)

Congratulations to all winners and 

thanks to the editors for entrusting me 
with this judging task. 
 
Juraj Lörinc, International Judge of 
FIDE for fairies, Bratislava, Jan. 2008. 
 
All claims to Steven Dowd must be  
received by January 1, 2008. 

StrateGems 2007 Proof Games Award 
by Hans Gruber (Regensburg - Germany) 

 
Twenty-two proof games were published during 2007, an impressive number. 

It was a pleasure to study the problems, which presented a mixture of ortho-
dox and fairy compositions (although only one fairy proof game entered the 
award). The Argentine study comprised a number of thematically related 
problems, which were worth detailed comparison. The tournament winners 

are two strategic proof games, both featuring an element that has been elabo-
rated in classical retros: construction of shields (deeply investigated by Tho-
mas Volet with many excellent approaches). 
SG39 P0200, P0201, P0202, P0203, P0204, SG40 P0205, P0206, P0207, 

SG41 P0208, P0209, P0210, P0211 (misprint: should be PG19), P0212, SG42 
P0213, P0214, P0215, P0216, P0217, P0218, P0219, p. 224/no.15, p. 
225/no.17 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[0w0w0wdp]
[n0wdw0Nd]
[dwdp0wdk]
[wdb4ndwd]
[)w)wdw)w]
[Pdw)P)Pd]
[$NdQIBdw]
w--------w

1st Prize
Pascal Wassong
StrateGems 2007

PG in 21.5  C+    (14+13)

w________w
[wdwdkdwd]
[dw0wdr!p]
[pdp0whwg]
[dwdpdw0w]
[whwdw0w1]
[dPdwdPdw]
[w)P)w)P)]
[dNGwIwHR]
w--------w

2nd Prize
Gianni Donati
StrateGems 2007

PG in 18.5          (14+14)

w________w
[wdwiqgwd]
[dw0p0w0w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[0pdwdwdw]
[bhwdwdwd]
[4rdwdwdw]
[P)P)w)Pd]
[$NGQIBHR]
w--------w

1st Honorable Mention
Kostas Prentos
StrateGems 2007

PG in 17.0   C- (14+13)

w________w
[rhbdw;ni]
[dp0p0pdp]
[%dwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw2w]
[wd/d"dwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[P)Pd±$R)]
[$Nd>Awd6]
w--------w

3rd Prize
René J. Millour
StrateGems 2007

PG in 21.0   C- A(8+11)
B(6+3)  Alice Chess

1st Prize - (Paskal Wassong - P0204) 1.Sf3 d5 2.Se5 Qd6 3.Sd7! Qa3 4.bxa3 
b6 5.Bb2 Ba6 6.Bf6 gxf6 7.c3 Bh6 8.Qa4! Bf4 9.Qc6 Bg3 10.hxg3 Bc4 11.Rh5 

Sa6 12.Re5 fxe5 13.Qb7 Sf6 14.Sb8! Rg8 15.Qxa8! Rg4 16.Qb7 Rd4 17.Sd7! 
Se4 18.Qc6! f6 19.Qa4 Kf7 20.Qd1 Kg6 21.Sf8+ Kh5 22.Sg6 An impressive 
triple shielding by WS for WQ in order to allow the capture of BRa8. The dis-
guising final moves of WS are an excellent extra, even if one could dream of a 

return to square g1 similar to the WQ return to square d1. The intermezzo 
moves by the WQ to b7, unpinning the WS, are most interesting. 
2nd Prize - (Gianni Donati - P0209) 1.Sf3 d5 2.Se5 Bg4 3.Sd7! Bf3 4.exf3 
Sa6 5.Bb5! Rb8 6.Bc6 bxc6 7.Sc5 Rb3 8.axb3 f5 9.Ra4 f4 10.Re4 Sb4 11.Re6 

a6 12.Rd6 exd6 13.Se6! Qh4 14.Qe2! g5 15.Qe5 Bh6 16.Qg7 Sf6 17.Sd4 Rf8 
18.Se2 Rf7 19.Sg1. Double shield by the 8-move Rundlauf WS for a non-
moving BK. An excellent, elegant presentation. 
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3rd Prize - (René Millour - P0219) The white pieces need 21 moves: 
Rf2,g2=12 (including promotions), Pe4=1, Bg5=1, Bc4=1, Se2=1, and 5 moves 

(0-0, Re1, Rh1, Kf1, Ke1) to obtain Ke1 and Rh1 in state B. Thus Black cap-
tured [Qd1] and [Pd2] at home. Black sacrificed [Pg7] at g5 in state B and 
[Bf8] in state A to allow the white promotion without delay. Black has four 
pieces in state B (Qd1, Rf8, Pa6 in the diagram, Pawn captured at g5), thus 

made an even number of piece displacements. Because an odd number of 
moves was made, Black castled (one move, but two displacements). Black 
obviously made 11 moves: Pa6=1, Pg5=1, Sg8-h6-g8=2, 0-0/Kh8=2, Qd8-h8-
d4xd2-d6xd1+=5. However, in order not to disturb White, the BR has to re-

turn to h8, and the BK has to return to e8, from where he has to move again 
and spend two moves on g (g8-g7 but not g7-g8) in order to enter h8 in state 
A. 1.f4B g5B 2.fxg5A Sf6B 3.g6B Se4A 4.g7A Sxd2B 5.gxf8=RB Se4A 
(switchback) 6.Rf2A (switchback) 0-0B 7.g4B Kg7A 8.g5A Rh8A (switchback) 

9.g6B Kf8B 10.g7A Ke8A (switchback) (10...Sf6?) 11.g8=RB Sf6B (switchback) 
(11...a6?) 12.Rgg2A (switchback) Kf8B (switchback) 13.e4B Qg8B 14.Se2B 
(14.Bg5?) Qg4A 15.Bg5B (15.Bc4?) Kg8A (switchback) (15...Kg7?) 16.Bc4B 
Kg7B (switchback) 17.0-0B Rf8B (switchback) 18.Re1A Kh8A (18...a6?) 

19.Rh1B (switchback) a6B (19...Sg8?) 20.Kf1A Sg8A (switchback) (not Qd8-
e8-h5-d1 and not Qd8-g8-d5-d1: the Q must go via g4 to allow 15...Kg8, be-
cause of Rg2) 21.Ke1B (switchback) Qxd1B+. This is an exciting ensemble of 
castlings and switchbacks. They make full use of the specific feature of Alice 

chess. A highly original fairy proof game. 
1st Honorable Mention - (Kostas Prentos - P0208) 1.e4 a5 2.Ba6 bxa6 3.e5 
Bb7 4.e6 Qc8 5.exf7+ Kd8 6.fxg8B Bc6 7.Bxh7 Ba4 8.Bd3 Rh3 9.Bf1 Ra3 
10.h4 Sc6 11.h5 Rb8 12.h6 Rbb3 13.Rh5 Sb4 14.Rb5 axb5 15.h7 Qa6 

16.h8R Qg6 17.Rh1 Qe8. Double Pronkin, the first being completed before the 
second starts, in a rather short sequence. (Theoretically, 12 moves are 
enough, if the original pieces are captured at home; or 14 moves, if each 
moves once), nicely accompanied by a black K-Q Platzwechsel. There is added 

value, because the BPa5,b5 provide some complexity. There seem to be differ-
ent possibilities to bring them into play. For example, the try a7xb6xa5 and 
b7-b5 is only half a move too slow: 1.e4 b5 2.e5 Bb7 3.e6 Qc8 4.exf7+ Kd8 
5.fxg8Q Bd5 6.Qxh7 Bb3 7.Qg6 Rh3 8.Qb6 axb6 9.Qg4 Ra3 10.Qb4 Ba4 

11.Qa5 Rhb3 12.h4 bxa5 13.h5 Qa6 14.h6 Qg6 15.h7 Qe8 16.h8Q Sa6 
17.Qh5 Sb4 18.Qd1. 

w________w
[wdwdwdw4]
[dp0pdw0p]
[wdw0k0wd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[ndwdndwd]
[)wgwdPdw]
[PdP)PdP)]
[$NdqdKdR]
w--------w

1st Commendation
Paul Raican
StrateGems 2007

PG in 21.0           (12+14)

w________w
[whwdrdnd]
[dp0w0wdp]
[wdw0w0pd]
[0wdwdrgk]
[wdw!Bdwd]
[dPHwdw)b]
[PdP)P)w)]
[$qGwIwHR]
w--------w

3rd Honorable Mention
Noam D. Elkies
StrateGems 2007

PG in 20.5    C+  (16+16)

w________w
[wdwdwdw4]
[0p0bdw0p]
[wdndwdwd]
[1kdw0wdw]
[whwdwdwd]
[dwdw4wdw]
[P)PgP)P)]
[$NGQIBHR]
w--------w

2nd Honorable Mention
Roberto Osorio 
& Jorge J. Lois
StrateGems 2007

PG in 17.0  C+    (15+14)

w________w
[rhb1kgn4]
[0p0p0p0p]
[wdRdwdwd]
[dw!wdwdw]
[wdw)wdKd]
[dwdwdPdw]
[w)PHBdP)]
[dwdwGNdw]
w--------w

2nd Commendation
Roberto Osorio 
& Jorge J. Lois
StrateGems 2007

PG in 16.0   C+  (13+16)

2nd Honorable Mention - (Roberto Osorio & Jorge J. Lois - P0217) 1.Sf3 
Sf6 2.Se5 Sd5 3.Sxd7 e5 4.d4 Bb4+ 5.Sd2 Bc3 6.Sb6 Sb4 7.Sbc4 Qd5 8.Sa3 

Qa5 9.d5 Kd7 10.d6 Kc6 11.Sab1 Kb5 12.d7 S8c6 13.d8S Bd7 14.Sxf7 Raf8 
15.Sg5 Rf3 16.Sh3 Re3 17.Sg1 Bxd2+. An interesting cycle of white Knights: 
Sb1  moves  to  d2 (and  is  captured  there), Pd2  promotes  into  Knight  and  
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moves to g1, Sg1 moves to b1. Fortunately it is not obvious that three Knights 
are involved. 

3rd Honorable Mention - (Noam Elkies - P0218) 1.g3 a5 2.Bg2 Ra6 3.Be4 
Rf6 4.Sf3 d6 5.0-0 Qd7 6.Kh1 Qh3 7.Rg1 Qf1 8.b3 Bh3 9.Ba3 Rf5 10.Qc1 f6 
11.Qb2 Kf7 12.Qd4 Kg6 13.Sc3 Qb1 14.Bc1 Kh5 15.Rg2 g6 16.Kg1 Bh6 
17.Kf1 Bg5 18.Ke1 Sh6 19.Rg1 Re8 20.Rh1 Sg8 21.Sg1. White undoing of the 

castling and a number of additional switchbacks (WB, WS, BS) is achieved 
without captures. Of course, the black play is of less interest except for the 
BQ moves. The technical mastery is astonishing. 
1st Commendation - (Paul Raican - P0212) 1.Sf3 a6 2.Sd4 Ra7 3.Sb5 axb5 

4.f3 Ra3 5.bxa3 Sa6 6.Bb2 Sc5 7.Be5 Sa4 8.Bd6 exd6 9.Kf2 Qh4+ 10.Ke3 
Qe1 11.Qc1 Qxf1 12.Qe1 Ke7 13.Qh4+ Ke6 14.Qd8 Be7 15.Qxc8 Bf6 16.Qd8 
Bc3 17.Qh4 Qc1 18.Qe1 Sf6 19.Kf2 Se4+ 20.Kf1 f6 21.Qd1 Qxd1+. A gala 
show of Queens including an invisible circuit of the wQ which finally is cap-

tured by the bQ. The circuit includes a tempo move (11.Qc1), which nicely 
corresponds to the BR tempo move (2...Ra7). 
2nd Commendation - (Roberto Osorio & Jorge J. Lois - P0216) 1.f3 Sc6 
2.Kf2 Sd4 3.Kg3 Sxe2+ 4.Kg4 Sg3 5.Se2 Sxh1 6.Sg3 Rb8 7.Be2 Ra8 8.Qg1 

Rb8 9.Sf1 Sg3 10.Qc5 Se4 11.d4 Sc3 12.Bd2 Sxa2 13.Be1 Sb4 14.Ra6 Ra8 
15.Rc6 Sa6 16.Sbd2 Sb8. Large Rundlauf of bSb8. The intermezzo moves of 
bRa8 are even more interesting. 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[PdRdwIPd]
[ib0w0w)w]
[N0p0Pdw1]
[$wdwdwdR]
w--------w

Commendation
Klaus Wenda
StrateGems 2007

-5 & #1 (Proca) C- (9+9) 
No Forward Defense
Anti-Circe

w________w
[wdwdwhwi]
[0pdp0p0p]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dwdPdwdn]
[wdwdPdNd]
[Dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdPd]
[dwdw$wdK]
w--------w

Honorable Mention
René Millour
StrateGems 2007

-6 & #1 (Proca)  (6+11+1)
Imitator 

w________w
[wdwdwdNG]
[0wdwdwdw]
[wdw)wdNd]
[dKgwdw0k]
[wdw)wdp)]
[dpdPdw0w]
[PdP)wdpd]
[dndwdwdw]
w--------w

Prize
Wolfgang Dittmann
StrateGems 2007

-7 & #1  (Proca)     (11+9)
Anti-Circe

w________w
[kdwdwdw4]
[0p0n0pdn]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dbdp0wdw]
[wdwdwgwd]
[)wdK)w)w]
[PdP)N)Pd]
[$NdBdQdw]
w--------w

3rd Commendation
Radovan Tomašević
StrateGems 2007

PG in 20.0          (14+14)

3rd Commendation - (Radovan Tomašević - P0210) 1.e3 d5 2.Ke2 Qd6 
3.Kd3 Qa3+ 4.bxa3 Bd7 5.Bb2 Ba4 6.Be5 Sd7 7.Sc3 0-0-0 8.Rb1 Kb8 9.Rb6 

Ka8 10.Rf6 gxf6 11.Be2 fxe5 12.Qf1 Sgf6 13.Bd1 Rg8 14.Sge2 Rg3 15.hxg3 
Bh6 16.Rh4 Rh8 17.Rb4 Bf4 18.Rb1 h6 19.Ra1 Sh7 20.Sb1 Bb5+. White and 
black Rook sibling. The white and black plays are convincingly interwoven (in 
particular, 5...Ba4!, but not 5...Bc6?). 

StrateGems 2007 Retros Award 
by Hans Gruber (Regensburg - Germany) 

 
There were few entries but they were satisfying in quality. Unfortunately, two 

problems which were candidates for the award were found to be unsound 
(R0140 and R0141). The latter is an outstanding orthodox retroanalytical 
problem. Of the remaining nine problems, three are included in this award, 
and most others came close to the level of a commendation. The cook pro-

posed concerning R0136 proved to be unsound. R0131 was specified as 
Cheylan type of the Anti-Circe condition. 
SG37 R0131 (type Cheylan), SG38 R0132, R0133, R0134, SG39 R0135, 
R0136 (no cook!), R0137, R0138, R0139, R0140 (cook), SG40 R0141 (cook) 
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Prize - (Wolfgang Dittmann - R0137) R 1.Kb4-b5 Bb6-c5+ 2.d5xc6 e. p. 
[Pc2] c7-c5+ 3.Kc3-b4! (3.Ka3-b4? Sc3-b1+ 4.Kb4-a3 Se4-c3! guards f6) Sa3-

b1+ (3.– b2-b1=S+? illegal sum of BP captures) 4.Kb4-c3! Zugzwang (4.Kc2-
c3? Sb1-a3! 5.Bg7-h8 Sc(a)3-b1!) Sb1-a3 (4.– d7xB/Rc6 [Pc7]? illegal column 
of six Pawns; 4...b7xXa6 [Pa7]/b5xXa4 [Pa7]/b7xXc6 [Pc7]/b5xXc4 [Pc7]? 
illegal sum of BP captures; 4...Kh6-h5?/Sc4,b5-a3? 5.Sf6-g8+/Bg7-h8 & v: 

1.Bg7#/1.Sf6#) 5.Kc3-b4 Sa3-b1+ 6.Kb4-c3 Zugzwang (now 6...Sb1-a3? is 
illegal because of the third repetition of the same position) 6...Sc4, b5-a3 
7.Bg7-h8 & v: 1.Sf6# or 6...Kh6-h5 7.Sf6-g8+ & v: 1.Bg7#. An elaborate 
ensemble of retro effects with an increase of severity of Zugzwang including 

the repetition rule. The fine differentiation of two variations at the end 
contributes to the good impression. 
Honorable Mention - (René Millour - R0136) In the initial game array, the I 
is at ranks 3-5. The I’s total vertical displacement, Dv, is 0, -1, or -2 ranks, is 

the same for all pieces in sum. Because the visible pieces have a total Dv of 
+4, the BQ cannot be captured on the 8th rank (two Rook sacrifices on c7 
deliver only Dv=-2). Thus, Pc6 cannot yet retract. No white piece was 
captured on the 8th rank (too large Dv). Set-play: R 1...Sg6-f8 [Ib1-a3] 2.Sh6-

g4 [Ic3-b1] & 1.Sxf7 [Ia4]#. Tries: R 1.Re2-e1 or Kh2-h1 [Ia4-a3]? and set-
play, but with Ia5, 1.Sxf7 does not check. R 1.Sh2-g4 [Ib1-a3]! Kg8-h8 [Ia1-
b1] 2.Rf1-e1 [Ib1-a1] Kh8-g8 [Ic1-b1] 3.Kg1-h1 [Ib1-c1] Kg8-h8 [Ia1-b1] 4.0-0 
[Ia1-a1]! Kh8-g8 [Ib1-a1] 5.Sg4-h2 [Ia3-b1] Sg6-f8 [Ib1-a3] 6.Sh6-g4 [Ic3-b1] 

& 1.Sxf7 [Ia4]#. Not 2.Rg1-e1 [Ic1-a1]? Sf6-h5 [Ia2-c1]! or 2.Rf1-e1 [Ib1-a1]? 
Kh8-g8 [Ic1-b1] 3.Rg1-f1 [Id1-c1] Sf6-h5 [Ib2-d1]! or 2.Re3-e1 [Ia3-a1]? Sg6-f8 
[Ib1-a3]!. Witty: White’s 0-0 is the only way to waste (gain) a tempo, because 
it leaves the position of the Imitator unchanged. The cook try, in which c7-c6 

prematurely is retracted, makes visible the retroanalytical depth. 
Commendation - (Klaus Wenda - R0134) The main plan R 1.f7xBe8=R 
[Rh1]? & v: 1.f8=Q+, but 1.– d1=X! can only be played, if BPd2 retracted 
before. 1.Rg2xRf2 [Ra1]! Qh8-h2+ 2.Kf3-f4 Qa8-h8+ 3.Rh1xSf1 [Rh1]! black 

Zugzwang d3-d2 4.Rh1xBh3 [Rh1] only neutral waiting move d4-d3 
5.f7xBe8=R [Rh1] & v: 1.f8=Q#. Not 3.Rh1xBf1 [Rh1]? d3-d2 white Zugzwang 
(4.Rh1xBh3 [Rh1]? d4-d3 5.f7xBe8=R [Rh1]? is illegal.) A non-conventional 
logical problem with a geometrically interesting introduction and an 

unexpected finale with white (try) and black (solution) retro Zugzwang. Good 
uncaptures, but the construction is a bit massive. 
 
All claims to David Moulton must be  received by January 1, 2008. 

Remembering Byron Zappas, My Early Teacher of Chess 

Composition  
by George Sphicas 

 
We can rarely remember things that happened more than forty years ago, 
but I do recall some pleasant experiences from the 1960s when I was a teen-

ager in Nicosia, Cyprus. At that time a few friends and I were interested in the 
game of chess, and we regularly kibitzed the games of stronger play-
ers. During those years Byron Zappas was the chess champion of Cyprus, 
and as learning children we enjoyed watching his games at a local club. We 

often observed in awe and admiration when he and others analyzed games or 
discussed specific positions or combinations. He noticed our interest and 
offered to teach us about problems and composition. I can't remember details 
about what he taught us, but I definitely remember it was a very pleasant 

association.   
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Byron succeeded as a teacher by helping us develop some skills and, most 
importantly, by emphasizing the artistic aspect of chess problems. The part I 

recall best is how passionate and enthusiastic he was.  His excitement when 
a beautiful variation or a correct solution was developed was quite inspir-
ing. The specifics of that period have long faded from memory, especially 
since I did not pursue composing for two decades after that. Thinking back, I 

am sure I benefited from Byron Zappas’ teaching more than I realized at the 
time. I have no doubt his passion and guidance influenced me at that young 
age.  Although I had a long period of inactivity, my interest in composing was 
rekindled eventually, under different circumstances.   

 It is quite appropriate to acknowledge that the late Byron Zappas was the 
one responsible for instilling in me a life-long love of composition as an art 
form. I am grateful and fortunate to have had the benefit of the instruction of 
one of the great composers of our times, and I will always remember my early 

teacher, Byron Zappas, fondly. 

Four of a Kind, by Robert Lincoln 
 
Retrograde analysis problems often involve such arcane concepts as proof 
games, who wins, and how to resolve the position.  With direct mate, one 
needs only to establish legality.   

W________w
[riwdKdwd]
[HP$wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw!wdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[RdRdBdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[iwIwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[kGwIwdwd]
[dw$wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Hwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Ndwdwdbd]
[dwdQdwdw]
[wIwGwdwd]
[dwgkdwdw]
w--------w

No.1 C.S. Kipping
Salut Public 1929

#2   White to play   (5+2)

No.2 B. Pustovoi
Omskaya pravda 1971

#3   Black to play   (5+2)

No.3 A. Storisteanu
1st Pr., Rex Multiplex ‘83

#2      b) a1=a8      (4+1)

No.4 Bob Lincoln
Original

#2   WK in check   (4+3)

With this in mind, No.1 gets branded as bogus since Black could not have 
made a previous move.  This is Cyril Kipping’s miniature version of an earlier 

layout by F. W. von Holzhausen containing nine men.  This odd circumstance 
can be appended “White to play,” without worry about legitimacy. Anyway, 
1.Qb4! (zz) puts the quietus to 1…Rxa7 2.Rc8#, 1…Kxc7+ 2.bxa8S#, and 
1…Kxa7+ 2.b8S#.  Two lesser promotions to stymie check are a capital idea.          

 Editors would normally designate No.2 as “Mate in two’” instead of “White 
to play and mate in two.”  It must be Black’s turn spawning a Pickaninny 
division of four unique responses: 1…b6  2.a4! b6  3.axb5#, 1…b5  2.a3! b4  
3.axb4#, 1…bxa6  2.Rb6! (3.Rb1#), and 1…bxc6  2.Rb6! (3.Rb1#). Boris 

Pustovoi creations are somewhat easy to decipher, but are vastly entertaining.    
 No.3 solves in a trice with a slam bang 1.Ra7+! Kxb8  2.Sc6#. This 
scenario is okay as an a7 bK got to a8 when White’s b7 Pawn made a Bishop.  
Following the board’s twirl in part (b), this possibility is flatly nullified.  

Hence, Black steps off with 1…Kxh7 2.Sf6+! Kh8  3.Rg8#. Note how White 
carries out the execution in reverse order.   
    There is no particular stunt in No.4 as Black’s prior gesture was clearly a 
Bishop under-promotion on c1 and white King in check is acceptable.  1.Kb1? 

(2.Sc3#) comes up short to 1…Bxd2! So 1.Kc3! (2.Qf1#) fills the bill via 
1…Bb2+ 2.Sxb2#, 1…Bxd2+ 2.Qxd2#, 1…Bh3 2.Qf3#, and 1…Be2 2.Qc2#.  
The notion of an enemy unit inflicting check on three separate squares might 
be an original scheme for a miniature.    
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ORIGINAL COMPOSITIONS 
  

Problems published in this section are eligible for the year 2008 competition. Please send your 

originals to the individual editors. All solutions and comments are due by 11/15/2008 and 

should be sent to the Solutions Editor. Solutions and comments are preferred by email, 
although regular mail solutions and comments will be accepted as always. 

   

TWOMOVERS 
Editor: Aaron Hirschenson, Judge: Evgeny Bourd 

 

Welcome to newcomer Pavel Murashev! We start with a Meredith (T0638) by Rauf, which 

combines Banny and Pseudo-Fleck. T0639 features strong tries, while Givi’s T0640 has two 
changed functions from threats to mates and changed mates. 

 Zoran’s T0641 shows transferred mates, line openings, pin-mates and direct and indirect 

self-pins. Marco combines a reversal of pairs: key/threat mate, Dombrovskis, Pseudo-le Grand 
and Vladimirov in his T0642. Our new contributor, Pavel Murashev, combines the effects of 

several themes including Barnes, Rudenko, Hannelius, Shedey and Sushkov in T0643. 

 In his second entry (T0644), Marco combines Barnes, Sushkov, le Grand, and 
Dombrovskis with white correction. Dragan’s entry (T0645) shows an interesting secondary 

Dombrovskis in an ideal form with changed mates after random black defenses in the actual 

play. In the final entry (T0646), Arieh shows three good tries in a cycle between mates and 
refutations. 

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwhwd]
[Ipdw0wdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[kdwdp!wd]
[dR$wdbdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdnd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[whwdRdw0]
[dwdw0PdQ]
[wdw0wiwd]
[dwdP0wdw]
[wGNdPdKd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdRdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wHwdwdwI]
[dwdwdwdw]
[pdpiNdwd]
[dw0bdwdR]
[Qgw)wdwG]
[dwdw4wdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dBdwdwdw]
[Kdwdpdwd]
[dpdwdqdR]
[wdPiw0Rd]
[dwdNgwdw]
[w)wHQdwG]
[hwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdRdwdNd]
[dwdwdw4n]
[wdwdw0wd]
[0wHkdwdw]
[BdpdRGwd]
[dnIw0wdw]
[wdw)Pdwd]
[dwdw!wdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdw$wdbd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdP)pdPd]
[dw1wipIw]
[w0wHwdwd]
[dwdw)Q0w]
[wdBdwdwg]
[dwdRdwdw]
w--------w

T0638 Rauf Aliovsadzade
Lincoln, NE

#2 (4+8)

T0639 Islam Kazimov
Azerbaijan

#2* (8+7)

T0640 Givi Mosiashvili
Georgia

#2 (8+8)

T0641 Zoran Gavrilovski
Macedonia

#2* (10+7)

T0642 Marco Guida
Italy

#2 (10+8)

T0643 Pavel Murashev
Russia

#2 (10+8)

Please note that the results of all StrateGems informal tourneys are posted 

on our web site www.StrateGems.org. The results will remain there for one 

year. If you need additional information please write to: Tuzlak@aol.com. 
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W________w
[wdwdndwd]
[dpdw!pdw]
[wHpdw)wG]
[dwdNdRdw]
[w0PiPdwd]
[dw0wdw0R]
[wdPdwdwg]
[dwIndbdB]
w--------w

W________w
[BdwdwdwG]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wIn)w$wd]
[dw)Ndw0w]
[w0P)kdpd]
[dRgpdwdb]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dNdndw!w]
w--------w

W________w
[bdwgwdwd]
[GwdP0wdw]
[QdwdP0w1]
[dKdkdNhw]
[wdwdRdw4]
[0p$w0N)B]
[wdwhwdwd]
[dwdrdwdw]
w--------w

T0644 Marco Guida
Italy

#2 (12+11)

T0645 Dragan Stojnić
Serbia

#2*                          (12+11)

T0646 Arieh Grinblat
Israel

#2 (11+13)

SG41 (January - March) Solutions - TWOMOVERS 
 

Comments from:  Bob Bua (BB) and Paul Steiner (PS) 

 

T0620 (Nikitin) 1.Qc5? Kc8!; 1.Qg7! (zz), 1...Bxc7 2.Qxc7#, 1...Ba7/Kc8 2.Sd6#, 1...Ka7 
2.c8S#.       

T0621 (Paslack) 1.Qb5? (2.Qd3#), 1...S~[a] 2.Bf5#[A], 1...Sxd5![c]; 1.Qd2! (2.Qd3#), 1...S~ 

2.Sf6#[d], 1... Sxd5 2.Bf5#[A].  Moves by the bS open one line for Black and two lines 
for White, allowing White to block the Rf8 (PS). 
T0622 (Aliovsadzade) 1...Se5[a] 2.Se7#[A], 1...Rc3[b] 2.Be4#[B], 1...Rxb3+[c] 2.Bxb3#[C]; 

1.Se4! (2.Qa8#), 1...Se5[a] 2.Sf6#[d], 1...Rc3[b] 2.Qd6#[e], 1...Rxb3+[c] 2.Qxb3#[f]. 

T0623 (Burger) 1...Bxb4[a] 2.Sf3#[A], 1...Ke5[b] 2.Sc4#[B], 1.Sb6? (2.Sdc4#[B]) Bxb4![a], 
1.Bd3? (2.Sf3#[A]) Ke5![b]; 1.Sc3! (zz), 1...Bxb4[a] 2.Sc4#[B], 1...Ke5[b] 2.Sf3#[A], 1...Bh7~ 

2.Qh8#, 1...Sb6~ 2.Qxc5#. 

T0624 (Fomichev/Aliovsadzade) 1.Sf6? (2.Sd5#), 1...exf6 2.Qe8#, 1...e6!, 1.Qe5? (2.Sxd6#), 
1...dxe5 2.fxe5#, 1...Sc4!, 1.Sxc5? (2.Qd4#), 1...dxc5/e5/Sb5/dxc3 2.Qe5/fxe5/Sbc4/Qxc3#, 

1...Sb3!; 1.Sxd6! (2.Qe5#), 1...exd6/Bxd6/Sc4 2.Qe8/Qd4/Sdxc4#.  The authors ask for  a slight 

correction: Kg4→h7, +bPh5 (10+10).  The reason for the correction is that the wBh6 is out of 
play in the original setting. 

T0625 (Stolev) 1...d7~ 2.Sxc6#[A], 1...d5![a], 1...Rf3~ 2.Rf5#[B], 1...Rd3![b], 1...Sc~ 

2.Rxe4#[C], 1...Scd3![c], 1...Sb~ 2.Sxc4#[D], 1...Sbd3![d]; 1.Sb5! (2.Qd6#),  1...d5[a] 
2.Sxc6#[A], 1...Rd3[b] 2.Rf5#[B], 1...Scd3[c] 2.Rxe4#[C], 1...Sbd3[d] 2.Sxc4#[D], 1...cxb5 

2.Qd5#, 1...Bd4 2.Qxd4#. Three black moves to d3 lead to three different mates (PS). 
T0626 (Petite) 1.S7f6? (2.Qxf4#[A]) Bxd5![a], 1.Be4? (2.Qf6#[B]) Rxd5![b]; 1.Bb4! 

(2.Bxc3#), 1...Bxd5[a] 2.Qf6#[B], 1...Rxd5[b] 2.Qxf4#[A]. 
T0627 (Hirschenson) 1.Se6/Se2? 2.Rf4[A]/Bf5#[B], 1...Sg3+ 2.Rxg3#, 1...exf3!, (1.Sg2? 

1...hxg2+!), 1.Sxh5? (2.Rf4#[A]), 1...Sxh5 2.Bf5#[B], 1...Bc7 2.Sxf6#, 1...exf3 2.Qe6#, 

1...Sg3+ 2.Rxg3#, 1...Sxd5!; 1.Sxh3! (2.Bf5[B]#), 1...Rxh3 2.Rf4#[A], 1...exf3 2.Qe6#, 
1...Se3/Sg3+ 2.R(x)g3#. 

T0628 (Onkoud) 1.Bb5? (2.Ra4[A]/Sc6#[B]) dxe4!, 1.Bxd5? (2.Sc6#[B]), 1...exd5 2.Ra4[A]#, 

1...Se7!; 1.Bxd3! (2.Ra4#[A]), 1...Bxd3 2.Sc6#[B], 1...dxe4/Qc3/Se3/Sxe2 2.Qxe4/dxc3/ 
dxe3/Qg1#.  Black has five good defenses (PS), Nice tries (BB). 

THREEMOVERS 
 

 Editor: Rauf Aliovsadzade, Judge: Dejan Glisic  

 
Welcome to Ramitus Juozėnas, Miroslav Suitek and Kiril Stoyanov! 

 As usual we start with miniatures. We’ve had tandems with two Leonids and two Vasilies, 

and now we have two Alexanders(!) whose M0718 is an excellent achievement in the minia-

ture field. 
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Eligiusz is known for his miniatures. This time he sent us a Meredith that shows rich play done 

with meager means. Two originals by the Lithuanian master Ramitus Juozėnas are quite good. 
Don’t miss change of play in M0723, M0725 and M0732. 

 Kiril Stoyanov (M0726) shows a nice set of model mates and black correction play! The 

Valve theme in M0729 is coupled with another classic idea. 

 Eugene, who was our judge last year, presents a complex idea with two beautifully woven 

thematic systems. 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdBdwd]
[dpiwdwdw]
[wdwdwGwd]
[dwdwdNdQ]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0715 Alena Kozhakina
Russia 

#3                                (5+2)

w________w
[kdwdwdwd]
[hwdpdwdw]
[wIw)wdwd]
[dP$wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0716 Herb Holden
Cheney, WA

#3* (4+3) 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwIwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdBdwdwd]
[dRHpdwdw]
[wdkdwdwd]
[dwdRdwdw]
w--------w

M0717 Kenan Velihanov
Azerbaijan

#3                               (5+2)

w________w
[wdwdwdBd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dNiw)wGw]
[wdwdwdw!]
[dwdKdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0718 Alexander Markevitch
& Alexander Melnichuk

USA/Russia 

#3 (6+1)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw$wdw]
[wiwdwdwd]
[dPgwdwdw]
[KdPdw0wd]
[dQdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0719 Vasily Malyuk
Russia 

#3                               (5+3)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[w0w0Ndwd]
[dBdkdKdw]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0720 Eligiusz Zimmer
Poland 

#3*                              (5+4) 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdQdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwHNhB]
[w0wdkdwd]
[dKdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0721 Victor Lukyanov
Russia 

#3                               (5+4) 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw0whwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[b)wHw)wd]
[Hwdw)wdp]
[w!wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w

M0722 Ramitus Juozėnas
Lithuania 

#3 (7+5) 

w________w
[wdwdKdwd]
[Gwdwdwdw]
[whwdwdw0]
[gwHwdPdQ]
[wdwiw)wd]
[)wdw0w0w]
[B)wdwhwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0723 Leonid Makaronez
Israel

ОLIMPIYA DUNYASI 2008 " (STUDIES). The newspaper " Оlimpiya dunyasi " (body of 

National Olympic Committee of Azerbaijan) announces an International Composing Tourney 
(studies) "Оlimpiya dunyasi- 2008 ". Judge: David Gurgenidze (Georgia). No set theme. 

Closing date - 25.10.2008. Send to: E-mail: ilhamaliev@mail.ru 

#3 (9+7) 
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w________w
[BdndwGNd]
[dwdp0P!w]
[w)p0w0Rd]
[dwdwdP0w]
[wdwdwiPd]
[dwdPdwdK]
[wdw)wdwd]
[dwdwHwdw]
w--------w

M0724 Gennady Zgerski
Russia 

#3                             (13+8) 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdB)N)Kd]
[dwdPiPdw]
[wdpdpdpd]
[0Rdwdwdw]
[Pdw)w)wd]
[dwGwdwdw]
w--------w

M0725 Miroslav Suitek
Czech Republic

#3* (12+6) 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[BdPdwdpd]
[dKdwdwdw]
[wdwiP!w0]
[dwdwdbdr]
[p)P)pdpd]
[dwdnhwdw]
w--------w

M0726 Kiril Stoyanov
Bulgaria 

#3                             (8+10)

w________w
[w$bdwdwd]
[dndw0w1w]
[pdNdwdpd]
[dw0Bdpdw]
[pdw)w0w$]
[dwdkdwdK]
[wdw)wdwd]
[dwdQdwdw]
w--------w

M0727 Tibor Érsek 
Hungary

#3                             (8+11)

w________w
[bdwdwGwh]
[dw0rdwdw]
[w1wdB0wd]
[dpdwiwdw]
[wdwdpHPd]
[dwgw$w)w]
[Qdw0Ndwd]
[dwdKdwdw]
w--------w

M0728 Leonid Lyubashevsky
& Mikhail Satanovsky

Israel/USA

#3                             (9+11) 

w________w
[bgwdrdwH]
[dwdwdRGw]
[w0w1w0wd]
[dRdpdkHw]
[wdw)pdw)]
[dwdw0w)w]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dQdBdwIw]
w--------w

M0729 Mubariz Safarov
Azerbaijan

in memoriam Heydar Aliev

#3                           (11+11) 

w________w
[wdwgRhwd]
[dw4w0Kdw]
[wdwdpdB0]
[dNdwiwdP]
[wdw$p0wG]
[dq)wdpdQ]
[wdbHwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0730 Eugene Fomichev
Russia 

#3 (10+12) 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0pGpdw]
[Rgbhk)pd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[NHp)wdPd]
[dw)wdw)w]
[wdwdwIQd]
[dBdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0731 Ramitus Juozėnas
Lithuania

#3 (12+10) 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw$r)whw]
[wdwdw0Kd]
[dwdPdwdw]
[w)PiPGQ0]
[dpdPHwdw]
[w)wdwHpd]
[$wdrdwdw]
w--------w

M0732 Alexander Sygurov
Russia 

#3*                            (14+8) 

SG41 (January - March) Solutions - THREEMOVERS 
 

Comments from: Author (A), Ladislav Belcsak (LB) 

 

M0679 (Kozhakin) 1.Sh7! d5 2.Bf5+ (threat) Kd6/Ke8 3.Bf8/Sf6#, 1...f5 2.Sf6+ Ke6/Kc8 

3.Bd5/Bf5#, 1...f6 2.Sf8+ Ke8/Kc8 3.Bg6/Bf5#. 

M0680 (Djavadzade) 1.Bg3? (zz), 1...f4 2.Se4+ Kd1/Ke3 3.Rd4/Bf2#, 1...Ke3 2.Sd1+ Kd2 

3.Rd4#, 1...f2!, 1.Rb2+? Ke1 2.Bg3+ f2 3.Bxf2#, 1...Ke3!, 1.Sd1? Kxd1!; 1.Ba5! (zz), 1...Ke1 
2.Sd1 (threat) Kxd1 3.Rd4#, 1...Kxc3 2.Re4+ Kb3 3.Re3#. The way the masked battery 
functions in this problem is very pretty. Not sure about the tries (LB). 
M0681 (Melnichuk/Zhuk) 1.Scd5? (zz), 1...Kxe4 2.Re7+ Kf3 3.Re3#, 1...f4!, 1.Sc6? (zz), 

1...Kxe4 2.Rf2 f4 3.Rxf4#, 1...f4!, 1.Se6? (2.Sg5#), 1... Kxe4!; 1.Sb5! (2.Re7& 2.Sd4+), 1...f4 
2.Sd4+[A] Kxe4 3.Re7#[B], 1...Kxe4 2.Re7+[B] Kf3 3.Sd4#[A] Some change of play, white 

AB-BA.   
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M0682 (Holden) 1.Sd5! (2.Sb6+ Kd3 3.Sc5#), 1...Kxd5 2.Qd2+ Kc4/Kc6/Ke4 3.Sa5/Sa5/Sd6#, 

1...Bxd5 2.Qc2+ Kxb4/Kd4 3.Be7/Bb6#, 1...e4 2.Qc3+ Kxd5 3.Qc5#.  

MOREMOVERS & STUDIES 
 

Moremovers Editor:  Richard Becker, Studies Editor:  Franjo Vrabec 

Judges,  Moremovers: Eugene Fomichev, Studies: Alain Pallier 

 
Moremovers. A warm welcome to newcomer Alexander Shilin! His interesting mate in 15 is 

this issue's longest moremover. Some of our other lengthy problems include miniatures by 

Rauf, Nikolai and Baldur. Of course, we also offer shorter, strategic moremovers.  
 An offering by Hans Peter Rehm has a particularly tasty blend of line effects. We hope 

Hans will send us more such delicacies. 

 
Studies. We have six entries from our frequent contributors. Vladimir opens with a light-

weight where White is undergunned and must search for avenues to escape defeat. In my own 

entry, the Pawns on the h-file are Achilles’ heels for both sides. In the try, Black takes advan-

tage of it, while in the play, White turns the tables. 

 In E0150, the white Bishop rules supreme over the enemy cavalry, while in E0151, there 

are many choices of squares for White, but only one will do. 
 In E0152, look for that magical move by White, which avoids defeat after some subtle 

play by Black. Vladimir’s second entry is short but sweet.  

£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
¢£¤£¤Ip£¤¥
¢¤W¤£¤£¼£¥
¢¹¤£º£¤£¤¥
¢¤£3£n£¤W¥
¢£¤»¤£º¹¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤m¤£¥
¢£¤£º0¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤©¤£¤£¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£

M0733 Leonid Makaronez & 
Leonid Lyubashevsky, Israel

#4                              (11+5)

£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
¢I¤£X£Hmn¥
¢¤£¤£¤o¤£¥
¢£¤©¤£Z£¬¥
¢X¹¼£¤£¤£¥
¢£¤2¤£¤£¤¥
¢º£¤£º»¤£¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£1£¤£¤£¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£

M0734 Mikhail Satanovsky
Macedonia, OH

#4                              (10+7)

£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£Z£¤»¥
¢£¬£ª¹¤£¤¥
¢X£¤¹º£X£¥
¢£º£3»¤»1¥
¢¤»¤£¤£¤£¥
¢«º£nm¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£ª£Zo¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£

M0735 Hans Peter Rehm
Germany

#4                           (12+10)

M0683 (Makaronez/Shifrin) 1.Re8! (2.Sf5+ gxf5 3.Qc3/Qd2/Qf2#), 1...Bf8 2.Qc3+ Kxe4 

3.Qe5#, 1...Rxe4 2.Qd2+ Kc5 3.b4#, 1...Bxe4 2.Qf2+ Kc3 3.Ba5# This idea can also be shown 

differently with three black defenses in the threat. For instance, R. Aliovsadzade (ded. to M. 

Prcic), Problemesis, 2005, wKc3 Qd1 Re8-f8 Bf4 Sd6 Pb5-c5-e3-f5-g2 (11), bKd5 Re7 Bd3-

d8 Pc7-d2 (6), #3, 1.Sb7! (2.e4+ Rxe4/Bxe4/Kxe4 3.Rxd8/Qb3/Qf3#), 1...Rxe3 2.Rxd8+, 
1...Bxf5 2.Qb3+, 1...Bxb5 2.Qf3+ The mates in the threat return as White's second 
moves (LB). 
M0684 (Golubenko) 1.Ra3! (2.Qxc3+ Ke4 3.Qxc4 & Qe3#), 1...Qxh6 2.Bxd5! Kd3 3.Be4#, 

1...R7xh6 2.Sxd5! Kd3 3.Sb4#, 1...R5xh6 2.Rxc3 e4 3.Rxd5#. Square d3, Anti-Treffpunkt, 
Square f5, white Treffpunkt (A). 

Notice to our subscribers. Despite the sharp rise in printing 

and shipping costs, the subscription to StrateGems for the 

year 2009 will remain the same: USA $30.00, foreign $35.00 
and Good Companions Fellow $45.00. 
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£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
¢£¤£n©1£¤¥
¢J»¤£¤£¼£¥
¢£¤£¼W¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£p£¼£¥
¢£¤W¼£3£¤¥
¢¼£¤£¤»¤¹¥
¢£¤£¤£¼«¤¥
¢¤m¤£¤©¤£¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£

M0736 Tibor Érsek
Hungary 

#5                             (8+12)

£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
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¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
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£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£

M0737 Steven B. Dowd
Birmingham, AL

#6                               (8+9)

M0738 Rauf Aliovsadzade
Lincoln, NE

dedicated to Newman Guttman

#7       b) Sc8→e7      (4+3)

M0739 Nikolai Zinovyev
ded. to Lyudmila Ozhogina

#8     b) Kc5→d6        (3+3)

M0740 Baldur Kozdon
Germany 

#9                                (4+3) 

M0741 Alexander Shilin
Russia

#15                             (4+7) 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0whwdw]
[pdwdwdwd]
[dwIw0wdw]
[kdwdwdwd]
[dpdpdwdw]
[p0w0wHwd]
[4bdwdwdw]
w--------w

E0148 Vladimir Nikitin
Russia 

Draw                         (2+12)

E0149 Franjo Vrabec
Sweden

Win                             (5+5) 

E0150 Gerhard Josten
Germany 

Win                             (7+9)

E0151 Iuri Akobia
Georgia

Win                             (4+3)

E0152 Janos Mikitovics
Hungary

Draw                           (3+4) 

E0153 Vladimir Nikitin
Russia 

Draw                          (2+7) 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[iwdw0wdw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dpdwdwdp]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dwdPdwdP]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dKdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdndwdBd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdPdw0wd]
[dpdwdPdp]
[w0whKdw)]
[dwdPdwdw]
[wdwdNdw0]
[dwdwdwdk]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dqdwdwdw]
[p)wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wiwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw$wdwd]
[$wdwIwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdKdwd]
[dwdwgwdw]
[wdwdwdw$]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wiw0Ndwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[b0wdBdwd]
[hk0wdwdw]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dwIwdwdw]
w--------w
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SG41 (January - March) Solutions - MOREMOVERS & STUDIES 
 

Comments from:  Ladislav Belcsak (LB) and Romuald Lazowski (RL) 

 

M0685 (Holden) 1.Kf7! Ke5 2.Kg6 Kd5 3.Sc4 Kxc4/Kxe4 4.Be6#/Bc6# Great fun to solve, 
surprising final position (LB). 
M0686 (Ganapathi) 1.e3? f1Q!, 1.Sd1? Bxd1!; 1.Rh4! Bc2 2.Sd1 f1S 3.e3 Sxe3 4.Sxe3#. 

M0687 (Makaronez/Lyubashevsky) 1.f7+? Kxe7 2.Re4+ Kd8! 3.Kxb7 Ba6+!; 1.Rh4! Bh5 

2.f7+ Kxe7 3.Re4+ Kd8 4.Kxb7, 3...Kf6 4.f8Q+ Kg5 5.Qf4#, 3...Kf8 4.Re8+ Kf7 5.f8Q#.  

M0688 (Mlynka) 1.Bd7! a3 2.Bxa3 Ka6 3.Bb4 Ka7 4.Bc8 Ka8 5.Bb7+ Ka7 6.Bc5# Good 
superminiature (RL). 
M0689 (Satanovsky) a) 1.Rb6! Kg8 2.Bd5 Kh7 3.Bxf7 Sxf7 4.Kxf7 Kh8 5.Kxg6 Kg8 6.Rb8#;  

b) 1.Bd5! d6 2.Bxf7 Sxf7 3.Kxf7 d5 4.Rg8 d4 5.Rxg6 Kh8 6.Rh6#. 
M0690 (Dowd) 1.Bf5! Ra6 2.Sf7 (threat 3.Se5 and 4.Bc2+ Sxc2 5.Rd3#) 2...Rf6 3.Se5 Rd8 

4.Rxd8 Bxd8 5.Bh7 Rf8 6.Be4 Rf4 7.Bd5+ Rc4 8.Bxc4#. 

M0691 (Sibinović) 1.Qg2! Bf2 2.Rxb8 c5 3.Sxc5+ dxc5 4.Qb7 Bb5 5.Rd8+ Sd6 6.Rxd6+ Bd4 

7.Qg2 ~ 8.Qe2#. White methodically forces Black to tie himself up in knots. Enjoyable 
problem (LB). 
M0692 (Ehlers) 1.cxd6? B(Q)xd6! wP still on d4, 1.Ra3+? Kxd4 2.Ra4+ Ke5!, 1.Sxf4+? Ke3 

2.Sg2+ Rxg2!; 1.Qxd7! Rxd7 2.Sf4+ Ke3 3.Sg2+ Kd3 4.Ra3+ Kxd4 5.Ra4+ Kd3 6.Cxd6 Bxc6 
7.Ra3+ Bxa3 8.Sf4#, 6...Qxd6 7.Sxf4+ Qxf4 8.Ra3#. 

M0693 (Zinovyev) 1.Qa8+! Kxa8 2.dxc8Q+ Ka7 3.Rxa5+ Ra6 4.Qxc7+ Ka8 5.Rxa6+ Qxa6 

6.Sb6+ Qxb6 7.Qxb6 a3 8.Qb5 Ka7 9.Kxa2 Ka8 10.Kxa3 Ka7 11.Kb4 Ka812.Kc5 Ka7 13.Kc6 

Ka8 14.Qb7# Active game (RL).  
E0141 (Czengery) 1.Sxd3 Bg6+ (1…bxc4 2.Sxe5 +-) 2.Kxe5! (2.Ke3? bxc4! 3.d6 Kb7 4.Sxe5 

Bxh7! =) 2…Bxd3! 3.d6! (3.Sg5? bxc4 =; or 3.Sf8? bxc4 =) 3...Kb7 4.Ke6! (4.Kf6? Kc6 

5.Ke7 Bf5 6.Sf8 Bc8! =) 4...Kc6 (4...Be2 5.Sf6 Bf1 6.Ke7 Bh3 7.cxb5 +-) 5.Sg5! (5.cxb5+? 
Bxb5! =) 5...Bf5+ (5...bxc4 6.Ke7 Bf5 7.Se6 Bxe6 8.Kxe6 c3 9.d7 +-) 6.Kxf5 Kxd6 7.Se4+ 

Kc6 8.c5 b4 (8...Kd5 9.Kf4 b4 10.Ke3 +-) 9.Ke5 b3 10.Kd4 +- [A]. 
E0142 (Marković) 1.f6! (1.Sd3+? Kxf5 2.Bxd5 a1Q 3.Kh5 Qe1! -+) 1…exf6 [1...a1Q 2.fxe7 

Qh8 (2...Qe5 3.Sd3+, or 2...Qe1 3.e8Q Qxf2+ 4.Kh5 +-) 3.Bc6 +-] 2.g6! hxg6 (2...a1Q 3.g7 

Qg1 4.Sxh3+) 3.Sd3+ Kf5 (3...Ke3 4.Sb4 a1Q 5.Sc2+, or 3...Ke4 4.Bxd5+ Kxd5 5.Sb4+) 
4.Bxd5 a1Q (4...g5+ 5.Kh5 +-) 5.e4+ mate [A]. 

E0143 (Becker/Akobia) 1.Rh1 Sa2 [1...Sa6+ 2.Ka7 Sc7 3.Kb6 Se8 4.Sxh5 Rb5+ 5.Ka7 =, or 

1...Sd3 2.Rxh5 Kc4 (2...b5 3.Bxe5 Sxe5 4.d4 =) 3.Se6 Rd5 4.Rh4+ Kb3 5.Kc7 =, or 1...Kc4 
2.Rxh5 e4 3.Sf5 Sd3 4.Sd6+ Se3 =] 2.Bxe5 [2.Bb2? Rc2 3.Ba3 (3.Ba1 Rc1 4.Rxc1 Sxc1 

5.Sxh5 e4) 3...Rxd2 4.Rxh5 Sc3 5.Sf5 Sb5 -+] 2...Kxe5 3.d4+ (3.Rxh5+? Kd6 4.Sf5+ Kd5 5.d4 

Rc3 -+) 3...Kxd4 (3...Kf6 4.Sxh5+ Kg6 5.Rg1+ -+) 4.Se6+ with: A) 4...Kc4 5.Rh4+ Kb5 
6.Sxc5 Kxc5 7.Rxh5+ Kc4 8.Rh4+ (8.Ka7? Sb4 9.Kb6 Sd5+ -+) 8...Kb5 9.Rh5+ Kb6 10.Rh7 

Sb4 11.Rxb7+ Bxb7 stalemate 1, and B) 4...Ke5 5.Rxh5+ Kxe6 6.Rxc5 Kd6 7.Rc2 Sb4 8.Rc1 

Sa2 9.Rc2 Sb4 10.Rc1 Sa6+ (10...Sd5 11.Ka7 Kc7 12.Rb1 Se7 13.Rxb7+ Bxb7 stalemate 2) 
11.Ka7 Sc5 12.Rc4 (zz 12. Rb1? Kc7 -+) 12...Sd7 13.Rb4 b5 (13...Kc7 14.Rxb7+ Bxb7 

stalemate) 14.Ka6 Kc5 15.Ka5 Se5 16.Rxb5+ Bxb5 stalemate 3 [A] 

SELFMATES 
Editor: Petko A. Petkov,  Judge:  s#2-3, n – Zoran Gavrilovski 

 

Zivko’s trio demonstrates a strategy in which a cycle theme (White’s second and third moves) 
is enriched with additional ideas and themes. In S0417, the defense squares are b6 and d4. 

S0418 shows rich content with good white economy. The most difficult of the trio is S0419, in 

which  you will find a combination of white correction, black correction and cyclic play. 

 My two entries (S0416 and S0420) demonstrate the ANI form in this genre (Two or more 

groups of variations with anti-identical themes). S0421 is composed in classical style.  
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w________w
[wdNdBdwg]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[0PiwHwdw]
[phw$rdwd]
[GwIp0wdr]
[w)w0wdwd]
[dwdwdbdw]
w--------w

S0416 Petko A. Petkov  
Bulgaria 

S0417 Živko Janevski  
Macedonia

s#3                           (10+4) s#3                           (9+10)

s#3 (12+9) s#4                           (10+9)

S0421 Valery Kopyl
& Genady Koziura, Ukraine 

s#6                           (14+6) 

w________w
[wdRdwdBI]
[dpHwdwdP]
[wdwdw!wd]
[$PiwGwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[)wdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dwdwdwgw]
w--------w

w________w
[ndwdwdwd]
[dwdNdw0w]
[w0pdwdwd]
[dwdwdQdw]
[w)wiwdwd]
[dPdpdw0B]
[wdP)wdP0]
[dwdwdKgr]
w--------w

w________w
[RIBdwdwh]
[GP!wdwHw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwhw0w]
[wdwdriP0]
[dwHw$wgw]
[wdwdP0P0]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwHw]
[wgBdwdwd]
[0Piwdp)w]
[wdpdwdwd]
[)w0w$Ndp]
[wdwdw!pG]
[dwdwdwIw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdw!Ndwd]
[dwdpdw0w]
[RdwdwdPg]
[dwdwdR0w]
[PiwIpdPd]
[dPdw)wdN]
[wGPdw)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

s#2                           (8+11)

S0418 Živko Janevski  
Macedonia

S0419 Živko Janevski  
Macedonia

S0420 Petko A. Petkov  
Bulgaria 

SG41 (January - March) Solutions - SELFMATES 
 

Comments from:  Ladislav Belcsak (LB) and C.C. Frankiss (CCF) 

 

S0401 (Mlynka) 1.a8R? (zz), 1…Sxd4[a] 2.Rf8+[A)] Sf5 3.Rxd5 Bg2#, 1…Sxc5 2.Bxc5 ~ 
3.Bd4 Bg2# (1…Sa1 2.Bxa1), 1…cxd2![b], 1.a8B? (zz), 1…cxd2[b] 2.Bxd5+ Se4 3.Rc3 Bg2#, 

1…cxd4![a]; 1.a8Q! (zz), 1…Sxd4[a] 2.Qf8+[C] Sf5 3.Rxd5 Bg2#, 1…Sxd2[b] 2.Qxd5+ Se4 

3.Rc3 Bg2# Changed play. All other moves of the bS solve in two moves (e.g., 1…Sa1 
2.Bxa1 Bg2. The problem would be better without these short solutions (CCF). 
S0402 (Kostadinov) a) 1.Bb7! (zz), 1…f1B  2.Rd8+[A] Bc5 3.Ra8+ Ba6#, 1…f1S  2.Re6+[B] 

Bc5 3.Re3+ Sxe3#; b) 1.b7! (zz), 1…f1B 2.Rb6+[C] Bc5 3.Ra6+ Bxa6#, 1…f1S  2.Re4+[D] 

Bc5 3.Re3+ Sxe3#; c) 1.Sf6! (zz), 1…f1B 2.Rd5+[E] Bc5 3.Rd3+ Bxd3#, 1…f1S 2.Re5+[F] 
Bc5 3.Re3+ Sxe3# White battery play, transformations of black battery after under-promotions, 

change of White’s continuations, Zagoruiko. Interesting keys, but rather repetitious play 
(CCF). 
S0403 (Fomichev) 1.Bxf3? (zz), 1…f4 2.Qd3 bxa4 3.Bxb4+ Bxb4#, 1…bxa4!; 1.Qb8! (2.Kb3+ 
Kd4 3.Rc4+ bxc4#), 1…fxe4 2.Kxd2+ Kd4 3.Ke1+ Sd3#, 1…bxa4 2.Bd3 ~ 3.Bxb4+ Bxb4#  

Model mates. The star variation has two royal batteries firing in succession (CCF). 
S0404 (Azhusin) 1.Qb6! (2.Qa5+ c5 3.Rd4+ Qxd4#), 1…Rxg4 2.Bb3+ Rc4 3.e4+ Qxe4#, 

1…Rxg6 2.Ke3+ Ke5 3.Re4+ Qxe4#, 1…cxb6 2.Kc3+ Kc5 3.Rc4+ Qxc4#, 1…a1B 2.Se7+ 
Ke5 3.Re4+ Qxe4#, (1…c5 2.Rd4+ cxd4 3.Qxd4+ Qxd4#). Enjoyable solving experience 
(LB), Enjoyable play after key move to defended squares (CCF). 
S0405 (Janevski) 1.Sb4! (2.Qe4+ dxe4 3.Rxe4+ Rxe4#), 1…Bf5 2.Qxf6+ Rxf6 3.Rd3+ Bxd3#, 

1…Sxe3 2.Rxd2+ Bxd2 3.Sc2+ Sxc2#, 1…f5 2.Re4+ fxe4 3.Rxd2+ Bxd2# (1…Rxf1 2.Re4+ 

dxe4 3.Rxd2+ Bxd2#, 1…Rxe3 2.Qxf6+ Re5 3.Rxd2+ Bxd2#).  Various batteries set up in 
course of play (B/R and B/S). Clever construction (CCF).  
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S0406 (Janevski) 1.Re4! (2.Bd6+ Qxd6 3.Rc4+ Rxc4#), 1…Bxd5 2.Rc4+[A] Bxc4 3.d4+[B] 

Qxd4#, 1…Rxe4 2.d4+[B] Rxd4 3.Sd3+[C] Rxd3#, 1…Sxf4 2.Sd3+[C] Sfxd3 3.Rc4+[A] 

Rxc4#, (1…Se3 2.Bxe3+ Rxe3+ 3.Sd3+ Rxd3#).  The usual cycle of White’s moves after 
the black defenses favored by this composer. Very well done (CCF). 
S0407 (Feoktistov/Evseev) 1.f6! (2.Scd3+ Ke4 3.Rh4+ Bg4#), 1…Qxf2 2.e3+ Qxe3 3.Qh4+ 

Bg4#, 1…Qxg2 2.Sxd5+ Qxd5 3.Rh4+ Bg4#, 1…Qxe2 2.Sbd3+ Qxd3 3.Se6+ Bxe6#, 1…e4 

2.Bd4! ~ 3.Se6+ Bxe6# Perhaps the key is rather obvious, but good play after the bQ 
defenses (CCF). 
S0408 (Janevski) 1.Sg8! (2.Be7+ Bg5 3.Qxe3+ Rxe3#), 1…Sed3(Scd3) 2.Bxe3+ Bg5 3.Bf4+ 

Sxf4#, 1…Sf3 2.Qxe3+ Rxe3 3.Bxh6+ Sg5# Clever series of batteries set up during play 
(CCF). 
S0409 (Seehofer) 1.d8Q! Kh2  2.Qh8+ Rh3 3.Rg2+ Kh1 4.Rg6+ Kh2  5.Qe5+ Rg3  6.Kf2  Kh3 

7.Rh6+ Kg4 8.Bf5+ Kg5 9.Qf6+ Kf4  10.Bc2+ Kg4 11.Bd1+ Rf3+ 12.Ke1 Kg3 13.Qh4+ Kg2 
14.Qh1+ Kg3 15.Qh2+ Kg4 16.Rg6+ Kf5 17.Bc2+ Rd3 18.Qd6  Ke4 19.Rg3 Kf5 20.Kf1 Ke4  

21.Qc5 Kf4 22.Qg5+ Ke4 23.Rg4+ Kf3  24.Bd1+ Rxd1# 

W________w
[rdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dwdwdwIw]    
[wdwdw$wd] 
[dwdwiwdw]    
[wdw$wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H1313 Kiril Stoyanov
Bulgaria

h#2  2 sols. b) Kg5→c1 (3+2)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw] 
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdpdwd] 
[dKdk0wdw]
[Bdwdpdwd]
[Gwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H1314 Robert J. Bales Jr.
Broadview, IL

h#2  b/c) Kb3→g1/b1 (3+4)
d) = c) and Ba2→d1

W________w
[wdwdwdbd]
[0kdRdwdw]
[w4qdBdKd] 
[0wdwdwdw] 
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H1315 Nikolay Kuligin
Ukraine

h#2    b) Kg6→e8      (3+6)
bK in check

W________w
[KdwGwdwd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dwdkgw$w] 
[wdqdwdwd] 
[dBdwdwdR]
[wdrdwdwd]
[dw4wdbdw]
w--------w

H1316 Andrey Dikusarov
Russia 

h#2       3 solutions      (5+7) 

W________w
[wdwdwdbd]
[dwdKhw4w]
[qdw0wdwd] 
[dwdpiwdw]
[wdwdw4wd] 
[dwdPgwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdRGw]
w--------w

H1317 Toma Garai
Van Nuys, CA

h#2     b) Pd3→g4      (4+9) 

w________w
[wdwdwdnh]
[)wdwdw0P]
[wdr0wdwd] 
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwgwdwd] 
[IPdw0w0w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[ibdwdwdw]
w--------w

H1318 Mario Parrinello
Italy

h#2         b) -Pd6       (4+10)

HELPMATES 
Editor:  Nikola Stolev 

Judges:  Zivko Janevski (h#2),  Petko A. Petkov (h#3) and  Mike Prcic (h#n) 

 
New authors and new ideas. A warm welcome to Henk Weenink and Angelo Smecca! 

 We start with a miniature by Stoyanov. Garai demonstrates black critical square blocks after 

Bristol, while Parrinello shows an interesting type of Zilahi with black intersections after a 

critical move. 

 H1320 shows reciprocal play by Black with complete harmony on  both sides. Lovers of 

self-pinning should enjoy H1321. We end the selection  of twomovers with H1323 by our 
frequent contributor, Menachem Witztum. The play starts with a sharp attack on the white 

King and ends with a mate on a pinned piece. 

 As for the rest of the entries, I would like to emphasize H1326, where we have a recipro-

cal Bristol. H1328 has cyclic captures of white  pieces. H1330 has a double white Rundlauf.  
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W________w
[rdwdkdw4]
[dwgpdw0b]
[wdpdwdwd] 
[dwdwdwdw]    
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dPdw)Bdw]  
[wdwdwdwd]
[$wdwIwdR]
w--------w

H1319 Ron Fenton
Yellow Springs, OH

h#2    2 sols.  Duplex   (6+8)

W________w
[w1wdwdwg]
[dwdp0bdw]
[wdwhw!wd] 
[4wdnIwdw]
[wdpdwdwd] 
[dwdkdpdw]
[wdwdNdwd]
[dwGB4wdw]
w--------w

H1320 Viktor Chepizhny
Russia 

h#2     2 solutions     (5+12) 

W________w
[Bdrdwdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdwdRdwd]
[dKhP)pdw] 
[w0p1kdwd] 
[dwgr)wdw]
[wdw0w)Pd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H1321 Aaron Hirschenson
Israel

h#2     2 solutions     (8+11) 

W________w
[RdwdwgQd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdp4wd]
[dwdwdwdb] 
[w4ndKhw0] 
[dB)wdwdw]
[w0Pdw0wd]
[dwHkGwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[whKdwdbd]
[dndwHwdp]
[wdwiwgw$] 
[0PdqHPdp] 
[w4wdwdwd]
[Gwdwdwdw]
[w0Pdw0pd]
[dwdwdwdQ]
w--------w

W________w
[BIwdwdwd]
[$wdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[wdp0wdwd] 
[dw0wgwdw] 
[wipdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H1322 Vitaly Medintsev
Russia 

h#2    2 solutions      (8+11)

H1323 Menachem Witzum
Israel

h#2     2 solutions       (9+13)

H1324 Henk Weenink
Netherlands

h#3     4 solutions       (3+6)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw)wdwdw]
[pdPdwdwd] 
[dwdPdpdw] 
[Kdwdkdwd]
[dwdwdbdw]
[wdwdwdNd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw1ndw]
[wdwdkdwd] 
[dr$wdwdw]
[bdPdwdwd] 
[dwdwdw)w]
[wdwdwdwg]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w

W________w
[Kdwdwdwd]
[$pdwdwdw]
[r0wdwdwd] 
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0w)k0w)] 
[dpdwdwdw]
[wdP)w)Nd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H1325 Tode Ilievski
Macedonia

h#3      2 solutions      (5+4)

H1326 Eugene Fomichev
Russia

h#3    b) Rb5→Rc5    (4+6)

H1327 Angelo Smecca
Italy

h#3    b) Pb3→b5      (8+7) 

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[0w1wdw0r]
[wdw0wdwd] 
[ipdwdPdw] 
[whwdw)PH] 
[drdwdwGK]
[w0w0p0R)]
[dwdwgbdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwHw]
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dwdwdqdw] 
[Kdkdn)wd] 
[dwdwhwdw]
[wdw)wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdwdwiwd] 
[dwdq4P0w]
[wdwdp0Pd]
[dwIwdwGw]
w--------wh#3½   b) Bg1→h2    (4+7)

H1330 Gani Ganapathi
India

h#3½     3 solutions     (4+4)

H1329 Jacques Rotenberg 
& Guy Sobrecases, France

h#3     b) Ka5→d1    (8+15) 
c) Qc7→a4

H1328 Viktor Zaitsev & 
Aleksandar  Bulavka, Belarus
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W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[Gwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dwdwIwdw] 
[Ndwdwdwd] 
[dwdkdwdw] 
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[w)kdpdwd]
[dwdw)wIw]
[wdwdNdwG]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw0wdwd] 
[dwdPdwdw]
[wdwdwdP0] 
[0wdw$B0P]
[PdwdwdP0]
[Iwdwdwdw]
w--------wh#4      2 solutions       (8+6)

H1333 Martin Moskovich†
Boca Raton, FL 

h#4       2 solutions      (5+5)

H1332 Robert J. Bales Jr.
Broadview, IL

h#4   b) Ke5→g2        (3+1)
c = b) & Ba7→h5 
d = c) & Kg2→c1

H1331 Andrew Kalotay
New York, NY

SG41 (January - March) Solutions - HELPMATES 
 

Comments from:  Ladislav Belcsak (LB), Ryan McCracken (RM), C.C. Frankiss (CCF), 

Romuald Lazowski (RL) and David Moulton (DM) 

 
H1262 (Kopyl) Set: 1... Bb8+ 2.Ka8 c7#; 1.Sc5 c7 2.Sa6 c8S# Rather easy (CCF). 
H1263 (Poissant) a) 1.Bf5 Ba4 2.Be4 Bb3#, b) 1.Sd4 Sd2 2.e5 Sc7# Self-blocking in a) and 
change of guards to self-blocks in b). Nice twinning (CCF). 
H1264 (Jones) a/) 1.Sg7 Rg4 2.e5 Bd8#; b) 1.Sh4 Rg4 2.Sg2 Bd4#; c) 1.Sg5 Bd4+ 2.e5 fxe6 

e.p.# With its en passant double-check, c) is a tough nut to crack. Highly enjoyable 
(LB), Good twinning and attractive ep capture in c) (CCF). 
H1265 (Kuligin) a) 1.Ka6 Rd6 2.Qb5 Bc8#, b) 1.Ka8 Bd5 2.Qb7 Rd8# Anticipatory pins of 
black units, but, I do not care for the helpmates with the bK in check in the diagram 
position (CCF). 
H1266 (Dikusarov) 1.Rf2 0-0-0 2.Rf8 Rhe1#, 1.Rd2 0-0 2.Rd8 Rae1#, 1.Rh2 Ra7 2.Rxh8 
Rxh8#, 1.Ra7 Be6 2.Re7 Ra8#, 1.Rxc8 Rh7 2.Ra8 Rxa8#, 1.Kd8 Rh7 2.Kxc8 Rxa8# A lot of 
solutions (RL), Excellent set of variations – a pity that the black 0-0-0 cannot be 
brought into play (CCF). 
H1267 (Chepizhny/Guttman) a) 1.Rc4 Sd3 2.Qc3 Qd7#, b) 1.Bc4 Sf4 2.Qc5 Qa1#  Pleasing 
combination of good strategy, pretty mates, and good harmony (LB), Unpinning of bQ 
by Grimshaw mechanism on c4 allowing the bQ to self-block (CCF). 
H1268 (Abdurahmanović/Prcic) 1.Se3 R2g4+ 2.Kxc5+ f6#, 1.Sf6 R5g4 2.Kxb5 Rb2# Good 
demonstration of battery transformation. Well composed (CCF). 
H1269 (Borisenko) a) 1.Kd6 Sd3 2.Qe7 Rxg6#, b) 1.Kd4 Rc3 2.Qe5 Bxe5#, c) 1.Ke5 Sb5 

2.Qf6 Rg5#, d) 1.Kc5 Rxb3 2.Qd6 Bxd6# Convincing demonstration of black unpinning in 
OTF format (LB), Very interesting twinnings (RL), Well constructed star-flight problem 
(CCF). 
H1270 (Janevski) a) 1.dxc4 cxd4 2.Rxd4 Sc3#, b) 1.dxc3 cxd5 2.S3xd5 Rc4# Attractive 
clearance problem (CCF). 
H1271 (Zgersky) 1.Rxf7 e8S 2.Rxc7 Sxc7#, 1.Sxe7 c8S 2.Sg8 Rxa7# Alternating capture or 
promotion of wPs. Nicely done (CCF). 
H1272 (Stolev) a) 1.Bc3 Qc1 2.Sa5 (Sd6?) Rb4#, b) 1.Rd4 Qxe4 2.Sd8 (Sd6?) Bd5# Pins of 
black units allow bSb7 to move. Complex strategy (CCF). 
H1273 (Simoni) 1.Rxg4 Sxg4 2.Sb7 Bxe4#, 1.Se6 Rxe6 2.Rg2 fxe4# Nice idea - "make up 
your mind, is it Rooks or Knights?" results in challenging solving (LB), Alternating cap-
ture mates by wB and wP on e4. Well done (CCF).  
H1274 (Bales) a) 1.Sd8 cxd8S 2.Bc6 Se6 3.Bd7 b7#, b) 1.Bd5 b7+ 2.Kd7 b8Q 3.Kc6 c8Q# 
These little Bales minis are surprisingly tough to solve at times. There's no real the-
matic play to guide the solver (RM), Clever miniatures with good twining (CCF). 
H1275 (Fenton) 1.Bf3 Kc3 2.Ke4 Kc4 3.Qe5 Bd3#, 1.Kd6 Kd4 2.Bd5 Bb5 3.Be6 Bf4#, 1.Qc5 

Kd2 2.Kd4 Bd3 3.Bd5 Bf6# Good aristocratic miniature (RL), Three model mates with 
good constructions to avoid duals (CCF). 
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H1276 (Tritten) 1.Sxd5 Sf6 2.Re2 Sd7 3.Se3 Se5#, 1.Rxd5 Sg3 2.Rc4 Se2 3.Rdd4 Sc1# This is 
pretty, especially when the Rook gets out of the other Rook's way (LB), Two distinct 
routes of wS and clearance on d5. Enjoyable problem (CCF). 
H1277 (Velihanov) a) 1.Qf2 Sxb2 2.Ke3 c3 3.Be4 Sc4#, b) 1.Bh5 Bf3+ 2.Kf5 Kxh5 3.Qe4 

Bg4# A) is harder solving but b) is much better (LB), 1...Sxb2 is an ugly capture in a) 
and the solutions are too imbalanced (RM), Switchbacks by the mating unit in both 
lines, but I thought it was rather poorly forced in a) (CCF). 
H1278  (Weenink)  a) 1.Bxe3 Rxe3 2.Rxf2 Bxf2 3.Sb5 Rxe6#, b) 1.Rxf6 Bxf6 2.Bxh6 Rxh6 

3.Sc7 Bxd4# Solved at first glance. The wPs are too big a clue (RM), Necessary 
captures to set up R/B batteries but rather obvious solutions (CCF). 
H1279 (Jones) 1.Rf3 Be1 2.Qg3 hxg3 3.Scd4 Re5#, 1.Bf3 Rd2 2.Qd3 cxd3 3.Sed4 Bg5# Black 
pieces nicely alternate blocking d4 and f3 (LB),Tough solving as usual from this 
composer. I got hung up on the self-block configuration of Qd2-Scd4-Rf3, which does 
not work because there is no good clearance square along the 5th rank for wR (RM), 
The solution was a bit elusive, but pretty when I found it (DM), Fine construction as 
usual from this composer but perhaps not too difficult to solve (CCF). 
H1280 (Czak) 1.Bg1 Bxc6 (Rxe7?) 2.Rf2 Kd5+ 3.Kf3 Kxc5#, 1.Rf1 Rxe7 (Bxc6?) 2.Bf2 Ke5 

3.Ke3 Kf5# Clever Grimshaw type shut-offs on f2 to allow wK batteries to fire but in a 
crowded position (perhaps necessary) (CCF). 
H1281 (Sobrecases/Rotenberg) a) 1...Kb6 2.Rd6 Kc5 3.Rd7+ Kc4 4.Kd6 f5#, b) 1...Bh4 2.Rd5 

Kc8 3.Kd6 Kd8 4.e6 Be7# Nice shielding in a) to allow wK to a4 (CCF). 
H1282 (Bales) a) 1.Kc5 Sxg3 2.Kd4 Kh2 3.Ke3 Re1+ 4.Kf2 Re2#, b) 1.Ke6 Sd2 2.Kf5 Rh5+ 
3.Kg4 Rg5+ 4.Kh4 Sf3# Another clever miniature by this composer (CCF). 
H1283 (Borisenk/Shevchenko) 1.Sf6 Rf8 2.Sg8 f6 3.Kg4 f7 4.Kf5 fxg8Q#, 1.Sg5 f6 2.Kg4 f7 

3.Kf5 f8Q+ 4.Sf7 Qxf7# The Qxf7 solution was tough to find. I was expecting a different 
solution from the first (RM), Two similar mates cleverly done (CCF). 
H1284 (Chepizhny) 1.Bxc4 Bg6 (Bf7?) 2.Bg8 Be8+ 3.Kd5 Bb5 4.Be6 c4# Amazing to see 
White and Black making back-to-back tempo moves (LB), Precise tempo losses by 
both Bishops. Enjoyable problem (RM), Quite a teaser! Mate given by wP not wB as 
one would first think (CCF). 
H1285 (Bales) a) 1.g4 Kc5 2.g3 Kd4 3.gxf2 Ke3 4.f1S+ Kf2 5.Sh2 Rg1#, b) 1.g3 Kc5 2.gxh2 

Rxh2+ 3.Kg1 Kd4 4.Kf1 Ke3 5.Ke1 Rh1# The point is that a)'s solution can't work for b), 
as there is no way for the Knight to lose a move. The b) solution is mundane (RM), 
Two distinct variations with clever twinning (CCF). 
H1286 (Kalotay) a) 1.Kd5 Kg2 2.Ke4 Kf1 3.Kf3 Ke1 4.Kg2 Rb1 5.Kh1 Kf2#, b) 1.Ka4 Ra8+ 

2.Kb3 Kg5 3.Kc2 Kf4 4.Kd1 Ke3 5.Ke1 Ra1# Unused bPh2 in b) detracts (RM), This is 
ingenuous considering that there are only four units on the board. In a) clearly, only a 
R/K battery will work (CCF). 
H1287 (Shapiro) 1…c4? 2.Sf7 S~?; 1…c3! 2.Sf7 c4 3.d5 cxd5 4.Re6 dxe6 5.Kg7  exf7 6.Kh8 

f8Q# The Pawn on a2 signals the solution. The author nicely shows that the otherwise 
unused Knight can not be used to lose a tempo (LB), The interesting part of this 
problem is that the wSf6 has no useful waiting moves so White must play 1…c3 as a 
waiting move (CCF). 
H1288 (Moskowich†) 1.e5 Ka1 2.e4 fxe4 3.f3 e5 4.fxe2 e6 5.e1R e7 6.Re2 e8Q 7.Rc2 Qe1#  
Promotions to Q and R but not difficult (CCF). 

SERIES-MOVERS and STALEMATES 
Editor: Steven B. Dowd,  Judge: Marko Ylijoki 

 

Thank you to all those who wished me well during my absence. I am still not back 100%, but 

life goes on! If you have any originals you think may have been lost during my “medical 
leave,” please contact me by email, drdowd@gmail.com or at 1405 Pine Tree Drive Birming-

ham Alabama. 

 My absence does mean many good problems. First, there is Daniel. How does he do such 
work? I suppose it is best just to be amazed at the amount of thematic content he can throw into 

a “simple series-mover”!  
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Then Bob gives us one of his “guess the promotions” puzzlers; there is a nice point I missed in 

trying to solve this one. Bakcsi and Zoltán give us a position type (Pawn structure) that I love – 
I suppose if you like series-movers you also must, by definition, enjoy odd positions? This type 

of structure pops up over and over! Then Bob brings us a series selfmate. I have not seen 

enough of these lately and was glad to solve it. As in all of his problems, there is a neat small 
point, one of those “ahas!” 

 Pešikan graces us with two efforts with co-authors. “In-between” Pierre Tritten, new to 

series-movers, gives us two problems that are interesting, especially for a novice. This is fol-
lowed by another novice, German composer Stephan Dietrich, who takes a “Mansube” like 

idea, with a few fine slices of the blade, into self-stalemate. Good job. Keep them coming!

 Our Hungarian trio, known to all readers of this column, gives us one I tried to improve on 
and failed. Good work guys. 

 Have a nice summer! 

w________w
[wdwdwdNd]
[dbip0wdp]
[pdwdPdPd]
[)wIwdw)r]
[w)wdw)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dwdwHwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwIwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdpdBd]
[dwdwdwdP]
[wiwdwdN)]
[dwdRdw)w]
[wdwdwdwg]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdqHwdwd]
[)wdpdw4w]
[wdRdPGwd]
[dwdwdwdn]
[pdp)wgNd]
[)w0wdwdB]
[wdw)wdwd]
[dwdwIwdk]
w--------w

w________w
[kdwdwdwh]
[0wIwdwdw]
[pdwdwdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[pdwdwdwG]
[0wdwdwdw]
[rdwdwdwd]
[1wdwdwdn]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwi]
[dwdw)wdw]
[wdw0w0pd]
[dwdw)wdw]
[wdwdw4wd]
[dwdw0wIp]
[wdwdwdp4]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwgQd]
[dpdw0r0w]
[b)wdwdpd]
[dwdPdN0w]
[Kdwdk)Rd]
[dwGndpdw]
[wdwdn)wd]
[dBdw$wdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdbdwdwd]
[dwdw4r4w]
[wdwdw4kd]
[dwdwdw4w]
[wdwIwdwd]
[dwdwHwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dwdrHwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdb1ndw]
[wdwhk4wd]
[dwdwgwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdkdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw)P$w]
[wdwdwIpd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdP0wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

C0247 Daniel Novomesky
Slovakia

ser.h#6   2 solutions   (2+7)

C0248 Daniel Novomesky
Slovakia

ser.h#7   2 solutions   (2+8)

C0249 Robert J. Bales Jr.
Broadview, IL

ser.h#10                     (5+3)

C0250 György Bakcsi &
Lásló Zoltán, Hungary

ser.h#10                    (2+10)

C0251 Robert J. Bales Jr.
Broadview, IL

ser.s#11                     (3+9)

C0252 Milomir Babić &
Žarko Pešikan, Serbia

ser.h=11                 (11+12)

C0253 Pierre Tritten
France

ser.h=22                   (10+7)

C0254 Pierre Tritten
France

Dedicated to Clémence de Fayet

ser.h=24                     (7+3)

C0255 Milomir Babić &
Žarko Pešikan, Serbia

ser.h=27                   (11+9)
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w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwGwdp]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dwdwdwdp]
[wdwdRdw0]
[dwdBHNdk]
[wdwdwdw)]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwgri]
[dwdw0w0q]
[wdwdP)ph]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwHwdw]
[wdwdP)wd]
[Iwdwdw$w]
w--------w

C0256 Stephan Dietrich
Germany

sh=7                            (7+5)

C0257 György Bakcsi,
Zoltán Laborczi & Lásló Zoltán

Hungary

sh=22          C- (7+9)

SG40 (October - December) Solutions - SERIES-MOVERS & 

STALEMATES 
  
Comments from:  Ladislav Belcsak (LB), C. C. Frankiss (CCF), Barry Keith (BK), Romuald 

Lazowski (RL), Ryan McCracken (RM) and Jeremy Morse (JM) 

  
C0231 (Feather)  Diagram Error - Two solutions.  Set: 1…Sxg5 2. Rxg5 3. Ke6 4.Kd5 5.Se6 

Sf6#, 1…Shf4 2.gxf4 3.Rg5 4.Kg6 5.Kh5 Sf4#, Play: 1.Rg8 2.Kxe6 3.Kd5 4.Sc6 Sf6#, 1.Sbd7 

2.Kg6 3.Kxh5 4.Sg6 Sxg7# Interesting changes between set-play and play (CCF). 
 C0232 (Poissant) 1.Rb1 2.a1S 3.Sb3 4.Sxc5 5.Sxb7 6.Sd6 7.Sxb5 8.Ka6 9.Sa7 10.Rb6 Sc5# 
Enjoyable solving. It takes a long time to give up on a promotion to Bishop (LB), 
Described as “nice and light”, but it defeated me! (JM), Extensive bS captures allowing 
the bK to move to a6.  Nicely done (CCF). 
 C0233 (Bales) 1.f2 2.f1B 3.Bxg2 4.Kg1 5.h1R 6.Rh2 7.Bh1 8.Rf2 9.Rf1 Se2# Nice 
Platzwechsel of promoted pieces (LB), Clear-cut miniature (JM), Promotions to R and 
B with a small piece shuffle (CCF). 
 C0234 (Bales) 1.Rh7 2.Rxe7 3.Rb7 4.0-0-0 5.Rdd7 6.Rdc7+ dxc7= Piquant position (JM), 
Attractive castling problem (CCF). 
 C0235 (Sphicas) 1.a1S 2.Sc2 3.Sxa3 4.Sc4 7.a1Q 8.Qa4 9.Qc6 13.a1R 14.Ra5 15.Rc5 20.a1B 

21.Be5 22.Kd4 23.Kd5 24.Bd6 e4# I really like how 1.a1Q? and 2.Qa3-d6 do not work, 
since there is no good way to shield on e5. All attempts are one [fatal] move slow 
(RM), Excellent construction (RL), The hand of the master conjures up a beautiful 
AUW on one square (JM), Skillfully composed AUW (CCF). 
 C0236 (Bales) 1.f8B 2.Bh6 3.Bf4 4.Kxg3 5.Kh4 6.g4 7.g5 8.Kh5 9.Kg6 10.Kf7 11.g6 12.Bh6 

13.Bg7+ Qxg7# Interesting. The try 1.f8S? is one move too slow (RM), Not too difficult 
(JM), Enjoyable problem with good strategy (CCF). 
 C0237  (Sphicas) 1.Bf8 2.Bd6 3.Bxf4 4.Bd6 5.Bf8 6.Bh6 7.Bg8 8.Bd5 9.Bf3 10.Kg3 11.Kg4 

12.Bd5 13.Bg8 14.Bh7 15.Bf8 16.Bd6 17.Bh2 18.Bxg1 19.Bh2 20.Bd6 21.Bf8 22.Bh6 23.Bg8 
24.Bd5 25.Bf3 26.Kg3 27.Kh2 28.Bd5 29.Bg8 30.Bh7 31.Bf8 32.Bd6 33.Be5+ Qxe5# I 
guessed the theme from the half-battery in the diagram, but I still appreciate the 
composer’s skill in getting so many Bishop trips with only 14 units on board (RM), This 
mechanism reminds me of J. Kricheli’s ser.h#25 (Feenschach, 2996; 1S4k1/2p5/5Q2/ 
7p/6pr/6pb/8/7K, cited in Nunn’s Solving in Style, p. 133) (BK), Five switchbacks (JM).  
Romuald Lazowski and C. C. Frankiss found a cook: 1.Bg8 2.Bd5 3.Rxh4 4.Rxf4 
5.Bf8 6.Bd6 7.h4 10.h7 11.Kg2,Rh4 12.Rh4,Kg2 13.Rh1 14.Kh2 15.Bg2 16.Be5+ 
Qxe5#.  
 Q0208 (Heinonen) 1.Rd8 exd8B 2.Bf8 fxe8R 3.Qa8 bxa8Q 4.Kc8 gxf8S= Capture 
promotions used to establish a new helpstalemate record of AUW in four moves. The 
old record was five moves (JM), Attractive AUW with all units on the eighth rank in the 
final position (CCF). 
 Q0209 (Heinonen) 1.a1S Kg6 2.Sb3 cxb3 3.f1B b4 4.Ba6 b5 5.b1R bxa6 6.Rb7 axb7 7.d1Q 

bxc8Q+ 8.Qd8 Qxc3 9.Qf6+ Qxf6= This looks familiar…. (RM), Beautiful problem, but 
self-anticipated by both the composer and SG2001 (JM), Another fine AUW. Difficult 
to solve (CCF). 
 

SG41 (January - March) Solutions - SERIES-MOVERS & 

STALEMATES 
 

Comments from:  Ladislav Belcsak (LB), C.C. Frankiss (CCF), Romuald Lazowski (RL), Ryan 

McCracken (RM), Jeremy Morse (JM) and David Moulton (DM) 

 
C0238 (Bales) 5.c1R 7.Rxg6 9.Rh2 Rg8#, 1.Kxg1 3.Kxf3 8.Kc8 9.Bb7 Ke7# Two easy and 
totally different solutions create a cool effect (LB), Easy problem but nicely constructed 
(CCF). 
C0239 (Poissant) 1.Ra8 2.Ka7 3.Rf8 4.Rf1 5.Rxa1 7.Rf6 8.a1B 10.Bc7 12.Ra8 13.Kb8 14.Ra7 
Sd7# The bR has to break his journey home at f6 (JM), Double switchback by the bK 
and bR, but fairly straightforward solving (CCF). 

C0240  Diagram Error. Stipulation ser.s#10 and wSe8→d8. 1.Be6 2.Sd5 3.e4 4.e5  6.Rb1 

7.Bb2 9.Rh7 10.Bd4+ Kb8# Ladislav Belcsak, Rasa Tomasevic, C.C. Frankiss, David Moulton 
and Romuald Lazowski found cooks: 1.Bb1 2.Sc2 3.Bb4 7.Ka5 8.Rb5 9.Rd6 10.Ra6+ Rxa6# or 

1.Sa6 2.Sb8 4.b5 6.Rbb1 7.Bb2 8.Bf7 9.Re6 10.b6+ Kxb8# 
C0241 (Bales) 1.f5 2.Bf7 3.e6 4.Be7 5.Rf8 6.Bg8 7.Rf6 R7xe7# Follow the leader for six 
moves (LB), Well-constructed (RL), Follow-my-leader sequence of five black moves 
(JM), Neat construction and moves (CCF). 
C0242  (Foster) 1-8.Sxe6-xc5-xd3-xe5-xc6-xb4-xc2-xe3 9-15.Sf1-xd2-xc4-xd6-xe4-xc3-xe2=.  
David Moulton, C.C. Frankiss and Jeremy Morse point out duals after the eighth move 

9.Sf5/Sxc4-xd6-(x)c4-xd2-xe4-xc3-xe2= 

C0243 (Laborczi) 1.Kg8 2.h8R 4.Rg7 6.h8Q 7.Qxh3 8.Qe6 9.f8Q 10.Qa8 11.b8B 12.c8S 
Rxc8#  Quite a task to show five promotions in twelve moves (JM), AUW plus one extra 
Q, good sequence (CCF).  
C0244 (Bales) 3.d8R 4.Rxd4 5.Rh4 10.d8Q 11.Qxd2 12.Qe2 14.Kf1 15.Qf2+ Qxf2#  Easy 
solving (RM), Straightforward (JM), Simple but effective.  Nice problem, well 
constructed (CCF). 
C0245 (Dowd) 5.h8B 6.Bxc3 7.Bxa5 10.cxb 11.b7 12.Bd8 16.axbQ 17.Qg3 18.b8R 19.Rb1 

20.Bxg5 21.Bc1 22.Qg6 23.Ba3 Qxa3#  A fine series-selfmate with some felicitous 
touches to secure a unique solution: not easy (JM), It’s hard to see before solving this 
how it will be dual free (DM), Good promotion sequences (CCF). 
C0246 (Laborczi) 1-5.Bd3-xf5-xd7-c8-e6 7.Kf6 8.Bf5 10.Kf4 11.Bxh7 12.Bd4 14.Kd3 15.Bg2 

16.Kxc2 17.Kc1 18-20.Be4-b1-a2 22.Kxa2 24.Kc1 26.Bc2 28.Kxa3 30.Kc3 31.Be4 34.Kf4 

35.Bf5 37.Kf6 38.Be6 44.Kxa5 50.Kf6 51.Bf5 53.Kf4 54.Be4 57.Kc3 59.Bc4 60.b4# I liked 
the judicious timing of the initial wB captures. At first, it looks as if they can be done at 
nearly any time along the way (or even skipping Sc8 and Pd7 entirely), but this proves 
illusory (RM), More interesting than many such long series-movers, with eleven shields 
by wB (JM), Well constructed clearance problem with a long K march and wB shielding 
(CCF). 

FAIRIES 

Editor: Petko A. Petkov,  Judge:  Diyan Kostadinov 

 

Fairy compositions are more varied than any other genre. Sometimes it is hard to spot the 

current trend. However, regarding the fairy publications in StrateGems, it seems that help-

selfmates have taken the lead. 

 In this issue, we offer many compositions (F0750, F0751, F0753, F0754, F0755, F0758, 

F0771 and F0772) with interesting ideas and good construction. There are other interesting  
entries such as F0773 by Chris with a chameleon piece. (It seems he has done a few of these 

lately.) 

 My compatriot, Krassimir Gandev, deploys complex neutral pieces with multiple 

promotions in F0768, F0769 and F0770. Japanеse art (and not only in Chess Composition) is 

always charming but sometimes mysterious as demonstrates by Kohey Yamada in F0767, 

F0775 and F0776. Sobrecases’ F0758, F0761 and especially F0777, remind us of French 
Impressionism art. 
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w________w
[wdwdngwd]
[dwdbipdw]
[wdwhpdwd]
[dwdwdwIp]
[wdw4wdwd]
[dwdwdNGw]
[wdw0pdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[pGwdwdb1]
[dk)Qdp4w]
[wdNIwdwd]
[)wdBdpdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwH]
[dwdpdwdr]
[Qdwdwdwd]
[dr)wdKhn]
[wdw$PdwG]
[dwdw0wdw]
[RdbdkdwH]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[qdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdw$]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdw4]
[dkdwdwdw]
[Rdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[Hwdwdwdw]
[wdwdbdw0]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwI]
[dwdwdwdK]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[0wdwdw0w]
[wdwdwdPg]
[dwdwdN4k]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwIwdwd]
[dw)RHwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdp]
[wdwdw4wi]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[w1wdwdwd]
[dwdw1wdw]
[wdwdwdqd]
[dwdqdwdw]
[qdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdq]
[wdwdw1wd]
[dw1wdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dk0wdwdw]
[p0w0wdwd]
[dwdKdw$w]
w--------w

F0753 Klaus Wenda
Austria

hs#3  Anti-Circe     (3+11)
b) Bg3→b3

F0754 Petko A. Petkov
Bulgaria 

hs#3   b) wSb6        (7+7)

F0755 Mario Parrinello 
Italy 

hs#3 2 solutions     (9+8)
Eiffel Chess 

F0756 Wilfried Seehofer 
Germany

s#4* Maximummer  (2+3)

F0757 Joost de Heer
Holland 

s#6  Maximummer    (3+4)

F0758 Guy Sobrecases 
France 

hs#6½ Vogtlander Chess (4+5)

Two white Kings

F0759 Wilfried Seehofer 
Germany

s#7* Maximummer   (4+3)

F0760 Václav Kotěšovec
Czech Republic 

Madrasi                       (0+8)
Add two white Q so that all
Queens are in stalemate

F0761 Guy Sobrecases 
France 

h#14  Ultraschachzwang (2+6)
Ultra-Patrol Chess

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wgndwdwd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[wdrdwdwG]
[dw0wdw$w]
[wdpdPdwd]
[dwdwipdQ]
[wdwdNHbd]
[dwdwIwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[kdwdrdwd]
[gwdrdwdb]
[PHwGwdwd]
[Hw0bdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[gwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[hwdwdwdw]
w--------w

F0762 Geoff Foster 
Australia

ser.h#26              (0+1)
Enemy Sentinels 2/8

F0763 James Quah 
Singapore

#2 (7+9)
nRose

F0764 Ladislav Belcsak
San Francisco, CA

#2 Anti-Circe (no wK) (6+10)
Nonstop Equihoppers 

bBishop-Lion, rRook-Lion
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Vaclav’s F0760 is a bit strange. It uses an old framework with eight black Queens where,  if 

we can increase the harem with two new white belles, we arrive at a nice Madrasi drama.  
 

Definitions of Fairy Conditions and Pieces 

 
Anti-Circe (Standard “Calvet Type”) - See SG41. 

Anti Patrol Chess (Elliuortap) -  See SG42. Anti-Super Circe  - See SG42.  

Bishop-Lion - Moves like a Lion but only on Bishop lines.  Camel - 1,3  Leaper. 
Camelrider - Moves like a Nightrider but on Camel lines only. Chameleon  - See SG41. 

Chameleon Circe - When a capture is made, the captured unit (Queen, Rook, Bishop or 

Knight) is transformed (Knight→Bishop, Bishop→Rook, Rook→Queen, Queen→Knight) and 
is then replaced on its rebirth square according to the  Circe rules. If the rebirth square is 

empty, the captured unit vanishes. Circe - See SG41.    

Double Grasshopper - Makes a Grasshopper move without capturing, then a 2nd Grasshopper 
move. 

Eiffel Chess - Same as Madrasi but with the following paralyzing scheme: Q-P-S-B-R-Q-P… 

Enemy sentinels -  Same as Sentinels but with addition of Pawn from opposite eight black 
Pawns.   

Friend - A dummy piece which, when controlled (attacked), moves like the controlling unit(s).         

Grasshopper - See SG41. Help self (compel) mate - See SG41. Isardam  -  See SG42. 
Leo  -  See SG41. Lion - See SG41. Locust - See SG41. Madrasi - See SG41.  

MAO - See SG41. MOA - See SG41. Masand Chess -  See SG41. 

Maximummer  - See SG42. Neutral piece - See SG41. Nightrider - See SG41. 
Non stop Equihopper - An Equihopper whose lines cannot be intercepted. 

Patrol Chess - See SG42. PAO  -  See SG41. 

Paralyzing piece - Piece which cannot capture but it paralyzes any unit it threatens. 
Republican Chess - There are no Kings on board. However, if the side which has played can 

place the opposite King on a square where it would be legally mate, then the opposite side is  
mated. 

Rook-Lion - Moves like Lion but only on Rook-lines. Rook-Locust - See SG42.  

Royal piece - See SG41. 
Rose - Octogonal Rider (1,2) which can make several successive Knight leaps on octagonal 

lines isometrical to d2-b3-a5-b7-d8-f7-g5-f3-d2. A Rose moves in the same way to capture or 

not to capture, the taken unit being on the arrival square. 
Series direct mate (stalemate) in “n” - White plays and gives mate (stalemate) after a series 

of  “n” moves.  

Series-mover (ser.) - See SG41. Triton - 0,1 marine piece. VAO  - See SG41. 
Zebrarider -  As Nightrider but on Zebra-lines only.  

Ultra Patrol Chess - A piece can move only if it is controlled.    

Ultraschachzwang - All black moves must be checking moves. 
Vogtlander Chess -  A side is in check only if it threatens to capture the opposite King. 

 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdKdwdw]
[wdQdwgwd]
[dw1wiwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdQdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dkdwdwdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dKdwdwdQ]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdw$wd]
[dwdwdwdK]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwGwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwiwdwdw]
w--------w

F0750 Peter Harris 
South Africa

hs#2 a) Patroll Chess  (2+3)
b) Anti-Patrol Chess 

F0752 Peter Harris 
South Africa

F0751 Peter Harris 
South Africa

hs#2,5 (3+2)
Anti-Patroll Chess 
b/c) Qh1→a1/c1

h=3 duplex (3+1)
Masand + Anti-Super-Circe
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SG41 (January - March) Solutions - FAIRIES 
 

Comments from:  Ladislav Belcsak (LB), C.C. Frankiss (CCF) and Romuald Lazowski (RL)  

 

F0702 (Mlinka) 1.d6 (wP)! Rxc8 (Q)+ 2.Kxc8 (+ bRd8)+ Kg7 (+wQc7)#, 1.Rc5 (wB)! Rxd8 
(Q)+ 2.Ka8 (+bPc8) Qxc8# Very elaborate but too many conditions (CCF). 
F0703 (Harris) 1.Bd1! Qh7+ 2.Bh5 Qa7 3.Rg1+ Qxg1#, 1.Bc2! Rg2 2.Bd3+ Re2 3.Sg3+ Qh3#, 

1.Be6! Sd2 2.Bh3+ Rg2 3.Qxd2 Rh2# The last solution given is a good escape from the 
usual Masand schemes (CCF). 
F0704 (Harris) White play: 1.Bc2=S! Qe1=R 2.Sxe1=B Sh4=P 3.Bg3=S+ (wRe2) hxg3=S 
(bRe2)#, Black plays: 1.Re4=B! Bc2=S 2.Kf2+ Se1=P+ 3.Qxe1+ (wBe4) Bd3=S (wQe1)#  

F0705 (Kotesovec) 1-4..b7 5.Ra1 6.Rh1 7.b8R 8.Rb1 9.Rg1 10-14.d8R 15.Rd7! 1-19.f7 

20.Rd2! 21.Rh2 22.f8R 23.Rf7 24.Rh8 25.Rh7= =  Three promotions to Rook and interesting 
play with many Madrasi effects. Great fun. First one Rook gets hemmed in, then another 
one (LB). Ingenious sequence to stalemate five Rooks, particularly the mouse trapping 
of the Rook on h1 (CCF). 
F0706 (Rallo) 1.Bg7! Sxg7+ 2.Ke5 (Bg6) Se6 3.Be4 dxe4 4.Cxe6 (Bf6) Ke3(Sf7)#, 1.Kd5! 
Sxf6+ 2.Rc5 (Be6) Kc3 3.Bc4 dxc4 4.Sc6 (Bb6) Ce4#  Echo-Mirror mates. Difficult to work 
out and well composed (CCF). 
F0707 (Sobrecases) 1.Rc6! c8R 2.Rc1 Rxf1+ 3.g1B+ Rf8 4.Ba7 Rxa7 5.Ra1 Ra2# The Mars 
Circe condition leads to some strange maxi-moves (CCF). 
F0708 (Murarasu) a) 1.Qa5+! Kd4 2.Sc2+ Bg1 3.Qff5 Ke3 4.Qe1+ Kd4 5.Qfe6 Kd3 6.Rd8+ 

Bd4 7.Rd6 Kxc2 (Ke8)#, b) 1.Sc2+! Kb5 2.Qb6+ Ka4 3.Qg4+ Bf4 4.Se1 Ka3 5.Qb2+ Ka4 

6.Kd8 Ka5 7.Qb5+ Kxb5(Ke8)# C.C. Frankiss found a cook for a) 1.Qxf2 (Qd1) Kb6 
2.Qd4+ Kb7 3.Qc7+ Ka6 4.Kd8 Kb5 5.Sc2 Ka6 6.Se1 Kb5 7.Qda4+ Kxa4 (Ke8)# 
F0709 (Rallo) 1.Kg5 Sg6 2.Gfh6 Ke4 3.Kh5 Kf5 4.Gg4 hxg4#, 1.Kh5! Sg4 2.Gxh3 Ke4 3.Gh6 

Kf5 4.Gfh4 Sf6# Good miniature with Grasshoppers (RL), Nice Grasshopper problem 
with good play (CCF). 
F0710 (Kotesovec) 1.Gc6! (2.Bf7#), 1…Bc7 2.LOxc7-d7 (Bf8)#, 1…Rxd5 (Bf1) 2.LOxd6-e7 

(Pd7)#, 1…Qf6 2.LOxf6-e7 (Qd8)#, 1…Qg7 2.LOxg7-f8 (Qd8)#. 1.Ge2? Bc7!  Rich play with 

creation of anti-batteries. Out of the four double-check variations two are excellent. In the 
other two one of the checks is not needed (LB), Double checks from each Locust 
capture on mating move. Ingenious (CCF). 
F0711 (Belcsak) 1.Rc8!  MAe8 2.Bd6 MAxd6 (MAd8)#, 1.Rg8! MOe8 2.Sf6 MOxf6 (MOf8)#. 
Good use of Anti-Circe condition (CCF). 
F0712 (Trommler/Pachl) 1.Kc5 NAb2 2.VAd5 PAe3#, 1.Ke6! PAd8 2.Rd5 VAc5#, 1.Ke4! 
VAh2 2.Bd5 NAe6# Convincing white cyclical batteries and black dual avoidance (LB), 
Well constructed helpmates with each white officer in turn guarding a wP and different 
black self-blocks on d5 (CCF). 
F0713 (Gandev) 1.Vc3 LEc7 2.PAe5 LEfc6#, 1.CNc3 LEh4 2.CNg5+ LEef4#, 1.CNg7 LEff4 
2.CNf5+ LEee4#, 1.Vbd4 LEa6 2.Vdb6+ LEeb5#, 1.PAd4 LEc6 2.PAd6+ LEec5#, 1.PAc3 

LEf1 2.PAf3+ LEee2#, 1.Qg7 LEe4 2.PAfd3 LEfd4#, 1.Vgd4 LEfe6 2.f6 LE5d5# A wealth of 
solutions (RL), Amazing problem showing a profound understanding of the properties 
of Chinese pieces (CCF). 
F0714 (Kotesovec) 1.Gg6! 2.Gxg8 3.Gxe8 (Bc8)#, 1.Gd3 2.Gxb3 3.Gxb5 (Pb7)#, 1.Bxf3(Pf7) 

2.Bxg2 (Ra8) 3.Bxh3 (Ph7)# Unparalyzing of Grasshoppers which give mate (CCF). 
F0715 (Parrinello) 1.g8B! Rh1 2.LExh1 (LEh8) a1R 3.Bh7+ Bxh8 (Bf8)#, 1.g8S! Bd4 2.LExd4 
(LEd8) a1Q 3.Sf6+ Rxd8 (Rh8)# AUW, Zilahi, battery-creation. Another cool AUW by 
Parrinello. The Pawns on g3 and h2 form an effective mechanism (LB), An attractive 
(and difficult) mixed AUW (CCF). 
F0716 (Parrinello) 1.LIxg3! LIf8 2.LIg8 LIbf1 3.Rd5+ LIf7#, 1.LIxf3! LIb8 2.LIc8 LI2h2 
3.Bc5+ LIc7# Clever Lion moves to force a hurdle by a bLi on the last move (CCF). 
F07017 (Novomeski) 1…RGSe4! 2.Gd5 RGSg5 3.Kf1 RGSf3 4.Gg2 RGSe5 5.Kg1 RGSd3 

6.Gd2 RGSf4 7.Gh2 RGSh3#, 1…RGSb3 2.Ga3 RGSd4 3.Kf1 RGSf3 4.Gg3 RGSd4 5.Kg2 

RGSf5 6.Gg4 RGSh4 7.Kh3+ RGSf4#, 1…RGSd8! 2.Kf1 RGSe6 3.Gf5 RGSc7 4.Gf2 RGSd5 

5.Gc6 RGSc3 6.Gc2 RGSe4 7.Gg2 RGSg3# Chameleon-echo.   
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w________w
[kGwdwdwd]
[)w0wdwdp]
[w)QdwIwd]
[HwdwdwdQ]
[wdpdwHwd]
[dq1b)w)w]
[wdwdwdw0]
[!whqgndq]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[4wdwdwdw]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwgwd]
[dwHwHwdr]
[wdQ!wdwd]
[dwdk1wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdQdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwh]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdwgpIwd]
[dwdwdbdw]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dwdwdPdk]
[ndw0pdpd]
[1wdwdNdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwhwdwd]
[dp1wdwdw]
[wIwdwdwd]
[dwdw1wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwiw]
[N1whpdnd]
[dwdNdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[Rdwdwdrd]
[dw0wdPdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[)kdwdw1w]
[pdwdwdKd]
[)wdpdRdw]
[wdw)wdwd]
[dn!wdwdr]
w--------w

F0765 Václav Kotěšovec
Czech Republic 

#2 Madrasi + Circe  (11+13)
qQGrasshoppers 

F0767 Kohey Yamada 
Japan 

h#2 Republican Chess (1+2)
b) pPb7→f7

Paralyzing pieces

F0768 Krassimir Gandev 
Bulgaria 

h#2 b) + bZb5         (6+4)
c) Bf8→d3, d) Gc2→a4
NMao, NMoa, QLeos
rPao, QG, qG + Pao

w________w
[wgNdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdrdw0wd]
[dwdkdPdw]
[wdpGRdwd]
[dwdwIw0w]
[wdwdw4wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wiwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdp0w]
[wdw0whwd]
[dwGwdwIn]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[ndwIwdwd]
[dqdwdwdw]
[wiw!wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

F0769 Krassimir Gandev 
Bulgaria 

h#2½  6 solutions  (3+10+2)
nCamelrider, qLion
nNightrider

F0770 Krassimir Gandev 
Bulgaria 

h#2½ 4 solutions  (1+3+8)
NCamelrider, NNightrider
qqLions, nZebrarider

F0771 Mario Parrinello
Italy

hs#3 b/c) Nb1→b2/b3  (8+8)
nNightrider, RTriton
qLeo, rRook-Locust

F0772 Petko A. Petkov
Bulgaria

hs#3½   b) Pf5→f4     (5+7)
rRPaos, bBVaos

F0773 Chris Feather 
England 

h#4 Chameleon-Circe  (2+6)
b) Kb8→e8,     Chameleon 

F0774 Vito Rallo
Italy 

ser.h#8 Isardam (2+4)
qQGrasshoppers 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wHwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w1wdwdwd]
[dNdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdNdwdwd]
[Gwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w_____w
[dNdwd]
[wdwdw]
[0wdwd]
[wdwdw]
[dKdkd]
w-----w

F0775 Kohey Yamada 
Japan 

h#8* Republican Chess (2+1)
N Camel, qDouble Grasshopper 

F0775 Kohey Yamada 
Japan 

ser.#64 (3+0)
Republican Chess
White Minimummer,       Friend 
BBishop-Rook Hunter 

F0777 Guy Sobrecases 
France 

h#4½ 2 solutions   (2+2) 
(Board 5×5) 
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w________w
[rhbdqgwd]
[0p0pdpdw]
[wdwdpdnd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwi]
[dwdwdwdw]
[P)P)P)R!]
[$NGQIBHR]
w--------wPG 12.5 moves       (16+13)

P0225 Andrew Buchanan
England w________w

[wdbdwdnd]
[dpdp0kdq]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdw)w4wd]
[gP0wdwdw]
[wdPdP)Pd]
[$NdQIBHw]
w--------w

P0226 James Soliman
Fountain Valley, CA

PG 14.5 moves       (12+12) 

w________w
[rhw1kgw4]
[0wGp0p0p]
[pdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdBdP)wd]
[dwhPdwdw]
[P)Qdwdw)]
[$wdNIwHR]
w--------w

P0227 Roberto Osorio  
& Jorge Lois, Argentina

PG 16.0 moves      (14+14)

w________w
[rdb1kdw4]
[0p0wdw0p]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdR)w]
[wdwdNdwd]
[dwdwdPdw]
[P)Pdwdw)]
[dKGwdBhR]
w--------w

P0228 Enzo Minerva, Italy
in memory of Bobby Fischer

PG 20.0 moves C– (12+11)
Maximummer 

w________w
[rhb1kgn4]
[)w0wdw0p]
[Pdw$Bdwd]
[dwdwdKdw]
[Rdw!Pdwd]
[dw)Pdw)P]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Hwdwdwdw]
w--------w

P0229 Nicolas Dupont
France

PG 24.5 moves       (13+11)

SG41 (January - March) Solutions - RETROS & PROOF GAMES 
 

Comments from:  Author (A), Ladislav Belcsak (LB), Wolfgang Dittmann (WD), Ryan 

McCracken (RM) and Klaus Wenda (KW) 

 
R0100v (Dittmann) Retract –1.Ke1xPd2 d3-d2+ -2.Kb3xBb4 Kb7-a8+ -3.Kc2-b3 Kc7-b7+ -

4.Kd1-c2 e3-e2+ -5.Ke1-d1 Ba3-b4+ -6.Kg1xQh1! Kd8-c7+ -7.Kf1-g1 Rg3(h3)-f3+ -8.Ke2-f1 

Ke7-d8+ -9.Ke1-e2 Kd8-e7+ -10.Ke1xBf2! (necessary to shut bQh1 off from e1) Bg1-f2+ -

11.Kf7xSe8! (-11.Kf7xR(Q)e8? R(Q)g8-e8!) Sg6-h8+/Rg8-g3+ -12.Ke6-f7 and play 1.Kd7#. 

R0107v (Dittman/Raican) Retract -1.Qh5-h8! Bh8-a1+ -2.Kb1xSc2! Se1-c2+ -3.Kb2-b1 Kd4-

d3+ -4.Kc3-b2 Ke5-d4+ -5.Kd4-c3 Kf6-e5+ -6.Ke5-d4 Kg7-f6+ -7.Kf6-e5 Kf8-g7+ -8.g5-g6 
and play 1.Qf7+ KxQf7[bKe8]#.  One King is following the other one, a specific kind of 
Loshinski magnet-theme in the retro-play. Interesting contents in a light setting (KW). 
R0142 (Elkies) The position is drawn, since 1.0-0 is impossible.  For wB to have arrived at b1, 

wPb2-b3 had to be played after wPa2-a3.  Then the only way bK could have arrived at c1 is via 
d1, so wK must have moved.  The solution is orthodox, but in dead reckoning it has a 
consequence—retroanalytic proof of death—which, according to Andrew Buchanan, 
has not been shown before  (A). 

w________w
[whb1wdw4]
[4p0whp0p]
[kgw0w0wd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[P)P)w)P)]
[$NGQIBHR]
w--------w 

P0213v Joost de Heer
Netherlands, after J.J. Lois

PG 11.5 moves       (15+16)

w________w
[rdw1kgw4]
[0p0p0p0p]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[P)P)P)P)]
[$NGQIBdR]
w--------w

P0223 Ladislav Belcsak
San Francisco, CA

PG 5.0 moves         (15+13)
Einstein Chess

w________w
[rhwdwdwd]
[0pdpdpdp]
[wdwdwhwd]
[dwdwdw1w]
[wdwdwdri]
[dwdwdwdw]
[P)P)P)P!]
[$NGQIBHR]
w--------w 

P0224 Andrew Buchanan
England

PG 10.5 moves      (16+11)

150 F0718 (Feather) 1…LOxe4-f5 (Pe7)#; 1.Bf4! LOxe4-f5 (Pe7)+ 2.Kxf5 (LOf8) LOxe7-d6 (Pe7) 

3.Kg5 LOxe7-f8 (Pe7) 4.Bc7 LOxe7-d6 (Pe7) 5.e6 LOxc7-b8 (Bf8) 6.Kf6 LOxf8-g8 (Bf8) 
7.Bg7 LOxe6-d5 (Pe7) 8.e5 LOxe5-f5 (Pe7)# Nice change of final mating position between 
set play and actual play (CCF). 
F0719 (Lörinc) 1.f1nQ! nQh1+ 2.gxh1nS (nQd1) nQxh1 (nSg8)#, 1.f1nR! nRxg2 (nPg7) 

2.nRf8+ gxf8nB (nRh8)#  AUW. There is more here than meets the eye, e.g., 1.g1S Sh3 
2.f1Q Qxh3?? is cleverly avoided (LB), Beautiful super-miniature (RL), Another neat 
mixed AUW. Quite a gem (CCF). 
F0720 (Gandev) a) 1…nLEh6! 2.Kd6 Lic4 3.nLEe4 nMOe5#, b) 1…nLEb5! 2.Kc6! Lic4 

3.nLEdd5 nMAc5# Good use of the different properties of the Moa and Mao. Difficult 
(CCF). 
F0721 (Grushko) 1…nPc6! 2.nCBb6=nCR nCRb7=nCQ (+wPb6) 3.nKb1 nPxb7 (nPb2)#, 

1…nKb1! 2.nCBxc5=nCR (nCRh8) nCRc8=nCQ 3.nCQc2=nCS nKb1xc2 (nKe1)#. 

F0709 (Rallo) a) 1.Sf1! Sf3 2.Ke2 Ke4 3.nGf4 Sc3#, b) 1.Sf3+! Ke6 2.nGf7 Sf5+ 3.Ke4  Sc5#  

Nice Echo. Attractive chameleon mates (CCF). 

RETROS AND PROOF GAMES 
Editor: David Petrie Moulton 

Judges: Retros: Radovan Tomašević, Proof Games: Radovan Tomašević 

 

In case the last issue left you a bit hungry for the flavor of backwards-looking problems, we 
have a feast for you this time. And we welcome four newcomers: Barry Keith, Vlaicu Crisan, 

James Soliman and Ladislav Belcsak! 

 We start with Barry’s monochromatic retro, in which pieces cannot legally move from 
light squares to dark squares or vice versa. Klaus and Vlaicu supply the staple Anti-Circe Proca 

retractor. (White and Black retract 6 moves, with Black resisting, to reach a position from 

which White has s#1.) In Vlaicu’s direct-mate retractor, assassin Circe is like regular Circe, 

except that if a piece’s rebirth square is occupied, it is the piece on this square, rather than the 

captured piece, which is removed (so a captured piece is never removed!). A piece already on 

its rebirth square is immune to capture. The first and last moves are tricky, but you’ll see a nice 
pattern in the intervening moves. 

 We begin the proof games with Joost's shorter (by 5 half-moves!) realization of Jorge's 

P0213.  Next, Ladislav uses Einstein Chess to remove four pieces from the game array in short 
order.  Andrew gives two shorter mates than Roberto's P0215 with all men from the mating 

side on their home squares.  James has some tricks up his sleeve; not everything occurs in his 

P0226 as you might imagine.  Roberto and Jorge demonstrate the "Lois" theme, in which two 

pieces swap places and then change back, and they provide a nice Rundlauf as a lagniappe.  

When solving Enzo's dedication to the late Bobby Fischer, pay close attention to the path of the 

bQ.  Finally, Nicolas provides a tour de force, for which you must put on your detective's cap 
to find the subtle clues and determine everything that has happened. 

 

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dBdPdwdp]
[PdRGw)wd]
[dkdwIwdR]
w--------w

R0146 Barry Keith
Charlottesville, VA

Monochromatic chess   (9+2)
a) What result? b) Minimum
number of prior e.p. captures?

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[!wdwdwdw]
[wdwdw)wd]
[dwdwdkdP]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwIBdw]
w--------w

R0147 Klaus Wenda 
& Vlaicu Crisan

Austria/Romania 

-6 & s#1     (Proca)      (5+1)
Anti-Circe (Cheylan)

w________w
[rgwdNiwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[ndwdwdwd]
[dwdwdNdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdK]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

R0148 Vlaicu Crisan
Romania

dedicated to Klaus Wenda

-10 & #1    (Proca)      (3+4)
Circe Assassin
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This view is also held by many other experts, as the following example concerning chess prob-

lems shows. Ado Kraemer and Erich Zepler wrote in the introduction to their book Im Banne 
des Schachproblems: "What is beauty in chess problems? On what scale shall it be measured, 

according to which rules be sensed? The question is difficult to answer, but not harder than the 

analogous question regarding the beauty of a poem, a song or a painting. By such a compari-
son, we want to express absolute belief that the chess problem belongs to the performing 

arts."(2) Arthur Gehlert, in his book Über das Wesen des Schachproblems, 1927, expressed 

himself more cautiously.(3) Like the game of chess, chess compositions (in contrast to other 

areas of art) cannot be appreciated by those who do not possess detailed knowledge of the rules 

of chess. Their existence in the world of art (and even in the world of chess) is limited. 

 If chess composition is just a special art genre, then like all other art genres (true to the 
Latin motto "De gustibus non est disputandum") it eludes an absolute rating. The judgement 

regarding the lasting value of a work of art, by common experience, is time. That wisdom 

should also hold for chess compositions. Nevertheless, this thinking is challenged. This is be-
cause the concept of  the “beauty prize” originated in chess games. In the Lexikon für Schach-

freunde an entry for this keyword is as follows: "In chess events, a prize for the best game of the 

tournament is frequently offered. A jury is elected to evaluate submitted games. Until the begin-
ning of this century the beauty prize, which was awarded after the conclusion of the strongest 

international tournaments, was deemed equal to the first prize, or even surpassing it in impor-

tance. One was inclined to rate the creative power in chess higher than the mere result."(4) 

W________w
[wdwdw4kd]
[0w1w4w0w]
[wdpdndw0]
[$wdpHQdw]
[wdw)wdPd]
[dw)wdwdw]
[wdwdw)NI]
[dwdw$wdw]
w--------w

A Bird-Mason, 1876 Historical development 

 
What is now the origin of awards in the field of chess? If we for once 

ignore the Arabic and medieval bet games, because they were solving 

competitions, then shortly after the London chess tournament in 1851, 
a turning point in the chess history of the modern period, for the first 

time we meet the concept of a beauty prize. It was awarded in 1876 to 

the Englishman Henry Edward Bird for his game against James Ma-

son in New York, where Bird sacrificed his Queen with the surprising 

move 31.Ra6! and (not only because of this Queen sacrifice) won the 

beauty prize (See diagram A). 
1.e4 e6 2.d4 d5 3.Sc3 Sf6 4.exd5 exd5 5.Sf3 Bd6 6.Bd3 0-0 7.0-0 h6 8.Re1 Sc6 9.Sb5 Bb4 

10.c3 Ba5 11.Sa3 Bg4 12.Sc2 Qd7 13.b4 Bb6 14.h3 Bh5 15.Se3 Rfe8 16.b5 Se7 17.g4 Bg6 
18.Se5 Qc8 19.a4 c6 20.bxc6 bxc6 21.Ba3 Se4 22.Qc2 Sg5 23.Bxe7 Rxe7 24.Bxg6 fxg6 

25.Qxg6 Sxh3+ 26.Kh2 Sf4 27.Qf5 Se6 28.Sg2 Qc7 29.a5 Bxa5 30.Rxa5 Rf8 31.Ra6! Rxf5 

32.gxf5 Sd8 33.Sf4 Qc8 34.Sfg6 Re8 35.Sxc6 Qc7+ 36.Sce5 Qxc3 37.Re3 Qd2 38.Kg2 Qxd4 

39.f6 gxf6 40.Rxf6 Se6 41.Rg3 Sg5 42.Sg4 Kg7 43.Sf4 Qe4+ 44.Kh2 Sh7 45.Nh5+ Kh8 

46.Rxh6 Qc2 47.Shf6 Re7 48.Kg2 d4 49.Se5 Qc8 50.Sg6 1-0 

Beauty prizes for chess games have almost always been individual prizes. It's unusual to deter-

mine a ranking here. Other rules apply in solving tournaments. Already, in London, 1854, the 
first problem-solving tournament was won by Walter Grimshaw. In such tournaments a unique 

ranking of the participants can easily be done due to correctness of the solution and time used 

for solving. With chess compositions, on the other hand, the now customary evaluation of a 
ranking calls for a very different kind of qualification, because here art is to be judged. 

 How futile such efforts can be to formulate universally valid criteria for the evaluation of 

art in chess, is illustrated by the Austrian champion Johann Berger (1845 - 1933) in his book 
Das Schachproblem und dessen kunstgerechte Darstellung, in which he tried to constitute the 

principles of the broadly laid variant problems of the older German school. This is history now, 

and therefore no longer up-to-date. In recent times there has been no lack of effort to get a grasp 
on art in chess. The assessment system by Vaux Wilson (1899 - 1982) in his book When the 

Pieces Move, 1978, can be cited as an example. He made a quaint attempt to rate chess prob-

lems with a numerical scale for pins, unpins, line openings etc. (This was seriously challenged 
by twomover expert Herbert Ahue.) 

 Let's get back to historical events. One didn't have to wait very long for the first composi-

tion tournament. After Manchester (1857), Birmingham (1858) and Cambridge (1860), there 
followed the more well-known London chess tournament of 1862. The First Prize was awarded  
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R0143 (Volet/Elkies) For solution go to page 171. 

R0144 (Wenda) Try: -1.Kf3-e3? h2-h1B+ -2.Bb2-a1 (-3.Re8-f8 & 1. Rxa8[wRh1]#) Rf6-e6!  
Solution: -1.Ke2-e3! Re7-e6+ -2.Kf3-e2 h2-h1B+ -3.Bb2-a1! (-4.Re8-f8 & 1.Rxa8[wRh1]#) 

Rf7-e7 -4.Re8-b8 & 1.Rxf7[wRh1]#, -3…Sb6-a8/Sc7-a8 -4.Ra8-b8 & 1.Rxa3[wRa1]#.  Also, -

3.Bc3-a1? Kb2-c1! This problem shows motifs of the "New German School" in the Re-
tractor: Roman decoy of the bRe6. The capture on the b square f6 is useless (...& 
1.Rxf6[wRa1]+ Sb1!); therefore the piece is forced to move on the w square f7 to allow 
mate on h1 instead of check on a1. Additionally, one sees a change of function be-
tween the two wRs in threat and solution. One rook is blocking on e8, the other one 
mates (A), This is the "Roman" theme in retro-version. Excellent that the bR is stronger 
on f6 than on f7 (WD).  
P0220 (Begley/Prentos) 1.e4 h5 2.Qxh5 d5 [bPh3] 3.Sxh3 Sf6 [bPg1=R] 4.Ke2 Bg4+ 5.Ke3 
Rxh1 6.Ba6 [wRc6] Rxc1 7.Sa3 [wBb3] Rxa1 8.Qxh8 [wRa4] Rxa2 9.Bb5 [wPb1] Rxb2 

10.Qxg7 [wPa1] Rxc2 [bPh7] 11.Qh6 [wPd1] Rxd2 12.Ba2 [wPc1] Rxf2 13.Sc2 [wPh1] Rxg2 

14.Ra3 [wPg1] Rxh2 15.Sf2 [wPf1] dxe4 16.Qh3 [wPe1]. Fiendishly difficult problem to 
solve. The trick is finding an expeditious way to promote a black Pawn. It turns out to 
be the h7 Pawn, to boot! The composers skillfully used most of the white army to rap-
idly push the Pawns back. I'd bet money it could not be done any quicker (RM). 

Against the torrent of awards in chess composition  

by Gerhard Josten (English Translation Hauke Reddmann) 

 

"The chessmen are like printing types bringing thought into form; and although these thoughts 

leave a visual impression on the chessboard, their beauty is abstract like a poem." (Marcel 
Duchamp) 

 

(Editor’s note: All the references to the bibliography, shown at the end of the article, are given 
with bold numbers in parentheses.)  

Introduction  

Chess paired itself in a variety of relationships with several arts because of its high cultural 
heritage. Thus we find it, for example, as a musical theme, in literature with Stefan Zweig and 

his Schachnovelle, and in the paintings of many major artists. One of them is Marcel Duchamp 

(7/28/1887-10/2/1968), a pioneer of Dadaism and Surrealism, who devoted himself entirely to 
the game of chess after his painting career ended. He participated in five chess Olympiads as a 

member of the French national team. He created the oil painting below.   
 
 
 

 

 
Marcel Duchamp:  
The game of chess, 1910 

Chess doesn't need to be paired with other arts to 

be deemed as part of art. Chess can become an art 

on its own. This is because chess composition 

(chess problems and endgame studies) is usually 

seen as an art form, because it's not chained to the 

terms of a chess game. This allows its creators the 

opportunity to display chess ideas in crystal-clear 

form without any unnecessary ballast. Some 
games may be described as art, too. In chess com-

positions, however, the struggle for victory, which 

marks a game of chess, largely gives way to the 
presentation of art.  

Some time ago the well-known chess player and chess composer Yochanan Afek reassured me: 

"I will just say that for me a chess study is first and foremost a creation of art. As such, it should 
contain a theme or leitmotif (preferably original) and a process of paradoxical moves leading to 

some surprising climax, some highlight. Otherwise it's simply a technical analysis of a chess 

position leaving no impression or kick…. The role of the composer  is to discover and expose 
the treasures of chess (in particular those which rarely occur in the realm of competitive chess), 

and that's what most of us try to do. Bazlov and Matous (to name just two), carry on this con-

cept from their predecessors such as Liburkin and Gurvich."(1) 
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W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dkdwdndK]
[wdwdwdNd]
[dwdwdwgw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdPd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[kdwdwdwd]
[dw1wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[PdwdwdwI]
[dwdRdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dBdwdwdw]
w--------w

D Yuri Bazlov
Study of the year 2005

Draw                       (3+4)

E G. Kasparian, 1st Prize
Magyar Sakkelet 1969

Draw                       (4+2)

Yuri’s study is certainly very crafty, even if it can be righteously 

asked whether it shows the desired promotional effect because of 
the high level of difficulty and artistic content (which is difficult to 

access for an outsider interested in chess). To give such a coveted 

award to a Fifth Prize winner relativizes significantly the original 
verdict of the judges and their understanding of art. 

 In the arts a battle for places and ranks decries the art itself. 

What happens in such events in chess? Besides team competitions 
such as, e.g., the regular "World Chess Composing Tournament" 

(WCCT) of the FIDE and its Olympic competitions, individual 

competitions of chess magazines and on the Internet, dominate the 
composition scene. A distinction is made between formal tourneys, 

which are held anonymously and the problems are published with 

the judging report, and informal tourneys, where compositions are 
published in advance and by name. Awards usually take the form 

of "Prize", "Honorable Mention" and "Commendation". Widely 

prevalent is the demand for a particular theme. For example, at the 
WCCT-8, it was requested in the study genre that, immediately 

after the attack on an unprotected piece, a second one is offered--a 

situation practically never met in a game. As an example, this 
study was cited (See Diagram E). Solution: 1.Kg4 Qc8+ 2.Kf3 

(2.Kh4 Qf8!) Qb7+ 3. Rd5!! Qxb1 4.Ra5+ Kb7 5.Rb5+ draw. A 

true work of art of the well-known master!  

The FIDE, with clever foresight, has not addressed the theme "art" and its evaluation. Only in a 

formal sense has it dealt with the office of a tourney prize judging and presented its Annex II to 
the Codex for CHESS COMPOSITION and the Guidelines for the Organization of Tournaments 

containing certain rules, because it also organizes its own composition tourneys.(8) This in-

cludes the WCCT under the auspices of the PCCC (Permanent Commission for Chess Composi-
tions). In these tourneys the participating countries submit their three best entries. All submitted 

entries are evaluated by judges from different countries who declare a winner. For the evalua-

tion the PCCC made some specific guidelines.(9) But even here, there are no specific references 
to the evaluation in artistic terms. In any case, it's remarkable that a body of five judges (not 

one) returns the verdict. This seems to be important for a balanced assessment, because the 

subjectivity of a single judge is minimized by balancing different opinions. 
 There are other attempts to improve awards. The Hungarian composer Attila Schneider 

went beyond the usual scope of assessment by proposing a completely new procedure, although 

there has been hardly any followers so far. The committee, made up of all the participating 
composers (who of course did not assess their own compositions), acted as judges of his First 

Chess Clinic Study Composing Tourney. The assessments of participants fluctuated widely. It 

cannot be overlooked that a disadvantage of this system lies in the fact that, to a certain degree, 
fixes by the participants may tamper with the allocation of points.(10) Nevertheless, the overall 

result can be seen as positive, because the system advanced the assessment framework. Pal 

Benko won the first  prize of this tourney with this beautiful study (See Diagram F).  

W________w
[w!Rdwdwd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[w1rdwdpd]
[dwdwdw)w]
[wdwdKdwd]
[dwdwdw)w]
[wiwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

F Pal Benko, 1st Chess
Clinic Study Composing Ty.

Win                       (5+5)

Solution: 1.Qe5+! Kc1! (1...Kc2 2.Qd6!) 2.Rb8! (2.Qd6? Qb1+ 

3.Ke3 Qb3+) 2...Rc4+ 3.Kd3 Rd4+! 4.Kc3 (4.Qxd4? Qxb8 5.Qa1+ 
Qb1+ 6.Qxb1+ Kxb1 7.Ke4 Kc2 8.Ke5 Kd3 9.Kf6 Ke4 10.Kxf7 Kf5) 

4...Qd6! (4...Re4 5.Qxe4 Qc7+ 6.Qc4) 5.Qe3+! (5.Qxd4? Qxg3+ 

6.Qd3 Qe5+ 7.Qd4 Qg3+) 5...Rd2 6.Rb4 f5 (6...Qd7 7.Qg1+ Rd1 
8.Rb1+! Kxb1 9.Qb6+) [6...f6 7.Ra4 Qc6+ 8.Rc4 Qd5 9.Qe1+ 

(9.Rc8? f5!; 9.gxf6? Kd1!) 9...Rd1 10.Qe2 Rd2 11.Kb3+ Kb1 

12.Qe1+ Rd1 13.Qb4 Qd3+ 14.Rc3 Qd6 15.Rc1+] (6...Qc6+ 7.Rc4 
Qd5 8.Rc5 Qxc5+ 9.Qxc5 Rc2+ 10.Kd4 Rxc5 11.Kxc5 Kd2 12.Kd6 

Ke3 13.Ke7 Ke4 14.Kf6!) 7.Ra4! Qc6+ 8.Rc4 Qd5 9.Rc8! (9.Rc5? 

Qxc5+ 10.Qxc5 Rc2+) 9...Qd7 10.Rc5 Qd6 (10...Qg7+ 11.Kb3+ Kd1 
12.Qf3+ Re2 13.Qf1+) 11.Kb3+ Kd1 12.Rc1+! Kxc1 13.Qe1+ Rd1 

14.Qc3+ Kb1 15.Qb2# 
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W________w
[wgwdwdwd]
[dwdw1wdw]
[w)wdwhwH]
[dwiwHwdw]
[Pdw0wdwd]
[dw)wdRdw]
[wdPdw)Kd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdw4w4kd]
[0wdw1pdp]
[wdbgwdpd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdw)wdwd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[PGQHw)P)]
[dw$wdRIw]
w--------w

B Bernhard Horwitz 1862

Win                         (9+5)

C Nimzowitsch-Tarrasch
St. Petersburg 1914 to Conrad Bayer (direct-mates), Arnold Pon-

gracz (selfmates) and Bernhard Horwitz (stud-
ies, see Diagram B). Solution: 1.cxd4+ Kd5 

2.c4+ Ke6 3.Rxf6+ Qxf6 4.d5+ Kd6 5.Kf1 Qf4 

6.Shf7+ and White wins. 
 Awards in chess, despite spanning about 

one and a half centuries, can only be termed 

newcomers in the over 1,500-year-old history 

of chess. Beside all the bright light shining 

from such well-meant honors, their dark sides 

may not be overlooked, as will become clear.   
What specific criteria are used to award games and compositions? In this area, of course, the 

freedom of the arts rules too. There can only be the personal tastes of judges regarding diversity, 
idiosyncrasy and beauty of events on the 64 fields of the chess board (even if these criteria are 

now occasionally circumstantiated using mathematical calculations as in the case of Vaux Wil-

son). In the book Wege zu Schachstudien, another such attempt has been made.(5) Standardized 
assessment criteria will never exist, however, and therefore disagreements about prize reports 

are on the agenda. The well-known composer Juraj Lörinc recently lamented on the frequent 

one-sidedness of judges.(6) One can debate awards felicitously, as an earlier example from 
tournament history shows. Siegbert Tarrasch at the St. Petersburg Tournament 1914 delivered a 

highlight of a game. As the leader of the black pieces against Aaron Nimzowitsch, he sacrificed 

two Bishops in the following position (See Diagram C). 1.d4 d5 2.Sf3 c5 3.c4 e6 4.e3 Sf6 5.Bd3 
Sc6 6.0-0 Bd6 7.b3 0-0 8.Bb2 b6 9.Sbd2 Bb7 10.Rc1 Qe7 11.cxd5 exd5 12.Sh4 g6 13.Shf3 

Rad8 14.Qxc5 bxc5 15.Bb5 Se4 16.Bxc6 Bxc6 17.Qc2 Sxd2 18.Sxd2 d4 19.exd4 Bxh2+ 

20.Kxh2 Qh4+ 21.Kg1 Bxg2 22.f3 Rfe8 23.Se4 Qh1+ 24.Kf2 Bxf1 25.d5 f5 26.Qc3 Qg2+ 
27.Ke3 Rxe4+ 28.fxe4 f4+ 29.Kxf4 Rf8+ 30.Ke5 Qh2+ 31.Ke6 Re8+ 32.Kd7 Bb5# 

 The anticipated beauty prize eluded the disgruntled Tarrasch. He scolded the judge, writing: 

"This decision, blamably for the judges, is probably mainly due to the chairman of the College 
Mr. Burn, who is a sober Englishman without artistic taste who judges the beauty of a game 

according to the fatness of the sacrificed piece."(7) This incident is reminiscent not only of the 

game Bird - Mason, with an excellent Queen sacrifice, but also shows an unpleasant side effect 

of awards: They sometimes lead to clashes. 

 When judging and awarding art, one should generally keep their specific requirements in 

mind. On the one hand, there might be a condition, sine qua non, to complete something unfin-
ished. For example, the legacy of Alfred Nobel requires the annual decision of the panel, set up 

by him, for one of the proposed literati. Then there is, a figure skating championship where the 

winner is selected by a panel of judges. Without prizes, here goes nothing. Alternatively, award 
ceremonies might be granted as a subsequent award for already existing art objects. Informal 

compositions in chess tournaments, after their publication, are perfectly viable without surplus 
prize reports. They require no proof of their existence or their value by awards, although awards 

may enhance the reputation of composers or judges. On the border of both categories, there are 

formal tourneys for chess compositions, which publish the prizes together with a report about 
the tourney. Let's compare these with two other areas: Who, for example, would ever have the 

idea to judge the values of various contributions to literature? Who wanted to call the “Oscar 

Award”, invented to end the film crisis in the late 1920s, something other than a marketing 

ploy? 

Judges and their awards 

 
Similarly, the FIDE went promotional with the launching of an annual selection of a "Study of 

the Year" as a permanent campaign, thereby expressly stating its intention of having an on-

going advertisement for chess composition. For example, FIDE declared the following study by 
Yuri Bazlov, being awarded the 5th prize in the John Nunn jubilee tourney, as study of the year 

2005 (See Diagram D). Solution: 1.Sh8! Se5 (1...Sxh8 2.Kxh8 Kc6 3.Kg7 Kd5 4.Kg6 Be3 

5.Kf5 g3 6.Kg4 Bf2 7.Kf3 Kd4 8.Ke2! =) 2. Sf7! 2...Sxf7 3.Kg6! Se5+! (3...Kc6 4.Kxf7 Kd5 

5.Kg6 =) 4. Kf5! [4.Kxg5? Kc6! 5.Kf4 Kd6! 6.Ke4 (6.Kf5 Kd5 +-) 6...Ke6 7.Kf4 Kf6 8.g3 Ke6 

9.Kg5 Kd5 10.Kf5 Kd4 11.Kf4 Kd3! -+] 4...Sf7 (4...Sf3 5.Kxg4) (4...Bf6 5.Kxf6 Sf3 6.Kf5 Sh2 

7.Kf4 =) 5.Kg6 Se5+ 6.Kf5! draws. 
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- the winners of a competition, being awarded in front of the other participants, occasionally 

 even with a book or cash prize added, 

- the judge, because his duty dignifies him,  

-  the after world, getting a first indication for a subsequent assessment (even  if influenced 

 by the “Zeitgeist”). 
 

The benefit is also contrasted by potential drawbacks: 

 

-  the subjectivity of judges, possibly mitigated by multiple assessment, 

-  the introduction of an element of struggle to art, 

-  possible national or personal preferences of judges, 
-  the often very long waiting periods for prize reports, 

-  potential hostile confrontations over the awards. 

 

A formal presentation of chess compositions is desirable. This is similar to the role of a mu-

seum, which is only devoted to edification, joy, information or tribute (for example by com-

pletely abandoning prize judges and awards in an informal tourney). In this aspect, FIDE gives a 
good example. Its triennial FIDE album includes (without awards) compositions selected by a 

committee. The inclusion into FIDE Album becomes the ultimate tribute to the composer. Art 

must not constantly end in competition. Timeless works may stay forever even without such 
honors. Famous composers such as Alois Wotawa, who composed more than 350 studies, and 

Hans Johner, who created more than 200 problems, seldom participated in tourneys. The pub-

lishing opportunities outside of tourneys, available in their days, hardly exist now, alas, because 
the multitude of newspaper chess columns has vanished almost completely. 

 
An example 

 
The most simple form of a competition-free presentation of the art of composition is offered - in 

addition to the aforementioned named anniversary tourney - by a "prize-free" memory tourna-

ment such as the ceremony for a deceased composer, or a "prize-free" Festschrift, because here 

the need of judging the contributions is not the intention of the ceremony. The organizers of the 

Bent Composing Memorial Tourney in honor of the English composer Charles Michael Bent 

(1919 - 2004) should have taken this to heart, when - in the preliminary prize report in the Sep-
tember 2007 issue of the journal The Problemist - awarded this study of Yuri Bazlov with the 

1st Prize (See Diagram G).  

W________w
[wdwdKgwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwH]
[dwiwHwdw]
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dwdPdwdw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

G Yuri Bazlov
The Problemist 2007

Win                        (5+3)

Solution: 1.Sf5! [1.Kxf8? f1Q+ 2.Shf7 Kd4 3.Ke7 Qc1 4.Kf6 (4.Be8 

Qc8 =; 4.Bd7 Qc7 =) 4...Qf1+ 5.Ke6 Qb1 =] (1.Bd7? Bxh6 2.Bh3 
Kd4 3.Sg4 Kxd3 4.Sxh6 Ke2 5.Sf5 f1S =) 1...f1Q 2.Bd7 Bd6 (2...Bg7 

3.Q4+ Kd5 4.Bc6+ Ke6 5.Sxg7+ Kf6 6.Kf8 +-) (2...Bh6 3.d4+ Kd5 

4.Bc6+ Ke6 5.Sxh6 Qa1 6.Bd7+ Kd5 7.Sf5 +-) 3.d4+ Kd5 4.Bc6+ 
Ke6 5.Sg4 Qxf5 (5...Kxf5 6.Se3+ +-) (5...Bf4 6.Bd7+ Kd5 7.Sge3+ 

+-) 6.d5+ Qxd5 7.Bd7# 

 The judges overlooked the following serious error: After 2... Bh6 

3.d4 + Kd5 4.Bc6 + Ke6 5.Sxh6 Qf4 6.Bd7 + Kf6 White can only 

draw. This regrettable slip was not the only one. More awarded stud-

ies proved to be incorrect.  The time factor  played a role as well.  The  
publication of the preliminary prize report was more than a year after the closing date 6/30/2006 

and the final prize report is announced for July 2008. Another unfortunate feature characterized 
the tournament: From the jury triumvirate, one of the judges retired because of unbridgeable 

differences. Furthermore, this example shows that the publication of a ranking report inevitably 

calls upon competitors to diligently search for errors in order to increase their own ranking. (A 

subsequent competition of losers should not be the idea of memorial tourneys which, above all, 

honor the deceased composer.) Thus, this tourney serves as a prototype of the imponderability 

of awards, and this latest case, because of its wealth of inconsistencies, confirms again the 

questionable nature of some prize awards. Charles Michael Bent would turn in his grave if he 

ever knew. He didn't deserve dispute! 
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When did you ever see a study which carried on for fifteen moves with only one capture, and 

that by the losing side? A special compliment must also go to the participants, who were sub-
jected to a double role for the first time.(11) 

 
Evaluation criteria  

 

Evaluation criteria not measurable in numbers are a fundamental issue, which is also pertinent 

for other departments outside of art. It is common   that peculiarity, diversity and beauty make 

up a firm framework of valuation, but as a rule, these attributes can only be described in words. 

In chess these three elements could be termed originality, rich variety and surprise. For this 
complex, several surveys already exist. An extensive presentation of the evaluation of chess 

games is shown by Thomas Binder of the Schach-AG of the Herder Gymnasium Berlin-

Charlottenburg, the details being available on the Internet.(12, 13) These criteria carry easily 
over to the field of chess composition. However, they place a large onus on the judges, and one 

cannot escape the impression that such demands, in view of the large amount of work to be 
assessed, are even more time-consuming than the demands on composers, who only have to deal 

with their own work.  

 To conclude these considerations, all attempts, even the most well-intentioned, to formulate 
universally valid principles or wisdoms for the evaluation of chess compositions, must be in 

vain because they border on hubris. However, a notable exception exists. If a formal tourney is 

issued to honor the jubilee of a person, and the honored person is a judge, he certainly can be 
granted to evaluate the entries. By doing so, he discloses information about his own values and 

his personality. 

 The “Zeitgeist” has an influence on opinions regarding art in chess, as documented by the 

extreme example of Benjamin Glover Laws (1861 - 1931). In his book The Artistry of the Chess 

Problem, 1923, he reduced his assessment to difficulty, idea and setting.(14) The problem of 

judging chess compositions is illustrated in the tourney "Riphey 2007" (the Oscar of chess com-
position), initiated by Andrey Selivanov in The Ural Problemist. A new way was proposed to 

meet the one-sidedness of judges. Selivanov invited ten editors of chess magazines to assess the 

submitted works along a given scheme.(15) However, in the event the results were seen as sub-
jective, the chairman of the jury would have the right to reject them. This shows a certain lack 

of faith in judges. It will be interesting to learn whether a relatively close match of results exists. 

I submitted a study to gain new experiences on the work of judges. 
 As already mentioned, only time can validate an artistic work. In music, for example, value 

can be approximated by the number of performances over a reasonable period of time. This 

especially applies to the value of paintings because they are often auctioned, a clear measure of 
their value. The same cannot be said for chess and chess compositions. The issue of copyright 

plays an important role here. Some renowned chess players (Steinitz for example) have tried in 

vain to protect their games to obtain fame and money.(16) Chess composers have also tried. 
Samuel Loyd is known for attempting to patent his "organ pipes". He failed. There is no argu-

ment, however, that first presentation of the organ pipes was his, and many other themes. Legal 

protection was (and is) not possible. 
 A more promising way to determine the value of a chess composition seems to be the dedi-

cation of a work. It could be done, as with paintings, through auctions and it would have to be 

initiated by the author. Dedications in this area are rare but they exist and are not new ground 
waiting to be explored. In this context, this refers to dedications which are made only after pub-

lication. Possibly this path offers an opportunity to evaluate the lasting value of a chess compo-

sition. After all, my attempt showed that this path is possible, even though interest in the auction 
of a study on the Internet was fairly low and the generated revenue could be swept under the 

rug.  

Advantages and disadvantages of awards 

 
Who profits from awards for chess compositions? The beneficiaries are: 

 

- the organizer of a tourney because he is compliant with other organizers and doesn't have to 

 play a special role, but can increase the incentive for  participation, 

- someone honored by a jubilee tourney, 
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7 Tarrasch, Dr. Siegbert: Das Großmeisterturnier zu St. Petersburg im Jahre 1914. Sammlung sämtlicher 
Partien mit ausführlichen Anmerkungen. Im Auftrage des Turnier-Komitees. Mit einem Anhang: Die 
Ergebnisse des ... . Selbstverlag, Nürnberg 1914. 
8 http://www.saunalahti.fi/~stniekat/pccc/codex.htm as at March 2008: 
Functions of the Judge  
Subject to special conditions or restrictions applicable to the tournament, the normal functions of the 
judge are as follows:  
(a) to satisfy himself that he knows the final form of every eligible composition (i.e. the form incorporating 
any alteration or correction made by the composer before the closing date);  
(b) to eliminate all compositions which do not conform to any set theme or other requirements of the 
tournament;  
(c) to consider all eligible compositions in their final form;  
(d) to decide which of the eligible compositions are in his judgment of sufficient aesthetic merit to be 
honored;  
(e) to satisfy himself, as far as he can, that no composition which he wishes to honor is anticipated, and 
to take account of any partial anticipation known to him;  
(f) to prepare an award ranking the honored compositions in order of merit according to his judgment, and 
normally dividing them into grades as prizewinners, honorable mentions and commendations (placing as 
many in each grade as he thinks fit), and adding such comments as he considers appropriate;  
(g) to submit his award to the director within a reasonable time;  
(h) to consider any objections to his award transmitted to him by the director, and to notify the director 
promptly of his adjudication of them, including any consequential adjustment of his award. 
9 http://www.saunalahti.fi/~stniekat/pccc/8rules.htm, Stand März 2008: 
15. Each judging country will allocate points to all sound compositions in the section which it has agreed 
to judge, except entries from the judging country itself, using a scale from 0 to 4 including half-points. The 
Tournament Director will calculate the average points gained by each composition by dividing the total 
points by 5 (or by 4 in the case of compositions from a judging country). In addition, any individual score 
(0, ½, 1, 1½, .. , 3½, 4) may be allocated a suffix of either "+" (plus), or "–" (minus), or else it could remain 
without a suffix (e.g., a problem may get a score of 1+, 2, 2½-, 3½, 4+ etc). The number of pluses minus 
the number of minuses divided by the number of judgments will decide in the case of entries getting the 
same overall score. 
10 The well known composer and judge Wieland Bruch informed me on December 12th 2007 by email: 
This MAY be so, but subjectivity may as well almost exponentiate! Such a fiasco in a very big and 
important tournament occurred at the Olympics-1952: The best problems were 'unlucky' to be proposed 
for a high award by just only one of the three well-known judges Ahues, Blikeng and Mansfield. So 
invariably those problems came in first, which NONE of the three judges would have wanted there (the 
average stuff, of course!)... This method of the judge panel has not proved to be sustainable. 
11 Wieland Bruch (see fn. 10): The new method isn’t entirely new: You shouldn’t hide Grasemanns 
tournaments in SCHACH, in which he always (in all departments!) put up the SOLVER as judge panel 
instead of 'professional' capacities. This had an enormous publicity impact and for the solver also a clear 
“educational effect”. The judgments (presented fully in clear tabular form) shone with a most striking 
unanimity, were certainly not more challengeable than comparable judgments by a SINGLE price judge. 
12 François Le Lionnais (http://www.avancement-sciences.org/fichiers/2006_4_Senechaud.pdf): Les prix 
de beauté aux échecs (1939) mentions these characteristics for beauty in chess: la correction; la 
difficulté; l’originalité; la richesse; l’unité logique; la perfection; le génie créateur.  
13 Against that David Friedgood and Jonathan Levitt in their book „Secrets of spectacular chess“ (1995) 
consider four basic elements for beauty in chess: paradox, depth, geometry and flow.  
14 B. G. Laws, The Artistry of the Chess Problem, 1923: In considering the Chess Problem with a view to 
appreciating its qualities, three essentials must be borne in mind: difficulty, idea and construction. Each of 
these is complementary of the others. 
15 See http://www.selivanov.ru/riphey/riphey2007/, as at March 2008. Excerpt from the announcement: 
The following types of chess composition which were published in 2006 may participate: 1. Twomovers, 
2. Threemovers, 3. Moremovers, 4. Studies, 5. Helpmate problems, 6. Selfmate problems, 7. Fairy 
problems, 8. Problems of retro analysis. All composers may participate who can send one of their best 
compositions of any type which was composed individually or collectively. It is possible to participate both 
in one of the types or in several of them. In case of sending more than two compositions in one and the 
same type the application for  participating in this type will be cancelled.  For participating in the awarding  
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Conclusions 

 
It is high time to refrain from awards in composition tourneys, especially if the judge is not the 

one to be honored, because the awards then testify for the judge himself rather than the com-

poser. Art can't be evaluated consistently, and therefore I have declined several times to act as a 
judge in a tourney. In December 2007, an inspection of running tourneys showed that, from 

more than 50 current announcements, only one was found without a jury and awards. Are 

awards in chess composition only a here-to-stay leftover, now quite out of fashion in the chess 

game? There still is a fight going on for ranks and Elo points, but the awarding of beauty prizes 

is found only rarely. Will the spectacle of awarding, invented in chess games, forever stay with 

chess compositions, because the composers and judges in the "contest" direly miss the clear 

outcome of the chess game? It seems experience teaches us that the last question has to be an-

swered in the affirmative. Even Pablo Picasso once said: You expect me to tell you, that I'll 

define for you: what is art? If I knew, I would keep it for myself. 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Marcel Duchamp,  
Portrait of chess players, 1911 

The example of the aforementioned 
painter and chess player Marcel 

Duchamp makes clear that the assess-
ment of art is constantly evolving. Only a 
year after his above impressionist work 
from 1910, he created the adjacent sur-

realistic painting. Nothing is more cer-
tain than change! This ancient wisdom is 
also true for the evaluation of chess 
compositions. Art remains immeasur-

able, and therefore awards, more than in 
the past, should be cut down to a sensi-
ble size and hierarchies should be largely 
shunned. 
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experts can value and rank a same set of compositions in a very different order. The regular and the 
most important examples are FIDE Albums (or WCCI). Sections are judged by really experienced 
persons, usually holding the official title of International FIDE Judge. But their outcomes are often very 
different. How is it possible that a composition can get 4 points from one judge (it means in his opinion it 
should surely be in the Album), while other judge gives it only 2 points (it means in his opinion it is good, 
but probably not enough for the Album)? It is possible, I wouldn't blame the judges, I see why - and I 
guess you know the answer now too. Despite all more-or-less objective criteria for judgment, personal 
preferences of the judge play if not the crucial role, at least very important. 
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R5 1.Re6! (1.Rxe3? Sxe3 2.Kxe3 Be4 3.Kxe4 h2 4.Re1 Kg3 5.Sd2 Kg2 6.Re2+ 
Kh3 =) 1...Bh5 2.Re4+! (2.Rxe3? Sxe3 3.Kxe3 h2 4.Rh1 Kg3 5.Sd2 Kg2 6.Sf1 

Bg4 zz 7.Rxh2+ Kxf1 8.Rf2+ Kg1 =) 2...Bg4 3.Rxe3 Sxe3 4.Kxe3 h2 5.Rh1 Kg3 
6.Sd2 Kg2 7.Sf1 zz Be6 8.Rxh2+ Kxf1 9.Rf2+ Kg1 10.Kf3 +-. 
R6 1.c4! g3 2.Re2 c5 3.Rd2 Kc1 4.Rc2+ Kb1 5.Rd2 g2 6.Kc3 A) 6...Rc1+ 
7.Kb3 Rc3+ 8.Kxc3 g1Q 9.Rd1+ Qxd1 stalemate. B) 6...Ka1 7.Rc2! (7.Kd3? c6 

zz 8.Kc3 Rc1+ 9.Kb1 Rb1+ 10.Ka3 Rb3+ 11.Kxb3 g1Q -+) 7...c6 8.Kb3 Rb1+ 
9.Ka3 Rd1 (9...Rb3+ 10.Kxb3 g1Q 11.Rc1+ Qxc1 stalemate) 10.Ra2+ Kb1 
11.Rb2+ Kc1 12.Rxg2 Rd3+ 13.Ka2 Rd2+ 14.Ka1 Rxg2 stalemate. 
R7 1.Bb7! (1.Bc6? Bd3+ 2.Kc1 f3 3.Rg5 Ke2 4.Re5+ Kf2 5.Re8 Be2 6.Kc2 Kg3 

7.Rg8+ Kh4 8.Rf8 Kg3 9.Kxc3 f2 =) 1...Bd3+ 2.Kc1 f3 3.Rg5 A) 3...Be2 4.Kc2 
Ke1 5.Rg1+! (5.Ra5? Bd1+ 6.Kxc3 f2 7.Ba6 f1Q 8.Bxf1 Kxf1 9.Ra1 Ke2 zz) 
5...Kf2 6.Rg6(Rg4) Ke1 7.Rb6(Rb4) Bd1+ 8.Kxc3 f2 9.Ba6 f1Q 10.Bxf1 Kxf1 
11.Rb1 Ke2 12.Ra1 zz B) 3...Ke2 4.Re5+ Kf2 5.Re6! Be2 6.Kc2 Kg3 7.Rg6+ 

Kh4 8.Ba6 Bxa6 9.Rxa6 f2 10.Ra1 Kg3 11.Kd3 Kg2 12.Ke2 +-. 
R8 1.Se5+! Kb6 2.Sxb5 axb5 3.Sd7+ Kc6 4.Se5+ Kb6 5.Sd7+ Ka7 6.b4 Ka8 
7.h3 zz h5 8.h4 zz Ka7 9.Kd8 zz Ka8 10.Kc8 =. 

£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤o¤£¤£¤£¥
¢£¤£¤¹¤Y¼¥
¢¤£¤»¤£¤£¥
¢£¤£¤£X£¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢£¤£¤0¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤2¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£Draw                       (3+5)

R9 Richard Becker &
Iuri Akobia, 2nd Prize
Scacchi & Dintorni ‘06-’07£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£

¢£¤£¬£¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢£¤m¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤¹¤£3£¤£¥
¢»¼0¤£¤«¤¥
¢p£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤W¤£¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£Draw                       (4+6)

R10 Richard Becker
5th Prize
Scacchi & Dintorni ‘06-’07£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£

¢£¤©¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£p¥
¢3£¼Y¤£¤£¥
¢£¤0ºo¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢¹¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤W¤£¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£Draw                       (5+5)

R11 Richard Becker
Prize, 15th Meeting of 
Solidarity 2005-2006 £¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£

¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£3£¤£¤£¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤o¤£¥
¢Y¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¼£¥
¢£¤£1£¤¹¤¥
¢¤W¤£¤£¤£¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£Draw                       (3+4)

R12 R. Becker & I. Akobia
2nd Prize (General sec.)
Magyar Sakkvilag 2006

R9 1.e7! Ba6+ (1...Bc6 2.Kf2 Rg2+ 3.Ke3 h5 4.Rh4+ Rh2 5.Rd4 Rh3+ 6.Kf2 
Kh2 7.Rxd5 Rf3+ 8.Ke2 =) 2.Kf2 Rg2+ 3.Kf3 Bb5 4.Rh4+ (4.Rd4? Bc6 5.Rh4+ 

Rh2 6.Rd4 Rh3+ 7.Kf2 Kh2 8.Rxd5 Rf3+ 9.Ke2 Rf6 -+) 4...Rh2 5.Rb4 Rh3+ 
6.Kf2 Be8 7.Rb8 Rh2+ 8.Kf1 Bh5 9.e8Q Bxe8 10.Rxe8 Rh5 11.Kh2 12.Kf3 
Rh3+ 13.Kf2 Rh5 14.Kf3 Kh3 15.Kf4 Rh4+ 16.Kf3 Rh5 17.Kf4 Kg2 18.Kg4 
Rg5+ 19.Kf4 Rh5 20.Kg4 Rg5+ 21.Kf4 Kf2 22.Re2+ Kxe2 stalemate. 

R10 1.Re1+! Kd6 2.Rd1+ Kc7 3.Rd7+ Kc8 4.Ra7 Se3+ 5.Kd3 Sxc6 6.Rxa4 Sd1 
7.Kc2 Se3+ 8.Kd3 Sd1 9.Kc2 Sb2 (9...Sc3 10.Ra8+ Kb7 11.Rxa3 Sd4+ 12.Kb2 
Sd1+ 13.Ka2 Sc3+ 14.Kb2 =) 10.Rxb4 Sxb4+ 11.Kb3 Sc4 12.Kxc4 Sc2 13.Kb2 
=. 

R11 1.Re1! (1.Rf7? Rxd4+ 2.Kxc5 Rd5+ 3.Kc4 Be3 -+) 1...Rxd4+ (1...Bf3 2.Re7 
=) 2.Kxc5 Rb4 (2...Ra4 3.Sd6 Bd3 4.Sb7+ Ka6 5.Re6+ =) 3.Sd6 Bf8 (3...Bd3 
4.Re8 Ba6 5.Ra8 Be3+ 6.Kd5 Kb6 7.Rb8+ Ka5 8.Ra8 Ra4 9.Sc4+ Rxc4 
10.Rxa6+ =) 4.Rf1 Be7 5.Rf4 Ka4 6.Rf7 Rb7 7.Rf4 Rb4 8.Rf7 Rb7 9.Rf4 Rb5+ 

10.Kd4 Rb4+ 11.Kc5 Ka3 12.Rf3+ Bxf3 stalemate. 
R12 1.Rc1+! (1.Rf1? Bg4 2.Ke3 Kd6 3.Rb1 Ke5 4.Rb5+ Kf6! zz 5.Rc5 Rb4 zz 
6.Ra5 Rc4 zz 7.Rb5 Bd7 -+) 1...Kd6 2.Ke3 Bg4 3.Rc3 zz Rb4 4.Ra3 Ke5 
5.Ra5+ Ke6 6.Rg5 Ra4 7.Rc5 Kf6 8.Rb5 zz Rc4 9.Ra5 zz Rb4 10.Rc5 zz Kg6 

11.Ra5 zz Rc4 12.Re5 zz Ra4 13.Rc5 zz Kf6 14.Rb5 Bd7 15.Rc5 Bg4 16.Rb5 
=. 
R13 1.Ba3! Rb5+ 2.Ka4 Bxa3 3.Rxe8 A) 3...Bc6 4.Re5+ Kh4 5.Rd5 Kg3 6.Rf5 
zz Kxh3 7.Rg5 zz Kh4 8.Rg4+ Kh3 9Rg3+ Kh2 10.Rg2+ Kh1 11.Rg5 zz Kh2 

12.Rg2+ Kxg2 stalemate. B) 3...Bd6 4.Rh8+ Kg5 5.h4+ Kf4 6.Ra8 Rb6 7.h5 
Rc6 8.h6 Be5 9.h7 Rh6 10.Kb4! (10.Kb3? Ke3 11.Kc4 Ke4 zz 12.Ra7 Rc6+ 
13.Kb4 Kd3 14.Kb3 Rb6+ 15.Ka4 Rh6 16.Kb3 Kd4 17.Kb4 Kd5 -+) 10...Ke4 
(10...Ke3 11.Re8 Kd4 12.Rd8+ Ke4 13.Rd7 =) 11.Kc4 zz Bb2 12.Re8+ =. 
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we invite editors of chess composition magazines, editors of chess composition sections in other editions, 
editors of separate sections, leading masters of chess composition (international grandmasters, 
international masters, FIDE masters, international arbiters on chess composition). 
16 Wilhelm Steinitz in International Chess Magazine, November 1886, p. 336: There is hardly any first-
class professional who, on the average, has earned more than the wages of a common laborer and, on 
the other hand, there are thousands of occupations in which thousands of times more money is made 
with thousands of times less expenditure of real intellect ... It is gravely preached that men of talent and 
genius, who happen to be born without a golden spoon in their mouth, should enter the public chess 
arena in a starving condition merely for the entertainment of thousands of rich people all over the world 
who only ought to pay their money to incapable critical chess pirates and their publishers. 

Recently Honored US Compositions   
by Mike Prcic 

 
All solutions and comments have been obtained from magazines which origi-

nally published the awards, or from awarded composers.  

W________w
[wGw$Bhw4]
[0w0wdpdw]
[PdwdPdQ0]
[IwiP)wdw]
[Rdw0wHwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdpdrdwd]
[dwHwdwdb]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdQdN4]
[dwdwHwdw]
[pdw4pdwd]
[dwdwdw0R]
[wdwdBdkd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Kgwdwdw)]
[dwdwdRdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0pIwdw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dw)kHBdR]
[wdpdpdw$]
[HwGwdwdw]
[wdw0qdwd]
[dQdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw!wdKd]
[dNdwdwdw]
[wdwdkGwd]
[dw4wdRdw]
w--------w

R1 Mike Prcic
5th Commendation
Orbit 2006

s#4                     (12+11)

R2 Robert Burger
Commendation
The Problemist 2006

#2                           (8+7)

R3 Robert Burger
Commendation
The Problemist 2006

#2                           (9+8)

R4 Robert Lincoln
Commendation
The Problemist 2006

#2                           (5+2)

R1 1.Bxc7? (2.Bb6+ axb6#) Sd7! 2.Rxd7/Bxd7 Bxd5/Rxe5!, 1.exf7? (2.Qb6+ 
axb6#) c6!, 1.Qxf7? Rxe5!; 1.Qe4! (2.Bxf7 Sd7 3.Rxd7/Bxd7 & 4.Bb6+ 

axb6#), 1...Rxe4 2.Bxc7 Sd7 3.Rxd7! (Bxd7?) & 4.Bb6+ axb6#, 1...Bxe4 
2.Bxc7 Sd7 3.Bxd7! (Rxd7?) & 4.Bb6+ axb6#, 1...f6 2.Bxc7 Sd7 3.Rxd7! 
(Bxd7? fxe5!) & 4.Bb6+ axb6#, 1...c6 2.Bc7 Sd7 3.Bxd7! (Rxd7? cxd5!) & 
5.Bb6+ axb6#, (1...Re3 2.Sb3+ Rxb3 3.Bxa7+ Rb6 4.Bxb6+ cxb6# White and 

black Novotny. 
R2 1.Qa4! (2.Bf3#), 1...Bd4/Rd4/Kxh5/Rxh5 2.Qd1/Sf6/Bg6/Bf5# Levman-
Grimshaw with a good introduction. 
R3 1.Se~ (2.Bxe4#) Qxh5!, 1.Sxd7!? Kc6!, 1.Sd3!? Qg4!, 1.Sg4!? Qd3!; 1.Sf3! 

(2.Be4#), 1...Kc6/Kxc5 2.Bxd7/Qb5# White correction in tries. 
R4 1.Bg1! (zz), 1...R along file/Rc4/R along rank/Rd1 2.Qd1/Qxc4/Qc4/ 
Qxd1# Reciprocal black correction and two additional secondary self-blocks. 

£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£X£¤£¥
¢£¤£¤£¤o¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢£¤£1£¤£3¥
¢¤£¤£¬£¤»¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤©¤£¤«X£¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£

R5 R. Becker & B. Jones
Honorable Mention
Kozhakin-50JT 2007

Draw                        (4+5)

£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£¼£¤£¤£¥
¢»¤»¤£¤£¤¥
¢º£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢¹¤£¤W¤»¤¥
¢¤£¤0¤£¤£¥
¢£¤¹¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤2¤£¤£Z£¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£Draw                        (5+6)

R6 Richard Becker & 
Iuri Akobia, 1st Prize
NONA 2007 (Main sec.)£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£

¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢X£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢£¤£¤£¼£¤¥
¢¤£¼£¤£¤£¥
¢£¤£¤£3£¤¥
¢¤0¤£¤o¤m¥

Win                        (3+4)

R7 Richard Becker
Prize
NONA 2007 (Miniatures)£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£

¢£¤0¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤Y¤£¤£¤£¥
¢»¤2¤£¤£¼¥
¢¤«¤£¤£¤£¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£ª©¤£¤£¥
¢£º£¤£¤£º¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£Draw                       (5+5)

R8 C. Bill Jones
2nd Prize
Bent-MT 2007
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Five, Six, Pick up Sticks 
by Robert Lincoln 

 
Miniatures can hardly be denigrated as negligible whenever they offer abun-

dant post-key action. This assembly has five or six such mates and occasion-
ally features virtual extras as well.  

W________w
[wdbdwIwd]
[dw0kdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[$wdw)wdw]
[w!wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[ndwdwdwd]
[hwdwdwdw]
[wdwdQdwd]
[iwIwdwdw]
[pdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dRdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdKdkdwd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[wdwdndwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Gwhwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw!wdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdKdwdwd]
[dNdw0wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dBdkdwdw]
[wdwgwdQd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwIwd]
[dwdpdRdw]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdnd]
[dwdQdwdw]
[wdwdw)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dKdQdwdw]
[wdBdwiwd]
[$wdwdwdw]
[wdwdw)wd]
[dwhwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[Kdwhwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w!wdwdwd]
[dwdwgwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Hwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[w$wdwdwd]
[dwiwdwdw]
[wdwdwdw4]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[K!wdwdwd]
[Gwdwdwdw]
w--------w

N1 K.Makovsky
Palacek 1881

#2                            (4+3)

N2 W. Speckmann
Dortmunder
General-Anzeiger 1931

#2                           (3+4)

N3 R. Lincoln
Fun with Chess
Miniatures 1996

#2                           (3+4)

N4 H.V. Tuxen
Skakbladet 1963

#2                           (4+3)

N5 I. Derevenko
Shakhmaty v SSSR 1936

#2                            (4+3)

N6 W. Hoek
Leninska molodi 1967

#2                           (5+2)

N7 A. Dikusarov
Honorable Mention
Sovets. Chuvashiya 1992

#2                           (3+4)

N8 V. Moikin
Special Prize
Shakhmaty v SSSR 1973

#2                           (5+2)

The riches of No.1 are almost too good to be true and the early composition 
date is astonishing. Set-play is comprised of 1…Kd8 2.Qe7# and 1…Ke6 

2.Qg4#.  1.Rd5+? is meaningless due to 1…Ke6!  1.e6+? would trap 1…Kxe6 
2.Qe7#, but 1…Kc6! 1.Qa4+? catches 1…Kd8 2.Qe8#, but 1…c6! Conse-
quently, a furtive 1.Qb8! (zz) settles the matter. Changed play accompanies 
1…Kd8 2.Rd5# or 1…Ke6 2.Qxc8#. The rest of the victims succumb to 1…Kc6 

2.Qb5#, 1…B~ 2.Qe8# and 1…c6 2.Qd6#.       
   Dr. Werner Speckmann poured forth a cornucopia of interesting minia-
tures. No.2 came quite early in his illustrious career. A useful overture is 
1.Rb6? (2.Ra6/Qe1#) roughly rejected 1…Sc6! The splendid 1.Qb3! (zz) 

adopts an unlikely square and proves invincible. Assorted casualties are 
handily tabulated: 1…S8~ 2.Q(x)b6#, 1…S7~ 2.Q(x)b5#, 1…Ka6 2.Qxa4#, 
1…a3 2.Qxa3#, and 1…axb3 2.Ra1#.  
 It seems as though the prepared 1…f6 2.Qxe5# should be maintained for 

No.3. 1.Qe4? (2.Qc6#) is impossible due to 1…Sxe4! Hence, 1.Qe5? (zz) en-
deavors to outflank that pesky Knight after 1…Sc~ 2.Qb5#. But an ameliora-
tive 1…Sd5! holds the fort. Ultimately, 1.Qh4! (2.Qe7#) prevails by releasing 
the e-horseman for 1…Sg5 2.Qh8# and 1…Sc5 2.Qd8# (2.Qh8?). Now, 1…f6 

gets altered to 2.Qh5# and the erstwhile 1…Sd5 defense yields 2.Qa4#.   
 Harry Tuxen knocks out five pertinent mates with consummates skill in 
No.4. The flight-giving 1.Bd3! (2.Qd3#) causes a traffic jam on e5. 1…Be5 or 
1…e5 invoke line-cuts to be slain  in turn with 2.Qc4# and 2.Qd7#. Two fugi-

tive breakouts of 1…Ke5 and 1…Kc6 are enclosed by the jaws of 2.Qf5# and 
2.Qe6#. Everything hangs together so nicely.    
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W________w
[wdwIwGwd]
[dw)wdwdw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw!wdw]
[w$wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwGwdwdr]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw)w]
[wdw!wdwH]
[dwdKdwdk]
w--------w

£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
¢£¤£X«¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢»¤£p£¤£¤¥
¢¤£Z£¤£¤2¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤0¤£¤£¤¹¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£n£¤£¤£¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£Draw                       (4+5)

R13 B. Jones & R. Becker
Comm. (General sec.)
Magyar Sakkvilag 2006 £¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£

¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢Z£¼£¤£¤£¥
¢¹¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤£X£¥
¢£¤£¤£¤«¤¥
¢¤£¤0¤£¤2¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£

R14 R. Becker & I. Akobia
1st Prize, (Database sec.)
Magyar Sakkvilag 2006

Draw                       (3+4)

R15 Robert Lincoln
4th Honorable Mention
Rybinsk 7 dney 2005

#2                           (5+2)

R16 Robert Lincoln
Commendation
Rybinsk 7 dney 2005

#2                           (5+2)

R14 1.Rh3+! (1.Ra3? Sf4 2.Kc2 Se6 3.Kc3 Sc5 4.Ra5 Sxa6 5.Ra2 Kg1 zz) 
1...Kg1 2.Ra3 Sf4 3.Kc2 Se6 4.Kc3 Sc5 5.Ra5 Sd7 6.Ra2 zz Sb8 7.Rb2 Sc6 

8.Ra2 zz Sb8 9.Rb2 Sd7 10.Ra2 Sc5 11.Ra5 Sxa6 12.Ra2 zz Ra8 13.Kc4 zz c6 
14.Kc3 zz Ra7 15.Kc4 zz Ra8 16.Kc3 Kf1 17.Kc4 zz Ra7 18.Rb2 Ra8 19.Ra2 
Ke1 20.Kc3 zz Ra7 21.Kc4 zz Kd1 22.Rb2 Ra8 23.Ra2 zz Kc1 24.Kc3 Kb1 
25.Ra3 zz Ra7 26.Rb3+ Kc1 27.Rb6 =. 

R15 1.c8Q/R? stalemate, a) 1.c8B? Kc6 2.Bb7#, 1...Kc4!; 1.c8S! Kc4/Kc6 
2.Sb6/Se7#, b) 1.c8Q/R? stalemate, 1.c8S? Kc4 2.Sb6#, 1...Kc6!; 1.c8B! 
Kc4/Kc6 2.Be6/Bb7# 
R16 1.Sf1? Rh4!; 1.Sg4! (zz), 1...R~rank 2.Qh2#, 1...Rh2 2.Qxh2# (Qd5?), 

1...R~file 2.Qd5#, 1...Rd5 2.Qxd5# (Qh2?) 

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[!wdwHwdw]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dwdwdp)k]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w

R17 Robert Lincoln
Commendation
Rybinsk 7 dney 2005

#2                           (4+3)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdKdpdw]
[wdwdw)wd]
[0wdkdwdw]
[p!wdwdwG]
[)wdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

R18 V.Malyuk, V. Pomogalov 
& Rauf Aliovsadzade
3rd Prize (Quick Tourney)
Zabaikalskiy Rabochij’ ‘07

#3     b) -bPa5        (5+4)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[w1pHwdRd]
[dpgkdwdw]
[w0nhwdwd]
[dBdK!Ndr]
w--------w

R19 Rauf Aliovsadzade
Commendation
Grassroots Nebr. ‘98-’00

s#2 (8+9)

w________w
[Kgrdwdwd]
[dwdBdwdw]
[pdwdwdwd]
[0p0wdwdw]
[kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdrdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdb]
w--------w

R20 Rauf Aliovsadzade
Prize
The Gambit 1999-2004

h#4                         (2+9) 

R17 1.Qb4?  (2.Qg4/Qxh4#) Kxg3!, 1.Qc3? (zz), 1...f2 2.g4#, 1...hxg3!, 1.Qd2? 
(2.Qh2#), 1...hxg3  2.Qh6#, 1...f2!; 1.Qa8! (zz), 1...hxg3/f2/Kxg3 

2.Qh8/Qg2/Qxf3# 
R18 a) 1.Qg4! (zz), 1...Kc5 2.Bf2+ Kb5/Kd5 3.Qe2/Qd4#, 1...Ke5 2.Bf2; b) 
1.Bf2! (zz), 1...Ke5 2.Qg4 Kd5/Kxf6 3.Qd4/Bd4#. Reciprocal change between 
keys and second moves in twins. 

R19 1.Sf3? B~!  1.Sf5? Sxb1!; 1.Se6! (2.Bxc2+ bxc2#), 1...B~ 2.Qxd2+ Qxd2#, 
1...Sxb1 2.Qe3+ Sxe3#  
R20 1.Ra3+ Bc6 2.Bd5 Bb7 3.Bb3 Bxc8 4.b4 Bd7# 

nNnNnN
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W________w
[Kdkdwdrd]
[dwdwdw)w]
[wdw!w)wd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdNIw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdNdk]
[wdQdw4wd]
[dwdwdPdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwIwdw]
[wdwdwdri]
[dwdwdQHw]
[wdwdwdBd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwGwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[kdqdwdwd]
[dRdwdwdw]
[K!wdwdwd]
[dwgwdwdw]
[w$wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

N13 L. Lebedev
Tijdschrift v. d. NSB 1933

#2                            (4+3)

N14 G. Maleika
Deutsche Schachz. 1980

#2                           (5+2)

N15 N. Krustous
Segodhya gazeta 1997

#2                           (5+2)

N16 R. Lincoln
Original

#2                           4+3)

Promotional hi-jinks dominate the proceedings of No.13. An effortless 1.f7! 
(2.fxg8Q#) secures alternate coronations via 1...Rf8 2.gxf8Q#, 1...Re8 

2.fxe8Q#, 1...Rh8 2.gxh8Q#, and 1...Rxg7 2.f8Q#. A last ditch 1...Rd8 foun-
ders to 2.Qc6#. This particular formula is rather easy to construct and has 
gone through many reiterations.            
 There is a clear pair of sets associated with No.14, 1...Rxf5 2.Qg4# and 

1...Rxf3 2.Qh4#. Of course, they will subsequently change. The en prise WQ 
must move and 1.Qe2! (zz) stays on the beam. Now, random Rook withdraw-
als cost 2.f4# while five refinements are neatly tallied: 1...Re4 2.fxe4#, 
1...Rxf5 2.Qh2#, 1...Rg4+ 2.fxg4#, 1...Rh4 2.Sg3#, and 1...Rxf3 2.Qxf3#.  

Such a “correction” extravaganza is seldom achieved in reduced circum-
stances.    
 Once again, a lonely, vagabond castle becomes the patsy for No.15. Here 
is a top-quality scheme which disports sacrificial debut and counter-

punching tactics. 1.Bh5! keeps the targeted  (2.Qxg6#) only after the self-
pinning 1…Rxg5. Otherwise, a looming 2.Qh7# is primed to snare aimless 
Rook drifting. 1…Rg7+ involves self-block and the necessary double check 
2.Sf7# and 1…Re6+ allows a direct return capture, 2.Sxe6#. The temporary 

escapes are mercilessly hunted down by 1…Kg7 2.Qf8# and 1…Kxh5 2.Qh3#.         
 Ordinarily, I labor without success to find new ways to attack a quarry 
situated in some extreme recess of the board. No.16 seems to have a decent 
chance at originality. Readers may pause before realizing that 1.Rc4? (zz) has 

nothing versus 1…Qc7! 1.Ra4! (2.Kb5#) generates five rejoinders with little 
sense of strain: 1...Qd7 2.Rb8#, 1...Qe8 2.Ra7#, 1...Qxb7+ 2.Qxb7#, 1…Bb4 
2.Qa7#, and 1... Bxb6 2.Kxb6#.  

StrateGems 2007 h#2 Award 
by Petre Stojoski 

 
There were thirty-six problems published in 2007. After long analysis I con-
cluded that some problems had simple play, disharmonious solutions and 

idle white pieces. Such are H1169 (Stojanov), H1191 (Zadro/Žuvić) and 
H1243 (Zgersky), where, in each phase, a white piece is idle (to me a big 
minus). Thus these problems were not considered for the award. From the 
rest, I selected problems which have strategic elements and demonstrate 

complex ideas.  
 
1st Prize - (Fadil Abdurahmanović - H1190) Anticipated self-pinning and 
closing of black lines (by activating the white battery) with excellent economy 

and perfect harmony. Add to this reciprocal change of functions between 
wRa7/wBc1 and black Rooks, and the problem leaves a strong impression. 
Solution: 1.Rc6 Bb3 2.Kd6 Ba3#, 1.Re3 Bc6 2.Kf4 Ra4#. 
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Four self-block defenses is one difficult proposition with short rations.  The 
sole defect of No.5 is an uncompromising push, 1.f4! (2.Qxd7#). Pinching e5 

should be considered a tolerable flaw given the nature of these superb, 
pointed finales. Black’s scant force rummages around for 1…Sf6 2.Re7#, 
1…Se5 2.f5#, 1…d6 2.Qf5#, and 1…d5 2.Qa6#. Incidentally, that WP cannot 
start on f3 because of a cooking 1.Qxd7+ Ke5 2.Rf5#.  

 The odd-man out in this group is No.6 where the blows are threatened 
collectively in one swoop. The overpowering battery established by 1.Ra4! 
posits five evident openings. However, they must occur individually after 
1...Sb3 2.Bxb3#, 1...Sd3 2.Bxd3#, 1...Sa2 2.Bxa2#, 1...Se2 2.Bxe2#, and 

1…Kg4 2.Bf1#. Altogether, this is a very competent example of “total Fleck.”  
 That apparent beginning somewhat tarnishes No.7. Every solver auto-
matically reaches for 1.Sb3! (2.Qa5#) without much thought. Nonetheless, 
these despairing responses trace out an attractive mating mosaic: 1...Sc6 

2.Qxb7#, 1... b6 2.Qa4#, 1...Bd2 2.Sc5#, and 1...Bb6 2.Qc4#. 
 No.8 has more than an adequate key, it’s a great key. 1.Qh8! (2.Qd8#) 
adeptly handles the fruitless strivings of Black’s Rook through 1...Rd6 
2.Qc8#, 1...Rxh8 2.Be5#, and 1...Rh2+ 2.Qxh2#. That leftover 1…Kd6 2.Qe5# 

was there all along.  

W________w
[wdwdQdwd]
[4Rdwdwdw]
[kdKdwdwd]
[dwdwGwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[hwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdrdwi]
[!Rdw0w0w]
[wdwdwdKd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw!wdw]
[wHwdBdwd]
[dwIwdwdw]
[p4wdwdwd]
[iwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwhwdwd]
[dw0K0wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[w$wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdQ]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

N9 L. Lebedev
Narodnaya gazeta 1998

#2                            (4+3)

N10 Z. Hernitz
2nd Place
L’Italia Schachistica 1971

#2                           (3+4)

N11 I. Agabekov
Shakhmaty 1985

#2                           (4+3)

N12 T. Siers
Hannoverscher Kurier 1930

#2                           (3+4)

A noteworthy try animates No.9. 1.Qe7? brandishes a double-barreled 
(2.Rxa7/Qxa3#), but fails to 1…Sb5! A stoic waiting gesture, 1.Kc5! (zz), pro-

vides answers for 1...Ra8 2.Qxa8#, 1...Rxb7 2.Qa4#, 1...Ka5 2.Rxa7#, 
1...Kxb7 2.Qc6#, and 1...S~ 2.Q(x)b5#.  
  Succeeding entries notch up the ante showing six various coups during 
the actual phase. No.10 adds seven virtual scalps to the cache. 1.Qa1? 

(2.Qxg7#) espies 1…Rg8 2.Qh1#, but is denied 1…e5! 1.Rb8? (2.Rxe8#) bags 
four captures of a frantic Rook, but 1…Rg8! remains safe. Therefore, 1.Qb8! 
(2.Qxe8#) applies the quietus with another four attendant grabs of Rook.  
This time, 2.Qh2# is ready to pounce on 1…Rg8.      

 A royal battery subdues a cornered BK in No.11. Tries are tabulated 
1.Bd3? (zz) 1…R~ 2.Qe1#, but 1…Re2!, 1.Sc2+? Kb1!, and 1…Bc2? (zz) Rb1!  
A devious 1.Qd4! (zz) has just the right stuff for the wanderings of 1…R~ 
2.Qd1#, 1...Rb3+ 2.Kxb3#, 1...Rxb4 2.Kxb4#, 1...Rc2+ 2.Kxc2#, 1...Rd2 

2.Kxd2#, and 1...Rb1 2.Sc2#.  
 All four black units of No.12 struggle against 1.Qg4! (2.Qd4#). The Pawns 
function as blockers when 1...c5 2 Qe4# or 1...e5 2.Qc4#. They are then in-
terfered upon following 1...Sc6 2.Rb5#, 1...Se6 2.Qf5#, and 1...Ke5 2.Qg5#.  

Even critics of symmetry might admire this one.     
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3rd Honorable Mention - (Eugene Fomichev - H1242) Reciprocal 
elimination of white and black pieces and black self-pins in a harmonious 
play. Solution: a) 1.Sxe6 Sxf3+ 2.Rf4 Rxe6#, b) 1.Sxg5 Sxd4+ 2.Qe4 Bxg5#. 
4th Honorable Mention - (Tibor Ėrsek - H1240) The black Queen captures 
the front piece of the white battery, then self-blocks, while the other battery 
mates. Solution: a) 1.Qxe3 bxc5 2.Qe5 Sd6#, b) 1.Qxc4 g4 2.Qd5 Sf5#. 

W________w
[wdndrdw$]
[dwdwdNdw] 
[w0wdwgwd] 
[dwiwdwdp] 
[PdwdqHbd] 
[)pdw)pdw] 
[wdrdwdwd] 
[dKdwdwdR]
w--------w

1st Commendation
Newman Guttman
StrateGems 2007

h#2   2 solutions    (8+11)

W________w
[wdwdwInd]
[dwdw4p!w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwgwdwHw]
[rdwdwdp0]
[dwHpiwdw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------

3rd Commendation
Tibor Érsek
StrateGems 2007

h#2   2 solutions     (4+10)

W________w
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dN4wdwdw]
[kdwdwdBd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdw)bdwd]
[dPdpdRdw]
[wdrdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------

4th Commendation
Temur Chkhetiani
StrateGems 2007

h#2    2 solutions    (6+6)

W________w
[wdKdwdwd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[w1wdRdnd]
[dwdNGwdw]
[wdwdwdbd]
[dwdwdkdw]
[wdR)wdwd]
[dn4wdwdw]
w--------

2nd Commendation
Andreas Schönholzer
StrateGems 2007

h#2   b) Sd5→h5    (6+7)

1st Commendation - (Newman Guttman - H1216) The black Queen self-pins 
twice, while closing black Bishop line. The black Rooks exchange functions, 
but their moves are not coordinated, which lowered the ranking. Solution: 

1.Qf5 R1xh5 2.Re4 Rxc8#, 1.Qe5 R8xh5 2.Rc1+ Rxc1#. 
2nd Commendation - (Andreas Schönholzer - H1238) White piece capture, 
opening of the white line, unpinning of the white piece and reciprocal func-
tions of the white Bishop and the white Pawn, characterize this problem. So-

lution: a) 1.Sxe5 d4 2.Sd7 Re3#, b) 1.Sxd2 Bd4 2.Sc4 Rf2#. 
2nd Commendation - (Tibor Ėrsek - H1168) A white piece sacrifice and a 
mate on the square the same piece vacated. Solution: 1.Rf4 Se2 2.dxe2 Qc3#, 
1.Bd4 Sf3 2.gxf3 Qg5#. 

4th Commendation - (Temur Chkhetiani - H1237) A black piece sacrifice 
and a white piece capture with change of functions between white Rook and 
Bishop. Solution: 1.R2c5 dxc5 2.Bxf3 Bxd3#, 1.R7c4 bxc4 2.Bxg6 Rf6#. 

Recent Tourney Winners  
by Mike Prcic 

 
 Comments and solutions are from the magazines which originally published the awards.
  

W________w
[wdw1bdwd]
[dNdwGwdw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[gwhBiwdw]
[RdndwdQ0]
[dwdwHwdw]
[wdwdwdwI]
[dwdw$wdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdw4wdwd]
[dBdwdpdw]
[pdwdw0wd]
[dwdndRdw]
[wdpiwGwd]
[!wHN$pdw]
[wdpdwIwd]
[gwdbdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dPdw0rdP]
[w)w0N0wd]
[dwdwiN0w]
[wdw0PdQd]
[dr0wdwhw]
[bdwdpdNd]
[dwdwdnIw]
w--------w

W________w
[Bdw!Kdwd]
[)wdwdpdw]
[w)w)wdwd]
[dRdwHPdp]
[wGpiwHwd]
[dwdpdw)w]
[r0w$wdpd]
[hwdwhwdw]
w--------w

N1 Wieland Bruch
1st Prize
Die Schwalbe  2006

#2 b) Kd4→e3 (13+10)

N2 V. Popov
1st Prize
Zadachi i etyudi  2005

#2* (8+8)

N3 Vasil Dyachuk
1st Prize
Uralski Problemist 2006

#2* (8+11)

N4 Vyacheslav Kopaev
1st Prize
Probleemblad 2004

#2 Tries               (9+13)
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W________w
[wgwdwGrd]
[0ndwdwdw]
[w0Pdpdwd] 
[Hp1whrdw] 
[wibdwdQd]
[dwdP0wIw]
[wdwdPdwd]
[$wHwdwdw]
w--------w

2nd Prize
Mario Parrinello
StrateGems 2007

h#2   2 solutions    (9+13)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdKdpdw]
[wdwdw$pd]
[dw0wdN4w]
[w4w$PiPd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdPhpdbd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------

3rd Prize
Živko Janevski
StrateGems 2007

h#2   4 solutions    (7+10)

W________w
[wIwdwdwd]
[dw4pdwdw]
[Rdw)wdwd]
[dRdBiwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdrdw0w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwGwdwdw]
w--------

1st Prize
Fadil Abdurahmanović
StrateGems 2007

h#2    2 solutions    (6+5)

W________w
[Kdw!wdw4]
[dwdwdwdq]
[w0p)Pdwd]
[dR)k0wdp]
[wdnhpdwd]
[dpdwgpdw]
[wdw0wdw$]
[dw4Bdwdw]
w--------

4th Prize
Misha Shapiro
StrateGems 2007

h#2  b) Qd8→g8  (8+15)

2nd Prize - (Mario Parrinello - H1217) Several strategic elements are shown 
in a complex construction. Black closes its battery line in order to allow the 
front battery piece to sacrifice itself on the mating square, while annihilating 

a white Pawn. In order to guard c3-square, White unpins the black piece, 
which now passively self-blocks. As for the two white Knights, one mates 
while the other guards b3-square. Solution: 1.Sd6 Bg7 2.Sxd3 Sxd3#, 1.Rf4 
Qg7 2.Sxc6 Sxc6#.  

3rd Prize - (Živko Janevski - H1172) Zilahi has always attracted my 
attention. Here, in four solutions, we have a double reciprocal Zilahi. Multi-
capture of e4-Pawn prevented higher placing. Solution: 1.cxd4 Kd6 2.Kxe4 
Sg3#, 1.Bxe4 Rfe6 2.Sf3 Rexe4#, 1.Sxe4 Sxe3 2.Kxe3 Rd3#, 1.Ke5 Rd5 

2.Kxf6 e5#. 
4th Prize - (Misha Shapiro - H1192) Two black self-pins and one white pin, 
harmoniously constructed and executed with reciprocal moves by White and 
a mate with three pinned black pieces. Solution: a) 1.Sxd6 Rxd2 2.Rxc5 

Bxb3#, b) 1.Sxe6 Bxb3 2.Bxc5 Rxd2#. 

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdN1w]
[wdwdw$pd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[wdpdk0wd] 
[dwdN)wdw] 
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwIwhw]
w--------w

2nd Honorable Mention
Živko Janevski
StrateGems 2007

h#2   b) Sg1→h5    (5+6)
c) Pc4→e6,  d) Pg6→c3

W________w
[wdwdwdwI]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdPdk0wd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[w)Ndwdwd]
[dwdpHwdw]
[BdwdwdPd]
[dw1w$wdw]
w--------

4th Honorable Mention
Tibor Érsek
StrateGems 2007

h#2   b) Pe7→f7     (8+6)

W________w
[wdbdwdwd]
[dqdw0wdw]
[wdp$n!wd]
[dwdPHwdw]
[wdwin0wd]
[dwdwdwdK]
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdrdw]
w--------

1st Honorable Mention
Fadil Abdurahmanović    
StrateGems 2007

h#2    3 solutions     (6+9)

W________w
[wdKdRgwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdNdwG]
[dwdwdwHb]
[rdwhwdwd]
[dwdpindw]
[wdwdw0Pd]
[dwdwdwdq]
w--------

3rd Honorable Mention
Eugene Fomichev
StrateGems 2007

h#2   b) Pg2→c3    (6+9)

1st Honorable Mention - (Fadil Abdurahmanović - H1241) In the first pair 
of harmonious solutions, both ends of the white battery are eliminated, while 
the rear piece of the second battery mates. The third solution shows an en 

passant mate. It is not thematically related to the first pair, which prevented 
me from placing it higher. Solution: 1.Sxd6 Sc4+ 2.Kxd5 Qe5#, 1.exf6 dxc6+ 
2.Ke5 Rd5#, 1.S6c5+ Sg4+ 2.e5 dxe6#. 
2nd Honorable Mention - (Živko Janevski - H1210) White pieces annihila-

tion is shown in an excellent construction, but the complete cycle of functions 
of white pieces is missing. While the white Rook gets captured twice and 
mates twice (in the other two solutions) the same cannot be said about the 
white Knight. However, the problem deserves to be awarded. Solution: a) 

1.Qxf7 Kd2 2.Qd5 Rf4#, b) 1.Sxf6 Ke2 2.Sd5 Sd6#, c) 1.Qxf6 Sf2+ 2.Kf5 e4#, 
1.fxe3 Sg5+ 2.Kd4 Rd6#. 
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W________w
[wdw$wdNd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0wdwdKd]
[gpdw)Pdw]
[rdkdwdwd]
[0w0N0wdw]
[P0Pdwdwd]
[dwdBGwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[BGwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdN0pdwd]
[dw)k)ngR]
[wdpdw0Pd]
[HwdwdPdK]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[KdBdwdwd]
[dwdwGwhw]
[wiwdpdwd]
[dw$wdpHw]
[wdpdpdwd]
[dwdwhwdw]
[w)N)wdwd]
[dwdb4rgw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdrdwd]
[dpdw0wdw]
[wIpdwdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[Phwiw)bd]
[$wHpdwdw]
[w)wHw)wd]
[dwdwGwdw]
w--------w

N9 Alexander Stepochkin
1st-2nd Place
Moscow Open Ty.  2006

#4                         (10+9) #4                         (11+7)

N10 Yakov Vladimirov
1st-2nd Place
Moscow Open Ty.  2006

N11 Mikhail Marandyuk
1st Prize
Shahmatnaya Komp. ‘06

#6                         (8+11)

N12 Mikhail Marandyuk
1st Prize
Uralski Problemist 2006

#9                           (9+9)

N12 1.Rb3? (2.Rxb4#), 1...Sc2 2.Rb5 Rd8! 3.Sb3+ Kc4 4.Sa5+ Kd4 5.Bd2 c5! 
6.Be3+ Sxe3 7.Sb3+ Kc4 8.Sd2+ Kd4 9.Sb5?; 1.Sb3+ Kc4 2.Sa5+ Kd4 3.Bd2 

(4.Be3#) Sc2 4.Rb3 c5 5.Rb4+ cxb4 6.Be3+ Sxe3 7.Sb3+ Kc4 8.Sd2+ Kd4 
9.Sb5#  

W________w
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwGw]
[bdw0wdwd]
[dwdw)pdw]
[wdwHwiw)]
[dpdPdwdK]
[q0wdwdR)]
[dwgNdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdNdwdwd]
[0wGwhBdw]
[Pdpdwdw!]
[Iwiwdwdw]
[Pdw0wdwd]
[dwdRdwdw]
[wdPdwdw0]
[dwdwdwgb]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw!wdwdw]
[wdp0N$w)]
[0wdNdw)r]
[wdwdP0ph]
[dBGkdb0w]
[wdw)pdnd]
[dwdw4wgK]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0wGw0wg]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w$Rdw)wd]
[0pdkdp0w]
[q0w0w)wd]
[4bdKdwdn]
w--------w

N13 Frank Richter
1st Prize
Die Schwalbe 2005

s#9                       (10+8)

N14 Živko Janevski
1st Prize
Orbit 2006

s#3                         (9+8)

N15 F.Richter & 
D. Papack, 1st Prize
The Problemist 2005

s#2  2 sols.         (11+14)

N16 Dieter Werner
1st Prize
Schach-Aktiv 2005

s#13                      (6+14)

N13 1.Rg4+?, 1.Rg3? d5 2.Bxd5 Bb7 3.Bh1 Bf3!; 1.Bh6+! Kxe5 2.Bg7+ Kf4 
3.Rg3 (4.Bg2 5.Rg4+ fxg4#) d5! 4.Bxd5 Bb7 5.Bh1 Bf3 6.Se2+ Bxe2 7.Bg2 

Bxd1 8.Bd4 ~ 9.Rg4+ fxg4# A logical problem with a clever foreplan in the 
style of German school for orthodox moremovers. 
N14 1.Qf6! (2.Qxd4+ Bxd4 3.Rc3+ Bxc3#), 1...Sd5 2.Bd6+ Kc4 3.Sb6+ axb6#, 
1...Bd5 2.Qd6+ Kc4 3.Qxc6+ Bxc6#, 1...Sf5 2.Sd6 and 3.Bb6+ axb6# Tries: 

1.Qf4? Be4!, 1.Be5? Sf5! Two anticipatory self-blocks on d5. 
N15 1.Qh7? (2.Sexf4+/Sdxf4+ Sxf4#) Bxe4!; 1.Qe7! (2.Sexf4+ Sxf4#), 1...Bxe4 
2.Sdxf4+ Sxf4#, 1...Kxe4 2.Qh7+ Sf5/Sg6#, and 1.Qxc6! (2.Sdxf4+ Sxf4#), 
1...Bxe4 2.Sexf4+ Sxf4#, 1...Kxe4 2.Qc4+ Bd4# Dombrovskis and le Grand 

with two solutions, plus changed mates after 1...Kxe4. 
N16 1.Rd4+! Kc3 2.Re4 Kd3 3.Rbd4+ Kc3 4.Ra4 Kd3 5.Be7 Bg7 6.Rad4+ Kc3 
7.Rb4 Kd3 8.f5 gxf2 9.Rf4 Ke3 10.Bd8 Bf8 11.Bxb6+ Bc5 12.Bxc5+ Kd3 
13.Rxb3+ Qxb3# 

N17 1.Be7! (2.Bd1/Be2/Bf3/Bh5 3.Qa7+ Kc7 4.Sa6+ Kc8 5.Qxb7+ Qxb7#), 
1...Bf6 2.Bd6 (3.Bc7+ Qxc7 4.Sd7+) Bd8 3.Be2!! R~ 4.Sq4+ Qxa4 5.Rq6+ 
Qxa6+ 6.Qa7+ Qxa7#; 2...Be5 3.Bxe5 (4.Bc7+) Qxd5 4.Sa4+/Sd7+ Kc6 5.b5+ 
Qxb5 6.Qxb7+ Qxb7# 

N18 1.Sd8! (2.Rd5+ Kxd5 3.Qc6+ Kd4 4.Sxf5+ Qxf5/Rxf5#), 1...Sg5 2.Qc4+ 
Kxc4 3.Rc3+ Kd4 4.Se6+ Sxe6#), 1...bxc2 2.Rd3+ Kxd3 3.Ra3+ Kd4 4.Be5+ 
fxe5# 
N19 1.Sc3! (zz), 1...Re4! 2.Qb5+ Kd4 3.Sa4 Rf4! 4.Qc5+ Ke4 5.Sb6 Rg4 

6.Qd5+ Kf4 7.Kh6 Rxh4#, 1...Rg4 2.Qb5+ Kd4 3.Se2+ Ke4 4.Qa5! Rf4 5.Qc5 
Rg4 6.Sc3+ Kf4 7.Kh6 Rxh4#, (1...Rf4 2.Qb5+ Kd4 3.Se2+ Ke4 4.Qc5! Rg4 
5.Sc3+ Kf4 6.Kh6 Rxh4#) 
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N1 a) 1.Qh4? (2.Sxg2#), 1...Ke3 2.Sd5#, 1...Sf3!, 1.Qg5? (2.Se2#), 1...Ke3 
2.Se6#, 1...g1S!, 1.Qf6? (2.Sg4#), 1...Ke3/c3 2.Sxc4/Bc5#, 1...Sf3!; 1.Qe7! 

(2.Sc6#), 1...Ke3/c3 2.Sf3/Bc5#; b) 1.Qh4? (2.Sd5#), 1...Kd4 2.Sxg2#, 1...c3!, 
1.Qg5? (2.Se6#), 1...Kd4 2.Se2#, 1...Sf4/f6!, 1.Qe7? (2.Sf3#), 1...Kd4 2.Sc6#, 
1...Rxa7!; 1.Qf6! (2.Sxc4#), 1...Kd4 2.Sg4#  Pseudo-le Grand in four varia-
tions. 

N2 1...Sxe3 2.Qg5#, 1...Qxd5 2.Sxc4#, 1.Rd1? (2.Qd4/Qg5/Sxc4#), 1...Sxe3 
2.Qf4#, 1...Qxd5 2.Rxd5#, 1...Bd2!; 1.Rf1! (2.Qf4#), 1...Sxe3 2.Qd4#, 
1...Qxd5 2.Bf6#, (1...g5 2.Rf5#) 
N3 1...Bxc3 2.Qc5#, 1...cxd3 2.Re4#, 1.Sd~? (2.Re4#) (Qc5?), 1...Sxc3 2.Qc5#, 

(1...Re8 2.Rxd5#), 1...Bxc3!, 1.Sc5!? (2.Re4#) Sxc3!, 1.Sc~? (2.Qc5#) (Re4?), 
1...Sb4 2.Re4#, 1...cxd3!; 1.Sa4! (2.Qc5#) (Re4?), 1...Sb4 2.Re4#, 1...Rc8 
2.Rxd5#, 1...Sxe3 2.Bxe3# Hannelius, Sushkov and Pseudo-le Grand with 
white correction in tries. 

N4 1.h8S? (2.Sg6[A]/Sxf7#[B]) Rg7!, 1.Sd8? (2.Sxf7[B]/Sc6#[C]), Rxb6!, 
1.b8S? (2.Sc6[C]/Sd7#[D]),  d5!, 1.Sc5? (2.Sd7[D]/Sd3#[E]),  dxc5 2.b8Q#, 
1...d3!, 1.Se1? (2.Sd3[E]/Sf3#[F]), c2!; 1.Sh4! (2.Sf3[F]/Sg6#[A]), 1...gxh4/ 
d5/Sxe4/Sxf5 2.Qf4/b8Q/Qxe4/Qxf5# A cycle of threats in tries and play. 

W________w
[wgrdR!wd]
[dNdpdPdK]
[Bdwdw0wd]
[dwdw)pdw]
[wdPirdnd]
[dwdp$wdw]
[wdp)wGwd]
[dwdbdwHw]
w--------w

W________w
[w!wHwdwd]
[dpdwdw0w]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dpdkdP0w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dPdwdPIN]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[INdR0Bdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dp$wGwdw]
[kdPdpdwd]
[0r)wdwdw]
[PdQhrdwd]
[dwdwdngb]
w--------w

W________w
[ndwdR4N1]
[IwdBdndw]
[N0P0pdbd]
[0wdkGw4P]
[Pdwdp$wg]
[dwdpdw0w]
[w)Pdwdwd]
[dw!wdwdw]
w--------w

N5 I.Agapov & 
A. Baharev, 1st Prize
80-JT 2006

#3                       (12+11)

N6 Mikhail Marandyuk
1st Prize
Moscow Konkurs  2006

#3                           (8+6)

N7 Alexander Sigurov
1st Place
Moscow Open Ty.  2006

#3                         (10+11)

N8 E. Shapovalov
1st Prize
Shahmatnaya Komp. ‘06

#3                        (13+15)

N5 1...Rxc4 2.Qc5+ Rxc5 3.Rxd3#[A], 1...Bxe5 2.Qd6+ Bxd6 3.R3xe4#[B]; 
1.Qh6! (2.Re2+ Re3 3.Qf4#; 2...Se3 3.Sf3#), 1...Sxh6 2.Rf3+ Re3 3.Rf4#, 
1...Rxc4 2.Rxd3+[A] Kxd3 3.Sc5#, 1...Bxe5 2.Rxe4+[B] Kxe4 3.Sd6#, (1...fxe5 
2.Qb6+, 1...Sxf2 2.Rxe4+, 1...Sxe3 2.Bxe3+) 
N6 1.Sf2! (2.Sf7 & 3.Qd6#; 2...Kd4 3.Qe5#), 1...b4 2.Sg4 & 3.Qe5#; 2...Kd4 
3.Qd6#, 1...Kd4 2.Qd6+ Ke3 3.Qd3#, 1...Kc4 2.Qe5+ Kb4 3.Qc3# Le Grand 
theme in the first two variations. 
N7 1.Be8! (2.Rd4 & Bxb5#), 1...e3 2.Rdd5 & 3.Bxb5#, 1...Se3 2.Rd6! Sxc2 
3.Ra6#, 1...Re3 2.Rd3 & 3.Bxb5# 
N8 1.Qe3! (2.Qd4#), 1...Sxe5 2.Bxe6+[A] Kxc6 3.Se7#[B], 1...Qxe5 2.Se7+[B] 
Kc4 3.Qxd3#[C], 1...Rxe5 2.Qxd3+[C] exd3 3.c4#[D], 1...dxe5 2.c4+[D] Kxc4 
3.Bxe6#[A]; 2...Kd6 3.Rxe6# A four-fold cycle of White’s second and third 
moves. (First ever?) 
 N9 1.Be2! (2.Sb4+ Kxb4/Kc5 3.Rd5/Rd5+ & 4.Rxb5#), 1...Rb4! 2.Rc8+ Kd5 
3.Sf6+ Kd4 4.Bxc3#; 2...Kd4 3.Bxc3+ K~ 4.Sf6#, 1...Bb4! 2.Sf4+ Kc5 3.Se6+ 

Kc6 4.Bf3# 
N10 1.c3! (2.Se7+ Kxe5 3.Sg8 & 4.Sxc4#; 3...Se3 4.Bxd6#), 1...Be7! 2.Bc7 
(2.Sxe7+? Kxe5 3.Sg8 stalemate) 3.Sb8+ Kxe5 4.Sd7#, 1...Se7! 2.Bxd6 
(2.Sxe7? Kxe5 3.Sg8 stalemate) Sxc6 3.Sc2 & 4.Sb4#, (1...Kxc5 2.Ba7+ Kd5 

3.Sb8+ Kxe5 4.Sd7#) 
N11 1.Sd4? (2.Rc6+ Ka5 3.Ra6#) Ba4!, 1.d4? exd4 2.Se4 fxe4 3.b4 Rf8!; 1.b4! 
cxb3 2.d4! (2.Sd4? Be2!) exd3 3.Se4! (3.Sd4? Bf3+!) fxe4 4.Sd4! & 5.Rc6+ Ka5 
6.Ra6# 
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N26 1.exf4 h6 2.Qxg7 hxg7 3.Rg3 g8Q 4.Kh3 Qxh7#, 1.Kxh5 fxe5 2.Kg6 e6 
3.Kxg7 exf7 4.Kh8 f8Q#, 1.h6 Kxd8 2.Bxf4+ Ke7 3.Kg5 Kxf7 4.Rxh5 Bf6# 

Zilahi with three unrelated solutions. 
N27 1.Kxe5 Bd4+ 2.Kd5 Sc3#, 1.Kxe4 Rd4+ 2.Ke3 Sxg4#, 1.Kxe5 Sg3 2.Rf6 
Bxd6#, 1.Kxe4 Sxc4 2.Bf5 Rd4# 
N28 a) 1.Qb7 Re6+ 2.Kd5 Re4 3.Bd6 Bxb7#, b) 1.Rb6 Bd5 2.Kd6 Be6 3.Re5 

Rxb6#, c) 1.Rg7 Bc6 2.Kf6 Rb6 3.Kg6 Be8#, d) 1.Qf4 Rc6 2.Ke4 Bb7 3.Kf3 
Rc3# 
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R0143 (Volet/Elkies) a) The position is drawn.  If White just moved then Black would be 

stalemated unless the last move was b2-b4, allowing ...a4xb3 e.p. Retracting Pb2-b4 produces 

the impossible cluster wBa1,wPb2. If Black just moved then White would stalemate Black 

(whatever move White makes next), unless the last move was ...b7-c5, allowing c5xb6# 

e.p. Retracting Pb7-b5 produces the cluster wBa8,bPb7 which requires wB to be 

promoted. This would account for all 8 White Pawns, which would then have made at least 14 

captures to get from abcdefgh to aaabccdg.  However, Black is missing "only" 13 pieces so this 

is impossible. b) It is Black's turn. If it were White’s turn, by the analysis above, Black’s move 
was c6xb5. Since that move was forced regardless of which piece or Pawn was captured on b5, 

it would follow that the position was already dead so Black’s move would not be possible. 
Problem a) is a part of problem b). It's nice of the composers not to make our heads 
spin too much (LB). 
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W________w
[K!wdwGwd]
[dndqdw0w]
[wiw0wdPd]
[$wHPgwdw]
[w)w0pdBd]
[dpdr0wdw]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdQdwdwd]
[dNdwdwdn]
[wdwGw0w0]
[$wdwdpdr]
[wdwiwIwg]
[dpdw$pHq]
[B)P0w4b0]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdBd]
[dwdwdp)K]
[wdwdw)wd]
[!wdNdPdw]
[wdk4wdw$]
[dpdwdwdw]
[w)wdw)wd]
[dwdwHwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdNGwd]
[dw)k)pdw]
[wdR0w0pd]
[HPdpdw0q]
[wdw)wdwh]
[dwdw)bdK]
[ndwdwdwg]
[dwdwdw4r]
w--------w

N17 Camillo Gamnitzer
1st Prize
Schach-Aktiv 2006

s#6                     (10+11)

N18 Mikhail Marandyuk
1st Prize
80-JT 2006

s#4                     (10+14)

N19 Yakov Vladimirov
1st Prize
Moscow Konkurs  2006

s#7                        (11+4)

N20 Alexander Stepochkin
1st Place
Moscow Open Ty.  2006

s#3                     (10+14)

N20 1.Sb7! (2.c8B+ Kxe8 3.Sbxd6+ Bxd6#), 1...Kxe8 2.c8R+ Kd7 3.Qxd6+ 
Bxd6#, 1...Kc8 2.Qa8+ Kd7 3.Rxd6+ Bxd6#, 1...Ke6 2.Sc5+ Kf5 3.exd6+ 

Bxd6#, (1.c8R? & 2.Qxd6+, 1...Ke6 2.Sg7+ 3.Qxd6+, but 1...Sb4!) 

W________w
[wIwHNdwd]
[dwdbip0w]
[Rdwhndwd]
[dwdrdpdw]
[pdwdw)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[!Rdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdKdRdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdBd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[rdwdwdwd]
[dbdwdq)w]
[wdwiwdPd]
[dwdwdRGw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdbd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[whwdBdwd]
[4wdwdRdK]
[wdwiw4wd]
[)wdwdn1w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwgw]
w--------w

W________w
[whwdwdwd]
[)Pdwdpdw]
[pdwdpdw4]
[dwdbIwdw]
[w1w4wdwd]
[dwdwiwGw]
[wdwdw0pd]
[gwdwdwdw]
w--------w

N21 Anatoly Stepochkin
1st Prize
Orbit 2006-I

h#2  b) Ra6→h6   (7+10)

N22 F. Abdurahmanović
& Ž. Janevski, 1st Prize
Orbit 2006-II

h#2       4 sols. (7+5)

N23 Christopher Jones
1st Prize
Schach-Aktiv 2005

h#3½ 2 solutions  (4+9)

N24 F. Abdurahmanović &
C. Feather, 1st Prize
Schach-Aktiv 2006

h#3 2 solutions   (4+12)

N21 a) 1.Sxd8 Qa2 2.Ke6 Re1#, b) 1.Sxe8 Rd1 2.Kd6 Qa3# 
N22 1.Qd3 Bd4 2.Kc2 Re2#, 1.Qd1 Re2+ 2.Kc1 Be3#, 1.Qe4 Rd1+ 2.Ke2 

Bh5#, 1.Qf2 Rd8+ 2.Ke3 Re1# 
N23 1...Rd5+ 2.Kc4 Bf5 3.Bd4 Bb1 4.Bc3 Ba2#, 1...Bd5 2.Kc5 Rf8 3.Rd4 Ra8 
4.Qd6 Rxa5# 
N24 1.Qxb7 axb8Q 2.Qb1 Qb2 3.Qd3 Qxf2#, 1.Bxb7 a8B 2.Bf3 Be4 3.Be2 

Bf4# Two B/W Bristols, line openings, self-blocks and promotions. 

N25 Valery Gurov
1st Prize
80-JT 2006W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[4w0Kdwdp]
[wdw$Bdwi]
[dwdwgpdN]
[wdw0w$pd]
[dwdpGw0w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[1wdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwhwdwd]
[dwIwdpGp]
[wdbdwdwd]
[dwdw0pdP]
[wdndp)pi]
[dwdwdwdr]
[wdwgwdpd]
[1wdrdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dKdwdwdw]
[wdw0pdwd]
[dwGwHkdw]
[wdpdNdbd]
[dwdRdrdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dwhwgwdp]
[Rdwdwdrd]
[0w0wipdw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdwdqdw]
[bdwdrdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
w--------wh#2   2 solutions (6+11)

b) bRe5

N26 Alex. Semenenko
1st Prize
80-JT 2006

h#4   3 solutions (4+15)

N27 Valery Gurov
1st Prize
Moscow Konkurs  2006

h#2 4 variations      (5+7)

N28 Vladimir Nefedov &
Rustan Usmanov, 1st Pr.
Moscow Konkurs  2006

h#3        b) -Qf3     (3+12)
c/d) Pc5→g5/f2

N25 a) 1.Bxd6 Bf7[A] 2.Bxf4[a] Bxf4#, 1.Bxf4[a] Rc6 2.Bg5 Bf7#[A], b) 1.Rxe3 
Rxf5[B] 2.Rxe6[b] Rxe6#, 1.Rxe6[b] Bd2 2.Rg6 Rxf5#[B] 


